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INVESTIGATING DIFFICULTIES IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
STUDENTS’ WRITTEN EXPRESSION

0. INTRODUCTION

Developing literacy in students is the goal of most bilingual
school language teachers at elementary levels. However, the ability
to read fluently and communicate ideas accurately both orally and
written, especially the latter, does not seem to develop as fast and
easily as one would expect in certain kids who, though mentally able
and smart, reach the upper elementary school levels with serious
difficulties

to

write

meaningful

sentences,

construct

coherent

paragraphs, or connect ideas properly within a text. It is very hard
for those students to express their thoughts or feelings in writing as
well as they do orally. In addition, their command of language is so
poor that it is hard to understand how they were promoted from one
level to the next if the degree of difficulty is surely higher in the
subsequent levels. This concern has guided us, teachers at a bilingual
school in Barranquilla, to raise awareness on the imminent need of
investigating the causes of the difficulties in written expression
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commonly

observed

in

students

at

elementary

school

levels,

specifically at the 5th grade level, and to devise a plan of action to
attempt to solve this problem in the future.

What seems to be clear in this case is that there is a serious
mastery gap of the necessary skills students need to express
themselves accurately both orally and written, which will allow them
to succeed in the upper levels. This

gap

is

basically

the

main

drawback that is causing students reach the upper elementary and
high school levels with poor skills to express themselves, especially in
writing. This not only affects their academic performance and lowers
their chances to get high scores, but decreases the standards of this
competitive school, which aims at achieving excellent ranks among
the other schools. The worst of all is that as school years pass by, the
gap grows so big that in many cases it becomes extremely difficult
for a teacher to help these students acquire an ―up to par‖ written
expression level during the regular classes. As a consequence, they
end up hiring a tutor to fill the gaps at home, which means ―another
school at home‖ and keeping them away from sports and other
activities with their family and friends, which are also important to
strengthen their personalities.
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As expressed before, literacy is one of the basic goals that
language teachers want to reach, especially in the elementary school
levels where students acquire the basic skills needed to succeed in
the upper levels. Given the difficulties encountered on this aspect in
many schools, it is expected that the findings in this investigation can
be useful for language teachers to identify, prevent, and/or deal with
them as they appear in order to help students develop their ability to
show their written competency in the language. This study sums up
to previous studies on the writing teaching-learning process in
elementary school levels, among which outstand the ones carried out
by Mizuno, May, Vargas and others in 1994, which focused on the
difficulties encountered by children in early elementary levels to
manage writing in L1 and L2; Gardner‘s (1985), Dörnyei‘s (2001),
Lambert and Gardner‘s

(1972) studies on the effects of affect and

motivation in writing, Mijaljevic‘s (2006) studies on the Role of
Affective Factors in the Development of Productive Skills; Diab‘s
(2006) research on Feedback and Error Recognition in the ESL
Writing Classroom, Guo Yan‘s (2005) project on Process Genre Model
for Teaching Writing, among others.
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As a starting point in this study, the research question, sub-questions
and objectives that guided our research will be presented.

Research question
Which are possible reasons why the 5th grade students of a
bilingual school in Barranquilla have difficulties in expressing
ideas appropriately in writing?

Sub-questions

 What skills do the students in the studied context apply in the
writing process?
 How do students in the studied context apply the writing skills
in the writing process?
 Which

are

the

most

common

difficulties

in

the

written

expression of the studied group?
 How do mediations used in the process of teaching writing in
the studied context influence the students‘ writing process?
 Which

affective

factors

influence

the

students‘

written

expression in the studied context?
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General Objective

Analyze the possible causes of difficulties in the written
expression of a 5th grade elementary group of students in a
bilingual school in Barranquilla.

Specific Objectives

 Analyze the strategies applied by the students of the studied
context in the writing process.
 Identify the most common difficulties in the written expression
of the students in the studied group.
 Analyze the effect of mediations applied for teaching writing in
the studied context on the development of students‘ written
expression.
 Identify the affective factors influencing students‘ written
expression in the target context.

This research work has been divided in three sections.

The first

section contains a detailed description of the theoretical framework
supporting the current study. The second part presents the
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Methodology proposed to carry out this investigation,

which

includes the research approach chosen to conduct the study, the
different methods and techniques, and instruments applied for data
gathering, and their benefits for the objectives in this study. In the
third section, A detailed description of the population chosen for the
study and the criteria applied in the selection will be provided.
Furthermore, presentation and interpretation of results will also be
presented, which will show the different reasons why 5th grade
students from the studied context have difficulties to express their
ideas in writing. This will be accompanied by general conclusions,
the

pedagogical

implications

of

this

research

and

some

recommendations for further studies and practice on this area.
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1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The globalization process in which our world is embedded
demands that individuals are prepared for the challenges and
opportunities that a changing world brings with it. In this process,
education plays a very important role considering its main function of
preparing individuals to contribute to society in their own and foreign
countries. Therefore, learning a second language, in this case English
becomes a requirement to reach such a goal. Cecilia Velez, the
National Ministry of Education in 2006, reinforces this importance
when saying that ―Communicating in a second language is a
necessary ability in today‘s world, which makes people‘s academic
and working fields possible and is one of the bases where society‘s
competitiveness is built. It is also a tool to project to new cultures
and experiences to reach new knowledge that otherwise would
escape from our reach‖ (Ministerio de Educación Nacional (2001).

So, given the importance and need of learning a second
language, bilingual education well conceived and implemented comes
to be a catapult for individuals to achieve the objectives exposed
above in a natural and systematic way. This is especially true for us,
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Colombians, who are struggling for better opportunities in foreign
countries in both working and academic fields. To this respect, the
Colombian Ministry of Education stated that ―a bilingual education is
essential in the globalized world in order to create competent citizens
able to ―insert‖ our country in the worldwide communication
processes, economy, and cultural opening. (Ministerio de Educación
Nacional, 2006). However, becoming competent in a second language
requires the development of four basic skills (listening, speaking,
reading, and writing) and sub-skills which allow individuals to
communicate better in both oral and written ways. From all these
skills,

writing

is

of

great

importance

in

the

acquisition

and

development of a second language regarding both teaching and
learning. As stated by Cushing (2002), ―the ability to write effectively
is becoming increasingly important in our global community, and
instruction in writing is thus assuming an increasing role in both
second-and foreign-language education…As a result, the ability to
speak and write a second language is becoming recognized as an
important skill for educational, business, and personal reasons‖
(Cushing, 2002:1).
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Regarding this importance, this study presents an account of
important aspects that need to be taken into consideration for a
successful process of teaching and learning how to write. Let us begin
by the relationship between oral and written language.

1.1 Comparing Oral and Written Language

Differently from oral communication in which individuals may
apply a wide range of devices to communicate ideas, writing is by no
means an easy skill to gain and manage. Byrne (1988:4) states that
―in writing we have to compensate for the absence of these devices
and make good choices in connecting ideas to get our idea
understood by an absent reader‖. With respect to these differences,
he establishes a thorough comparison between speech and writing
stating that ―although writing is dependent on how effectively we use
language resources, it would be wrong to conclude that all the
advantages are on the side of speech‖. He provides the following
table showing the main differences between speech and writing:
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SPEECH

WRITING

1. Takes place in a context, which often

1. Creates own context and therefore has

makes references clear (e.g. ―that thing

to be fully explicit.

over there‖)
2. Speaker and listener (s) in contact.

2. Reader not present and no interaction

Interact and exchange roles.

possible.

3. Usually person addressed is specific.

Reader not necessarily known to writer.

4.

4.

Immediate

expected.

feedback

a)

Verbal:

comments…murmur

grunts.

given

and

No

immediate

feedback

possible.

questions,

Writer may try to anticipate reader‘s

b)

reactions and incorporate them into text.

Non-

verbal: facial expressions.
5. Speech is transitory. Intended to be

5. Writing is permanent. Can be reread as

understood immediately. If not, listener

often as necessary and at own speed.

expected to interact.
6.

Sentences

sometimes

often

incomplete

ungrammatical.

and

6. Sentences expected to be carefully

Hesitations

constructed, and linked and organized to

and pauses common and usually some

form a text.

redundancy and repetition.
7. Range of devices (stress, intonation,

7. Devices to help convey meaning are

pitch, speed) to help convey meaning.

punctuation, capitals, and underlining (for

Facial expressions, body movements and

emphasis). Sentence boundaries clearly

gestures also used for this purpose.

indicated.

Figure 1 Differences between speech and writing Taken from Brne (1988:3)
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Hyland (2005) presents another comparative table, which could be a
complement to the one provided by Byrne:

Speech
Writing
More hesitations, interruptions
* more subordination and passives
and self-corrections.
* longer sentences
no spelling and punctuation
* more explicit coding of logical
conventions.
relations
relies on gesture and paralan
* less modal modification
guage.
* structurally elaborate, complex,
concrete, fragmented, inforabstract and formal
2 Speech and writing differences
Hyland (2005)
malFigure
and context-dependent.
* characterized
by monologue
characterized by turn-taking.

On the other hand, Biber (1980) cited in Hyland (2002:46) focuses
on the differences between spoken and written genres:
There is no linguistic situational characterization of speech and writing that is

true of all spoken and written genres. On the one hand, some spoken and
written genres are very similar to one another. On the other hand, some spoken
genres are quite different from one another, as are some written genres. The
relations among these genres are systematic,

but must be specified in a multi-

dimensional space.

On the contrary, McCarthy, cited in Hyland (2002: 58) focuses his
comparison on language form and context use:
What we find, therefore, when we look at the world of spoken and written
language, is a complex of relationships between language forms and context
use,

certainly

not

a

simple

division

between

written

and

spoken

media…Although medium of communication will be a relevant choice in the
syllabus or materials design, it will not be the only one, and language courses
exclusively concerned with either spoken or written skills will be enriched by
encounters with a variety of media presentations.
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However, despite all the differences that these two skills entail, they
are intimately related both in the early childhood and in the first
writing stages of novice writers who frequently negotiate meaning
and style with teachers and peers. The writing Study Group of the
NCTE (2004) referred to this relationship in one of its magazines
stating that
From its beginning in early childhood through the most complex setting imaginable,
writing exists in a nest of talk. Conversely, speakers usually write notes and, regularly
scripts and they often prepare visual materials that include texts and images. Writers
often talk to rehearse the language and content that will go into what they write, and
conversation often provides an impetus or occasion for writing. They sometimes confer
with teachers and other writers about what to do next, how to improve their drafts, or in
order to clarify their ideas and purposes. Their usual ways of speaking sometimes do and
sometimes do not feed into the sentences they write, depending on an intricate set of
decisions writers make continually. One of the features of writing that is most evident
and yet most difficult to discuss is the degree to which it has ―voice‖. The fact that we
use this term, even in the absence of the actual sound waves, reveals some of the
special relationship between speech and writing.

All of the above suggests that writing and speech, although being
different skills that develop in a different manner and involve marked
differences, they share a close relationship in the process of writing,
which need to be taken into consideration when teaching students
how to produce written texts. Therefore, writing is a skill that has to
be carefully taught, especially in the early stages of school when
students are introduced into the basic forms of the language in order
to prevent the common problems that commonly appear as a
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consequence of a poor management of this skill. According to Byrne
(1988:4), these problems are psychological, linguistic and cognitive,
and they inevitably overlap bringing serious consequences in the
students‘ affective factors towards learning the second language.
The development of reading and writing skills is another important
aspect to be considered.

1.2 The importance of Literacy: Reading-Writing Relationship
Abu Rass (2006: 30) reminds us about the difficulties that writing
brings to native and nonnative speakers: ―Writing is a difficult skill for
native speakers and nonnative speakers alike, because writers must
balance

multiple

issues

such

as

content,

organization,

purpose,

audience, vocabulary, punctuation, spelling, and mechanics such as
capitalization. Writing is especially difficult for nonnative speakers
because they are expected to create written products that demonstrate
mastery of all the above elements in a new language. In addition,
writing has been taught for many years as a product rather than a
process. Therefore, teachers emphasize grammar and punctuation
rather than decisions about the content and the organization of ideas‖.
Because of the above, it is necessary that students develop high level
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literacy skills since early school years in order to cope with the
challenges that the writing activity brings with it.

According to Zuñiga (2006:1), literacy has traditionally been
conceived as the ―ability to read and write‖. However, at present times
literacy refers to the competence ―to carry out complex tasks using
reading and writing related to the world of work and to life outside
school‖ (Cases in Literacy 1989:36 in Zuñiga 2006). Each of the above
definitions of literacy suggests the intimate relationship that exists
between reading and writing and the importance that these two skills
have when developing writing programs. As stated by Kroll (1995:35),
―meaningful writing instruction is literacy instruction and one cannot
successfully teach writing without also simultaneously teaching reading‖.
Therefore, following Carrell, Devine, & Eskey (1988), Writing cannot and
should not be isolated as a cognitive or academic activity because it
fundamentally depends on writer‘s purposeful interactions with print,
with fellow readers and writers, and with literate communities of
practice.
Buttler and Turbill (1984), cited in Zuñiga (2006) present reading
and writing as similar and mutually supportive language processes
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which rely on the reader‘s or writer‘s background knowledge to
construct meaning and that make use of graphic, semantic, and
syntactic systems to help the reader or writer to predict and predict
meaning. Hence, it is an increasing need that language teachers,
especially in elementary levels, raise awareness on the importance of
developing in their students reading skills that allow them not only to
decoding and understanding information from texts but also to have
access to models for appropriate written expression. This idea is
supported as well by Ferris and Hedgcock (2005) who state that ―One
cannot become a proficient writer in any language without also
developing an array or literacy skills, including the ability to comprehend
written texts efficiently-fluently and accurately‖ (p: 12). These abilities,
according to Zuñiga (2006), are acquired by individuals ―only through
participation in socially organized activities with written language‖.

In their analysis of the way readers‘ knowledge transform, Ferris
and Hedgcock cite Just and Carpenter‘s (1987) components of the
text processing operation:
What information in the text starts the process
How long the process takes
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What information was used during the process
The likely sources of mistakes
What the readers has learned when the process is finished
(Just and Carpenter, 1987:4, quoted by Ferris and Hedgcock, 2005)

They also state that ―this final component, what the reader has
learned when the process is finished, is widely believed to be the
basis

of

how

readers

become

writers

because

this

acquired

information contains print-encoded messages as well as clues about
how the message‘s grammatical, lexical, semantic, pragmatic, and
rhetorical combine to make the message meaningful‖. So, as Ferris
and Hedgcock (2005) state, ―it is inferred that efficient reading skills
lay a foundation for the growth of writing proficiency‖

However, Rebecca Reagan (2001) warns us about the dangers of
conceiving literacy in reading as the mechanic decoding of words and
literal comprehension of what the words express. She says that ―True
literacy is better described as understanding the deeper meaning of
what is being read… For example, the ability to make well-founded
inferences and to draw well-supported conclusions from a text‖.
Taken to literacy in writing, this idea suggests that students should
be taught not only to just express ideas in writing, but also to allow
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for them to develop these ―high-level thinking skills‖ that are proper
of ―high-level literacy in reading‖.

(1)

This ability to read and write –known as literacy- is traditionally
assumed to be gained in elementary school levels. However,
according to Taylor and Doyle (2003), research has shown that there
is an increasing lack of an acceptable literacy level among diverse
student populations. ―Today, it is acknowledged that many students,
perhaps as many as 50 percent, leave elementary school without
developing the reading and writing skills necessary to succeed in
middle and high school‖ (Taylor and Doyle, 2003). This suggests the
need of strategies for improvement in elementary school and
intervention in middle and high school literacy, given the fact that, as
stated by Taylor and Doyle, ―in high school and middle school
students should no longer be learning to read and write, but reading
and writing to learn‖, so deficiencies on these aspects will severely
affect students performance in the upper levels.

The above considerations should make us reflect upon our role
as language teachers in charge of helping students develop their
literacy skills and take as an important premise Taylor and Doyle‘s
words: ―Supporting literacy is every educator‘s job-at every level
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and all day long for all students can be joyful, independent readers
and writers…and you can help them reach that goal‖.

1.3 Basic Writing Skills

Before any discussion on this aspect, it is necessary to point out
the difference among the terms strategy, process, and skill,
which, as stated by McDonough (1995), bear a difference to be
clarified. According to him, skills determine the ability of a person to
―do whatever it is faster, smoothly and successfully‖ in comparison
to another who is ―unskilled‖. He lists a number of general features
about skills that are interesting to draw attention to:

 Performance skills are about doing things.
 Skills have to do with specific application: one can be skilled
at particular kinds of performances and not others.
 They

bear

a

wide

range

of

performances:

physical,

psychomotor, intellectual, interpersonal, and informational.
 They are amenable to learning and possibly instruction.
There are individual differences in level of achievement.
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 Most of the time, skills lead to success.
(McDonough, 1995:3)

(These 3 last aspects of skills are particularly important in this
study).

To exemplify the concept of skills, McDonough refers to the wellknown language skills: listening, speaking, reading, and writing,
which clarifies doubts about this concept.

About process, he states that ―it is a mechanism by which a set
of information is transformed, example, the writing process, in
which

ideas

are

transformed

into

characters

on

a

page‖

(McDonough, 2005:4).

He finally defines strategies by distinguishing four categories of
meaning:
 Strategies are articulated plans for meeting particular types
of problems.
 Strategies as compensation, which learners use when facing
problems, in this case of communication. For example, a
learner might use a strategy of avoiding when facing the
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problem of having to express something that is very difficult
for him to express.
 Strategies are plans for action, which according to Stern
(1975) and Rubin (1975) are the ones that distinguish
successful language learners from unsuccessful ones.

Once clarified what skill, process, and strategy refer to, these
terms will be applied in the following account of the basic writing
skills that students need to develop to communicate their ideas
effectively using this means.

As it is known, a piece of writing is a compendium of rhetorical,
lexical and other linguistic devices that, together, make up a unit
that communicates and develops an idea. However, to be able to
produce a written text, either in L1 or L2, the management of basic
skills is needed in order to communicate the ideas that we have in
mind. Following Grabe and Kaplan (1996), ―Writing requires the
manipulation of many complex structural and rhetorical dimensions,
with greater complexity occurring in expository/argumentative
writing‖. In their search for a model of text construction, they list
seven basic components of a text, which demonstrate that writing is
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far from being an easy skill that can be managed without formal
instruction:
1. Syntactic structures.
2. Semantic senses and mappings.
3. Cohesion signaling.
4. Genre and organizational structuring to support coherence and
interpretations.
5. Lexical forms and relations.
6. Stylistic and register dimensions of text structure.
7. Non-linguistic knowledge bases, including ―world knowledge‖
(Grabe and Kaplan, 1996:62)

They also identify the four basic components in text structure,
which

exist

on

two

levels:

―sentential

and

textual

(or

intersentential). Table 3 illustrates these basic components.
L
Syntax

E

Semantics

X
I
Cohesion

C

Coherence

O
N
Table 3 Elements of text structure Taken from Grabe and Kaplan (1996)
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Analyzing the above considerations, writing is not an easy
skill to acquire, and it is even more complex for Second language
learners. Referring to this difficulty, Gibbons (1991:5) lists the most
common difficulties observed in students from elementary school
bilingual contexts, which I find extremely relevant for the purposes
of this study:
 Have generally poor written language skills, especially in subject
areas.
 Can write sentences but have difficulty writing paragraphs or
sequencing paragraphs.
 Write only in an informal, “chatty style”.
 Use limited vocabulary which lack descriptive words.
 Use simple sentence structures only.
 Make grammatical errors not typical of a native speaker –for
example, in word order, word endings, tense, or prepositions.
 Spelling is poor.
 Lack confidence to write at length.
 Tend always to write the same thing (such as a simple recount) in
free choice writing.
An aspect that was not considered in the list provided by Gibbons,
but that is very frequent in bilingual settings is the frequent reliance
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of students on their mother tongue, which they do as a sheltered
mechanism for language learning.
These considerations suggest the imminent need for providing
students with mechanisms to learn the basic strategies to manage
the writing skill, given its importance in their academic life.
pointed out by Mihaljević Djigunović

(2006),

As

―writing has been

recognized as a skill that is an important and compulsory part of L2
teaching for which teachers, as Silva (1993) points out, need more
training in order to teach well‖.

1.3.1 Teaching grammar and vocabulary skills

Grammar and vocabulary are essential components in writing;
however from these two important sub-skills, the latter seems not to
be given the importance it deserves in writing programs, in
comparison

to

grammar.

According

to

Sheehan

(2004:1),

―Vocabulary has been the neglected Cinderella of language teaching;
preference has been, and still is, given to the two sisters Grammar
and More Grammar‖. In his discussion he says that the possible
reason for this ―Cinderella status‖ of vocabulary is the ―legacy of
previous language teaching methods, particularly the traditional
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Grammar Translation Method with its emphasis on the learning of
rules and structures, and the Audiolingual Method (ALM) with its
emphasis on repetitive drills‖ (Sheehan, 2004:2). He also states that
one of the main reasons why teachers stress more on grammar than
vocabulary is because ―grammar is a finite system while vocabulary
is not‖, which suggests that teaching vocabulary skills requires more
care and effort. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that grammar plays a
critical role in language learning and development since much of the
basis of language relies on it.

Regarding the above, these two sub-skills should be seen as
equally important and complementary rather than opposed, and
teachers should make important considerations about the way they
should be taught in order for them to serve as contributors in the
writing learning process. There has been in many educational
settings a marked tendency to watch writing as the means to learn
and/or review grammar and vocabulary, as it was in the traditional
approaches to language learning. Writing activities are created either
to teach or to reinforce grammar rules and/or vocabulary lists, which
was proved long ago by many authorities on the topic not to improve
students‘ written expression. Moreover, provided the fact that
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language is in constant evolution and that new words are coined
almost on a daily basis, filling students with vocabulary lists and
grammar rules does not ensure that students will be able to deal with
new vocabulary and structures that they have not been taught
before. Besides, there is enough evidence that learning a structure
depends on the mediation of vocabulary in a great deal.

There is then an increasing need to prepare students to cope with
grammatical and lexical challenges brought by texts, for which
contemporary approaches emphasize on the importance of providing
the students with skills that give them the chance to succeed when
faced to both reading and writing situations. To this respect, Sheehan
(2004) states that ―it is lexical competence, not the learning of
grammatical structures, that must be the priority for language
learners because lexical competence is at the heart of communicative
competence‖. He cites Richards (2000) who states that
―Vocabulary

and

lexical

units

are

at

the

heart

of

learning

and

communication. No amount of grammatical or other type of linguistic knowledge
can be employed in communication or discourse without the mediation of
vocabulary. Indeed, vocabulary and lexical expressions can sustain a great deal
of rudimentary communication without much support from other aspects of the
language system. Understanding of the nature and significance of vocabulary
knowledge in a second language therefore needs to play a much more central
role in the knowledge base of language teachers‖ Richards (2000: xi).
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He also mentions an issue that comes to be very important to this
investigation: ―‖language learners need to learn as many words as
possible as soon as possible… and these words have to be recycled and
revised as soon as possible as soon as they are introduced; otherwise
there is a tendency for them to be forgotten…However, vocabulary has
to be learned, not taught…Instead, learners need to be taught input,
storage, and retrieval strategies (to learn by themselves)‖. In the other
hand, as remarked by Weaver (1996), Students acquire grammar skills
in the same way that they draw a hypothesis about a rule and then
eventually put it together to apply it to their writing, which means that
many students learn through experience, making discoveries and
formulating a guess. Grammar

taught in this way has greater

possibilities to enhance improvement on students‘ written production.

Regarding the above, it is necessary to rethink the way both
grammar and vocabulary are viewed and taught in writing instruction. It
is necessary to promote in students the application of these two subskills in practical ways, applying interesting contexts in which writing
plays a crucial function and where one is not considered as more
important than the other. Learning in this way helps students acquire
these sub-skills in a natural way, not imposed. The above considerations
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have many implications for English language teachers and learners,
which will be discussed in the following section.

1.4 Teacher’s role in the writing teaching/learning process

As suggested above, the teacher plays a critical role in the
students‘ process of learning how to express their ideas in writing,
especially in the elementary school years in which their conception,
attitude and beliefs about writing start to build up. The choices that
teachers make for teaching writing skills will make this process pleasant
or painful for the students; however, the role they adopt depends a
great deal on their knowledge about students and the way they learn at
different ages, the approach for teaching writing that they favor, and
their beliefs about what this process should be like. To this respect,
Byrne (1980) presents the teaching of writing as something more than
merely ―placing symbols on a flat surface‖, but as a conscious process
that involves the communication of ideas with a specific purpose and to
a specific audience at a specific context. Because of that, he says, it has
to be an educated process that should point to the development of the
necessary skills that allow for the creation of meaningful texts that are
understood by different readers.

Besides, following Leather (2006),
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Writing at elementary levels should be a process that brings energy and
excitement;

teachers

should

as

well

create

an

―authentic‖

and

purposeful environment that leaves in the communicative element of
writing and keep students motivated to write. She presents in her article
what in her opinion should be the ―characteristics of a good writing
activity‖:
CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD WRITING ACTIVITY
Motivation
It is important to create a strong, engaging context. This will generate the
motivation for your students to write. In this way, teaching writing is very
similar to teaching a grammar point or any 'new language'. I always ask
myself the question: 'What's the context that carries the language?'
Pictures, music, dialogue, realia and story will all help to create context
and motivation.
Challenge
Writing is not easy. Elementary students can get discouraged if they think
they have to write a lot. It's challenging, and often more interesting, to
write within a time limit, or a word limit.
Follow-up
Creating real communicative follow-up e.g. the response is more
energizing than simply correction by the teacher. In most cases I think that
correction of written work can come later.

(Taken from Leather, 2006)

However, what should be taught to kids in a writing program is as
important as all the considerations that have been made so far since it
will vary depending on the type of approach in which students are
immersed. In the specific case of bilingual settings, Gibbons (1993)
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presents a list of aspects that students need to learn in order to succeed
in this skill:
They need to learn the symbols of the writing system and the relationships
between sounds and symbols.
They need to learn how writing differs from speech.
They need to learn the different text types or genres of English.
(Gibbons, 1993:103-104)

With respect to the way writing should be taught and the
considerations that must be made in this process, specifically in the
elementary school levels when written expression begins to be shaped,
Dr. Wayne D. Lance (2005), citing Lucy McCormick Calkins‘ ideas from
her book The Art of Teaching Writing, reminds us that ―children learn to
write gradually and they progress at different rates even at their
beginning attempts to write‖; she provides a generalized perspective of
the way children progress at different grade levels that can be very
important to understand the way children‘s writing develop at different
stages and what can be expected in their written expression:
―During first and second grade, most children seem to move in these
directions:
From writing for oneself toward writing also for an internalized audience
From writing for the sake of the activity itself (all process) toward writing
also to create a final product
From less to more fluency
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From writing episodes that do not begin before or last beyond the actual
penning of a text, toward broader writing episodes that encompass
looking ahead and looking back, anticipating and critiquing‖ (pp. 67-68).
Third graders become more deliberate in their writing and use concrete
processes, i.e. ―eight year olds do everything in a concrete, systematic way and
write out everything in full. The children rarely consider sentences in their
mind‘s eye. Instead, they write out every option. When they deliberate over
topic choice, they usually list their options, and often they even go through the
list, starring the three best, then crossing out two, and then circling the chosen
topic‖ (p. 91).
Calkins says new flexibility characterizes fourth, fifth, and sixth graders.
―In the upper elementary grades, the children I know best seem to become a
little more capable of thinking through their options. Strategies that are first
concrete, physical operations, begin to be internalized as abstract mental
operations‖ (p. 94). Whereas third graders tend to see things in absolutes, with
only one right way to do things, these older children begin to realize that there
are different ways to express themselves‖. (Lance, 2005: 3).

She also quotes What Works: Research about Teaching and
Learning, second edition. U.S. Dept. of Education, p. 43 to highlight the
importance of clear objectives and purposeful writing at this stage
stating that ―Students become more interested in writing and the quality
of their writing improves when there are significant learning goals for
writing assignments and a clear sense of purpose for writing‖, and
remarks that ―children are motivated when they realize they are writing
for an audience, that they are producing something other people will
want to read‖. She provides as well what can be considered a
recommendation for language teachers at these grades when saying:
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―The atmosphere you establish for writing should encourage a desire to share
what is written, both during the writing process and when the writing is
complete‖.

In addition, the Writing Study Group of the NCTE (2004) suggests
that in the early writing, students need to be provided with many
opportunities to talk since they need to ―figure out how to get speech
onto paper‖. Lots of story-telling situations should surround the process
of teaching in these early stages in order to provide children with
composition models, and writing conferences should be frequent in the
writing process so children can be oriented to improve their work and
gain skills. On the other hand Anita Pincas (1989) highlights three main
aims in the teaching of writing: ―The scope of writing must go beyond
the artificial and unrealistic school-type compositions of traditional
teaching; it must be more genuine, practical and relevant, so it has to
be varied‖. The second aim is that writing should have a communicative
or functional emphasis so it can fulfill the communicative purposes or
functions that writing is used for everyday. The third aim presented by
Pincas is that writing should not only focus on reinforcing grammar and
vocabulary lessons (although they are important), but it should aim to
teach the basic skills needed for appropriate written expression. These
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aspects are also mentioned in Byrne‘s Teaching Writing Skills (1988),
and in Lomas (2006: 56,57), who says:
“un cierto número de dudas, de dificultades o de errores son incomprensibles
para el docente y para los interesados si se permanece encerrado en el marco de la
oración e incluso en el del párrafo. Limitando la reflexión y el análisis del estudiante al
ámbito de la oración, el enseñante no favorece el conocimiento de los mecanismos
esenciales del punto de vista del texto ni el aprendizaje de la escritura”.

Contributing to this aspect, Gibbons (1992) presents a set of strategies
that may develop effective writers at young ages in bilingual settings:
Teaching genres in the areas of the curriculum where they naturally occur, such
as social studies or science.
Teach language use through context rather than in isolation.
The process of writing should occur in all curriculum areas, not only in
the language class itself.
There may be some children who will develop the ability to write in a range of
genres without planned intervention from the teacher. However, don‘t assume
that all children will do so; plan for the development of a set of genres.
Demonstrate writing, both process and product either by modeling the process
in front of the class and/or thinking aloud, or else construct a text together with
the children.
Read aloud from a variety of texts, not only narrative. This provides models of
writing for a range of purposes.
Provide access to a range of good quality models of the written product,
especially to develop awareness of the range of styles and genres.
Make use of conferences to work with children on the text itself. Focus on
helping children to express meaning, rather than focusing narrowly on large
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numbers of surface errors. Avoid taking control of the child‘s writing; rather be
more explicit and directive.
Encourage children to be independent writers by providing easy access to some
of the tools for writing, such as models of text types, dictionaries, word banks
(including high frequency words), checklists, proofreading and ideas for the
steps in the writing process.
Set topics for writing as well as allowing free choice. Provide models when
topics are given.
Allow cooperative learning to help less confident and competent children to
work collaboratively to help each other.
Use games and focused activities in developing specific language areas, such as
grammar and spelling tasks.
Allow children to apply their first language when they need it and guide them to
switch to the second language gradually.
(Gibbons, 1993:108)

In

addition,

provided

the

constant

evolution

of

language

mentioned before in this section, Sheehan (2004) emphasizes the
imminent need of teachers to update their methodological practices and
their ―own mental lexicons‖ in order to help students to deal with the
challenges that come with the new language tendencies. He also
suggests the importance of exposing the students to authentic texttypes such as newspapers, which ―manage a wide range of lexis‖ that
can be confusing for students. He makes a remark that should be
considered important by language teachers: ―Course books rarely, if
ever, discuss this type of language, so EFL teachers and learners are
rarely exposed to it. But they should be because newspapers keep pace
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with contemporary language usage, including newly coined words‖. This
last comment suggests the benefits that this type of authentic materials
could bring to students‘ written expression in the upper elementary
levels.
However, all of the above is possible if the teachers responsible for
this challenge become aware of the different approaches to teaching
writing and the different methodological techniques suggested by these
approaches in order to make accurate decisions about which one to use
on what specific situation. It is impossible to do a successful job on
teaching students how to write on the second language if the philosophy
underlying our practice is unknown to us.

On this issue, Ferris and

Hedgecock refer to the value of theoretical knowledge in writing
composition training and present it as a tool for making decisions about
pedagogical procedures. According to the writers, ―the knowledge of
theories, beliefs, and paradigms leads to the development of teaching
skills, enables teachers to discover and build their own theories, and
helps them become critical and reflect on their own practice‖ (Ferris and
Hedgecock, 2005:8). Subsequently, An account of the main approaches
to writing and teaching writing techniques will be made.
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1.5 Main Approaches to Teaching Writing and Teaching Writing
Techniques

One of the most important considerations to be made by L2 teachers
is the approach they will follow when teaching writing to their students
and the techniques they will apply in this process. It is important to
remark that not all the approaches and not all the available techniques
are effective to teach all students to communicate their ideas in writing,
and this is especially true with students in the elementary school levels.

Ferris and Hedgecock (2005:8) provide a clear view of the
traditional and more contemporary approaches to teaching language
composition that derive from them certain type of teaching techniques:
product

oriented

and

process

oriented,

which

have

shaped

L2

composition teaching practice throughout history. This account provides
teachers a framework for comparison between the two approaches and
a tool for making decisions about the one that a teacher would follow
with his/ her students. According to these authors, product oriented
approaches to writing were highly applied during the early XX century,
in the 1960s, ―the basis of writing was rooted in the reading and
analysis of literature. Native speakers were required to read novels,
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short stories, plays, essays, and poetry, and then analyze them in terms
of genre, and functions, grammar rules and formulas, which then they
were supposed to imitate in their written production. This model of
instruction was named by some ―The traditional paradigm‖, and by
others ―the product approach‖ (Ferris and Hedgecock, 2005), and it was
characterized by its rigid conception of the way writing should be
taught. Paraphrasing Lomas (2006) in his account about this approach,
the emphasis was placed in ―perfection, which only a few could reach‖.

On the other hand, Hyland (2002:5) states that product-oriented
approaches to writing ―conceived writing as textual products‖; therefore,
the focus of the theories was placed on the text, which was conceived
by structuralists as ―autonomous objects‖ and as ―discourse‖ by
functionalists. Texts as autonomous objects were regarded as structures
completely independent from context. Writing was conceived as an
autonomous mechanism that depended basically on the correct usage of
grammar, and writers were expected to manage grammatical features
correctly in order to express ideas properly. That constituted a static
representation of students‘ learning in which learners were conceived as
passive beings that had to be taught grammatical rules in order to
communicate ideas properly. Little or no attention was paid to the
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reader‘s background knowledge about the topic (Hyland, 2002:6), or to
strategies and cognitive operations that take place in the writer‘s mind
(Ferris and Hedgcock, 2005); therefore, students‘ motivation to write
was not a main aspect to be considered. On the contrary, the favorers of
―texts as discourse‖ viewed texts as ―attempts to communicate with
readers‖; however, the emphasis of the approach was still placed on
structure: ―Linguistic patterns of texts point to contexts beyond the
page…The writer, then, has certain goals and intentions, certain
relationships to his or her readers, and certain information to convey,
and the forms of a text are resources used to accomplish these‖
(Hyland, 2002:7).

As the conception of the learner in the teaching- learning process
changed, the view of writing instruction changed as well. With the
appearance of student-centered approaches in the 1970s and 80s,
affective factors in writing instruction began to play a very important
role. Writers were not any more seen as mechanical beings but as
critical thinkers and problem solvers able to communicate their ideas.
Writing began to be conceived as a ―vehicle for communication and as a
way to influence others‖, so process-oriented approaches to writing
appeared (Lomas, 2006:59). According to Ferris and Hedgcock (2005),
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Process Oriented approaches to writing were highly applied during these
periods. These currents had in common the ―emphasis on the individual
writer as a creator of original ideas and the focus on procedures for
solving problems, discovering ideas, expressing them in writing, and
revising the text‖. This view of writing is presented in Hyland (2002) as
a ―writer-oriented view‖. However, there was a division among the
proponents of these approaches. Faigley (1986), cited in Feris and
Hedgcock (2005), divided proponents of writing as a process into two
groups: “expressivists and cognitivists. Expressivists, according to
Faigley, viewed writing as a creative act in which the process is as
important as the product". Moffett (1982:235) cited in Hyland (2002)
states that ―this view encourages writers to find their own voices to
produce writing that is fresh and spontaneous given the fact that
thinking precedes writing‖.

The cognitive view of writing, which has affected L2 language
theories in remarkable ways, viewed writing as a ―problem-solving
activity‖ (Ferris and Hedgcock, 2002), idea that is also presented by
Zamel (1983, cited in Hyland, 2002) when he states that ―Writing is
essentially a problem-solving activity… It is a non-linear, exploratory,
and generative process… recursive rather than an uninterrupted left-to-
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right pre-writing-writing-post-writing activity‖. For cognitivists, process
is more important than product and high order thinking skills must be
developed in order to perform the task of writing (Feris and Hedgcock,
2002). Johns (1997,) and Pally (1997), cited in Kasper (2000), reinforce
Ferris and Hedgcock‘s idea about the development of higher order
thinking skills by stating that ―As students process and produce texts,
they refine functional and academic literacy skills, with not only
knowledge of language and content enhanced, but higher order critical
thinking skills also developed‖ (page 35). This idea is also reinforced by
The Writing Study Group of the NCTE (2004) by saying that ―This insight
that writing process is a tool for thinking helps us understand the
process of drafting and revision as one of exploration and discovery…The
writing process is not one of simply fixing up the mistakes in an early
draft, but of finding more and more wrinkles and implications in what
one is writing about‖. This group provides as well what they call ―two
vital points‖ that might clarify what writing as a process would mean:
―To say that writing is a process is decidedly not to say that it should –or can- be turned
into a formulaic set of steps. Experienced writers shift between different operations
according to tasks and circumstances. Second, writers do not accumulate process skills and
strategies once and for all. They develop and refine writing skills throughout their writing
lives‖.
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Hyland (2002) presents a final process-oriented approach which he
denominates ―Reader-Oriented Approach”. This is a social view that
involves the interactive property of language of negotiating meaning
(Halliday‘s interpersonal function of language). According to Hyland,
―Readers must be drawn in, influenced and often persuaded by a text
that sees the world in similar ways to them, employing accepted
resources for the purposes of sharing meanings in that context‖. About
this aspect, the Writing Study Group of the NCTE (2004) states that
―Writing with certain purposes in mind, the writer focuses his/her
attention on what the audience is thinking or believing; other times, the
writer focuses more on the information he/she is organizing, or on her
own thoughts and feelings. Therefore, the thinking, the procedures, and
the physical format in writing all differ when writers‘ purposes vary‖.
Byrne (1988:21) refers to these approaches mentioned above, but his
classification is focused on ―the problematical aspects of the writing
situation‖: focus on accuracy, focus on fluency, focus on text, and focus
on purpose.

Differently from product-oriented approaches, Teacher‘s role as well
as the view of writing is seen differently in process-oriented approaches.
According

to

Hyland,

―For

process-oriented

approaches

writing
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instruction had to be nondirective and personalized‖. Teacher‘s role has
to be supportive and facilitating as well, providing writers with the
positive and cooperative environment that they need to make their own
meanings… Teachers are not supposed to impose their views, give
models, or suggest responses to topics beforehand; on the contrary,
they are urged to stimulate writing as self-discovery‖ (Elbow, 1988 cited
in Hyland, 2002). The teacher‘s role should be to help students express
their ideas in a supportive environment acting basically as an observer
who provides support when needed (Feris and Hedgcock, 2002). In
other words, quoting Lomas (2006:60), ―the aim of writing instruction
should be to provide students with the means to be creative… (Teachers
should) teach a series of techniques, procedures, know-how to do things
with words when writing texts…‖ Hyland summarizes the most important
techniques to be followed in teaching writing when he states that
―Fundamentally, writing is learned rather than taught, and the teacher‘s
best methods are flexibility and support. This means responding to the
specific instructional context, particularly the age, first language
experiences of the students…and providing extensive encouragement in
the form of meaningful contexts, peer involvement, useful feedback, and
guidance in the writing process‖ (Hyland, 2002:78).
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1.6 The Writing Process

Process writing has been demonstrated as one of the most
effective approaches for teaching writing. It is a reflective multi-step
method that takes students to plan, direct, revise, and improve their
writing before the final correction of their tutors. Grabe and Kaplan
(1996) provide an extensive analysis of this approach and propose it as
a ―wholly positive innovation allowing teachers and students more
meaningful interaction and more purposeful writing‖. They establish a
comparison between process and product approaches to writing and
pose a criticism to the traditional approaches for teaching writing, which
according to them, ―were focused on the form of the written product
rather than on how the learners should approach the process of writing‖
(Grabe and Kaplan, 1996:85). In their discussion, they state that the
writing-as-a-process approach ―appeared as a reaction to earlier
instruction and freed instruction from:
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The three-or-five paragraph model;
Simplistic assumptions about the organization and
ordering of information;
The typical one-draft writing assignment;
The assumption that each student should be working
alone, or only with the instructor on summative feedback;
Reliance on grammar/usage handbooks and lectures;
The linear composing model based on outlining, writing,
and editing;
And freed instructors from imposed, artificial topics for
writing.”

Table 4: traditional writing practices (Grabe and Kaplan, 1996:86)

Showing the positive aspects of the writing-as-a-process approach, they
state that it encourages:
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Self-discovery and authorial “voice”;



meaningful writing on topics of importance (or at least of
interest) to the writer;



the

need

to

plan

out

writing

as

a

goal-oriented,

contextualized activity;



invention and pre-writing tasks, and multiple drafting with
feedback between drafts;



a variety of feedback options from real audience, whether
from

peers,

small

groups,

and/or

teacher,

through

conferencing, or through other formative evaluation;



free writing and journal writing as alternative means of
generating writing and developing written expression,
overcoming writer’s block;



content information and personal expression as more
important than final product grammar and usage;



the idea that writing is multiply recursive rather than
linear as a process –tasks are repeated alternatively as
often as necessary; and



students awareness of the writing process of notions such
as audience, voice, plans, etc.

Table 5. Positive aspects of the writing process (Grabe and Kaplan,1996:87)
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Provided the importance of revising teaching writing practices and
considering Grave‘s concern that ―in most schools, writing is given very
little time, and students are not encouraged to write‖, and that
―teachers, for their part, typically do not know how to teach writing and
seldom write anything themselves; even less frequently do teachers
model writing in the classroom and share the writing with students for
their comments and feedback‖ (Grabe and Kaplan, 1996:96), it is
proposed to adopt the writing-as-a-process approach as an alternative
to learn how to teach writing effectively, given its multiple benefits and
implications for teaching.

1.7 Affective Factors in the Teaching/Learning Writing
Process
“Children are able to, and want to, write from the day
they enter the classroom. It is the educational system
which alters this natural tendency by providing little
positive assistance to take advantage of the students’
desires” (Graves, 1984, cited by Grabe and Kaplan,
1996).

Motivation and mental resilience play a very important role in
second language learning, especially in writing teaching and learning. A
motivated person will face the challenge posed by learning how to
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express ideas in writing in a more positive way and will arise willingness
to learn new writing strategies. Regarding that, attention to affective
factors in second language learning has increased in the latest years as
the conception of learners in the language learning process has
changed. According to Mihaljevic (2006:1), ―Interest in the affective
aspects of learning was prompted, among other things, when it was
realized that the whole personality of the learner needs to be involved in
education and that learners do not automatically develop emotionally as
they may intellectually. Affect came to be considered as a very
important contributing factor to success in learning‖.

The relationship between affect and learning how to write in L2,
especially when the learners are kids is undeniable. The kind of
environment in which students learn the second language and the type
of messages that teachers communicate about the way language is
learned through the activities they bring will enhance positive or
negative feelings in the students. To this respect Arnold (1999) states
that ―the affective side of learning is not opposed to the cognitive side.
When both are used together, the learning process can be constructed
on a firmer foundation‖. In the specific case of the teaching/learning
writing process with kids, this attention on affect is especially important
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given the grammatical, lexical, and rhetorical difficulties that arise when
students are learning to express their ideas in writing. These difficulties
may cause anxiety, boredom, and stress to appear, which affects
students‘ capacity to produce effective texts (Arnold, 1999). Besides,
―the traditional uses of writing in school for disciplinary purposes, as a
tool for testing and evaluation, or for busywork-artificial assignments
with little relevance for students, have negative associations for many
children and become a disheartening activity‖ (Graves, 1984 in Grabe
and Kapplan, 1996: 97). Because of that, teachers should aim at the
development

of

positive

emotional

factors

such

as

self-esteem,

empathy, and/or motivation, which, according to Arnold, ―can greatly
facilitate the language learning process‖, and the development of writing
skills, which is our specific case in this study.

About this concept of positive emotional factors, Goleman (1995),
cited in Arnold (1999) contributes saying that schools‘ new vision to
educate students as a whole should be ―bringing together mind and
heart in the classroom‖, which means that it is not enough training
students minds filling them up with skills and strategies, but it is also
necessary to consider their interests, feelings, and valuing their
contributions in the teaching-learning process. Together with motivation,
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self-esteem, and empathy, students‘ attitude towards both writing
teaching and learning is critically important in the view they construct
about writing. Referring to this aspect, Mihaljevic (2006) states that in
contemporary studies, attitudes are taken as the basis for language
learning motivation. Gardner and Lambert (1972) differentiate between
several groups of attitudes connected to language learning motivation:
―attitudes towards the community whose language is being learned;
attitudes towards the classes, towards the teacher, towards language
learning as such etc‖. According to Mihaljevic (2006), ―other researchers
(e.g., Dörnyei, 2001; Nikolov, 2002) stress that in L2 learning contexts
attitudes towards different aspects of the teaching situation take critical
precedence‖ in the students‘ achievement in writing.

1.8. Scaffolding as a Strategy for Teaching Writing

As mentioned before, there is a great connection between the
students‘ affective factors towards writing and the way they are taught,
especially when they are young learners. It has been demonstrated by
experts

on

the

topic

that

children

learn

better

in

supportive

environments where they are guided to learn through permanent
inquiry, based on their Zone of Proximal Development (the distance
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between what children can do by themselves and the next learning that
they can be helped to achieve with competent assistance) (Vygotsky,
quoted by Raymond, 2000, in Van Der Stuyf. 2002), which suggests
once again teachers‘ significance to enhance students‘ learning at these
early stages. There is a wide range of strategies that teachers may
apply to achieve this goal from which scaffolding has proved to be one
of the most effective ones at this stage. According to Graves and
Braaten (1996), cited by Pennil (2002), scaffolding is defined as the
process by which an expert provides temporary support to learners to
―help bridge the gap between what [the learner] know[s] and can do
and what [he or she] need[s] to accomplish in order to succeed at a
particular learning task‖ (p. 169). In the other hand, Vygotsky cited by
Raymonds (2000: 176) in Van Der Stuyf (2002), defined scaffolding
instruction as the ―role of teachers and others in supporting the learner‘s
development and providing support structures to get to that next stage
or level‖.

Many authors point out the diverse characteristics that this
strategy entails; some of them are cited by Van Der Stuyf (2002) as
follows:
In scaffolding instruction a more knowledgeable other provides scaffolds or
supports to facilitate the learner‘s development.

The scaffolds facilitate a
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student‘s ability to build on prior knowledge and internalize new information.
The activities provided in scaffolding instruction are just beyond the level of
what the learner can do alone (Olson & Pratt, 2000). The more capable other
provides the scaffolds so that the learner can accomplish (with assistance) the
tasks that he or she could otherwise not complete, thus helping the learner
through the ZPD (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000).

Lawson (2002) provides an interesting account of scaffolding
as a strategy for teaching kids presenting it as a ―temporary
framework for learning‖, which takes kids to learn concepts and/or
skills without becoming dependent of teachers‘ help. She states
that ―Done correctly, such structuring encourages a student to
develop his or her own initiative, motivation and resourcefulness.
Once students build knowledge and develop skills on their own,
elements of the framework are dismantled. Eventually, the initial
scaffolding is removed altogether; students no longer need it‖
(Lawson, 2002:2). This writer also provides insights about
scaffolding in teaching writing provided by Dorn and Soffos (2001)
that are important to be taken into account in this investigation:
―the nurturing activities of an expert are critical to fostering children through
different stages of writing ability, from emergence (writing letters and single
words; understanding that we write and read English from left to right) to early
writer status (recognizing such patterns as paragraphs and pages) to
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transitional writer status (mastering the ability to edit and revise an original
work)…Writing is by nature a social process . . . Children learn how to become
writers through meaningful interactions with more knowledgeable people…
Moreover, writing is a learned skill that is shaped through practice and
constructive feedback. It requires motivation, strategies, skills and knowledge…
in order to successfully write, a student must master three interrelated skills:
comprehension of ideas, expressive language and facility with mechanics…The
ultimate goal of teaching is to promote an orchestration process (orchestration
occurs at the point where old knowledge meets new knowledge): if the child has
too many new things to learn, this can interfere with the orchestration process‖
(Dorn & Soffos, 200, cited by Lawson, 2002:5).

Expanding this account, Pennil (2002) provides three scaffolding
styles based on constant questioning that may illustrate how this
strategy works: task-focused, child focused, and multi-focused. He
presents them in the following chart:
(A=Adult; B=Child; q=Question; c=Comment)
Scaffolding Style
Task focused
Child focused

Questioning Pattern
A-B / A-B / sequence
Few follow-up or specific questions
Often directed to the child‘s feelings or wishes

Multi-focused

Aq—Aq—Ac—B/ Aq—Ac—B—Ac/ Ac—Bq—Ac/ Bq—
Aq—Bc/

(Taken from Pennil, 2002: 8)
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It is clear again the important role of the teacher in the process of
teaching L2 writing to kids. Any attempt to teach any rule or function
requires thoughtful decisions from the teacher regarding the medium
used to teach, methodological techniques and affective considerations to
communicate the message to the learners.

1.9 The Role of Evaluation in the Writing Teaching/learning
Process
As second language learners develop their communication skills and
begin to make use of the language, the need of evaluating these skills
increases either for monitoring of improvement. This is especially true
for writing which has become an essential skill for communication. This
idea is supported by Cushing (2002) who states: ―Wherever the
acquisition of a specific language skill is seen as important, it becomes
equally important to test that skill, and writing is no exception. Thus, as
the role of writing in second-language education increases, there is an
ever greater demand for valid and reliable ways to test writing ability…‖
(2002:1, 2).

However, two important considerations need to be made when
students‘ written production is to be evaluated: what is evaluated and
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how students‘ writing performance is evaluated. Beginning by the latter,
the way students‘ performance is evaluated depends a great deal on the
approach for evaluation that teachers favor which, let us remember, can
be either ―traditional standardized testing‖ (as it has been commonly
known) or alternative.

According to Ferris (2003:1), in traditional

approaches to evaluation ―a final grade or comment was given to a final
piece of writing‖ without taking into account the processes that students
followed to get to that final product or the learning involved in these
multiple trials. This type of evaluation was proved not to be as positive
for students since it didn‘t help them to learn what is needed to produce
a good piece of writing. Besides, ―a single measure is incapable of
estimating the diversity of skills, knowledge, processes, and strategies
that combine to determine student progress‖ (Wiggings, 1989, cited in
Coombe and Barlow, 2004).

In the other hand, alternative approaches to assessment appeared as
important means of gaining a dynamic picture of students‘ academic and
linguistic development (Tannenbaum 1996, cited in Coombe and Barlow,
2004). Hancock (1994), quoted in Coombe and Barlow (2004), define
alternative assessment as the ongoing process involving the student and
teacher in making judgments about the student‘s progress in language
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using non-conventional strategies. Similarly, Hamayan (1995: 213 in
Coombe and Barlow, 2004) describes alternative assessment procedures
as ―those techniques that can be used within the context of instruction
and can be easily incorporated into the daily activities of the school or
classroom‖. This approach bears more than one advantage among
which, Coombe and Barlow cite the following provided by different
authors:

Focus is on documenting student growth over time, rather than on
comparing students with one another (Tannenbaum 1996; Valdez-Pierce
and O’Malley 1992; Stiggins 1987).
Emphasis is on students’ strengths (what they know and can do with the
language), rather than on their weaknesses (Tannenbaum 1996).
Consideration is given to the learning styles, language proficiencies, cultural
and educational backgrounds, and grade levels of students (Tannenbaum,
1996).
Assessment is authentic because it is based on activities that represent
actual progress toward instructional goals and reflect tasks typical of
classrooms and real-life settings (Baron 1992; Stiggins 1987; Tierney,
Carter, and Desai 1991).

Huerta- Macias (1995), cited in Coombe and Barlow, places this type
of assessment above the traditional one and presents it as ―particularly
relevant to foreign language and second language instruction because it
focuses attention on what students can do with the language rather than
what they are able to produce or recall‖.
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This makes much sense when working with young learners; assessing
their written products requires greater thinking than just deciding on
what to evaluate or what approach will be applied since it brings with it
a response to their production. The assessment of writing at elementary
levels ―should be seen primarily as a data-gathering exercise for the
teacher, not as a way of ranking the children‖ (Gibbons, 1993:98);
therefore, it should be seen as an ongoing process. Provided the fact
that the main purpose of evaluation is to gather information about the
students‘ writing performance and the way this process is being carried
out, this practice should enable teachers to help students to improve
their language and acquire appropriate learning strategies (Gibbons,
1993). However, this is not an easy task; according Gibbons, ―Knowing
where to begin to help a child is often the hardest part of the process‖
(page 97), thus she suggests a framework for analyzing students‘
written products in which ―the information gained from analyzing the
products

of

language

should

be

supplemented

by

a

teacher‘s

informational observations and interactions with each child‖. Gibbon‘s
framework proposes ―analyzing writing in terms of its linguistic features
focusing more on what the child is able to do without help‖ rather
than on the command of language or management of content that he
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had. To do this, she suggests applying a rubric based on the following
questions:
ANALYSIS SHEET
General features
is the meaning clear?
Are the main ideas developed/expanded/relevant/elaborated?
Does the text show an understanding of the purpose for writing?
Does it reflect the writer‘s other language experiences (e.g.
what has been read, discussed, seed?)
What is the length of the piece compared to previous writing?
When appropriate, does the writing show imagination and
creativity?
Is there deliberate experimentation?
Text Type/genre/form
What type of text is this (personal recount, narrative, letter,
etc.)?
Is the type of text appropriate to the purpose?
Overall Organization
Is the writing as a whole structured appropriately?
Is the layout appropriate (e.g. use of headings and
subheadings, basic conventions, etc.)?
Text Cohesion
Are connectives applied to link ideas?
Are appropriate connectives used?
Do pronouns have a clear referent?
Are pronouns used correctly?
Vocabulary
Is vocabulary appropriate to the text type?
Is there semantic variety where it is appropriate?
Sentence structure/grammar
Is grammar appropriately used in the text?
Is there a variety of sentence types?
Punctuation
Is punctuation adequate for the text?
Is it used correctly?
Does it enhance the readability of the text?
Spelling
Is conventional spelling used?
Were there approximations, what does the writer know about
spelling?
Taken from Gibbons (1993:101)

The above reflections about assessing students‘ writing need to be
carefully taken into account since they may have positive or negative
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implications on students‘ motivation to write. Besides, it must be clear
that students‘ ability to write ranges from writing the letters of the
alphabet and the most commonly used high frequency words to writing
a thesis for the university, so it is important to consider students‘ writing
capacity when deciding on the way this skill is going to be evaluated.
This leads us to another important reflection, the purpose of the
evaluation, which will determine the kind of evaluation we will design.
Bachman and Palmer, 1996 (quoted in Cushing, 2002), refer to two
main purposes for language tests: ―The primary purpose is to make
inferences about language ability, and the secondary purpose is to make
decisions based on those inferences‖ which, according to Cushing
(2002: 3), ―are then used as data for making a variety of decisions at an
individual, classroom, or program level‖. Thus, the evaluation of
students‘ written performance is not an easy task that must be
thoroughly managed and directed to avoid unpleasant feelings that
block students‘ ability. To this respect, Cushing (2002: 4) states that
―writing continues to be one of the most problematic areas of language
use to assess. This is partly because of the vast diversity of writing
purposes, styles and genres, but primarily because of the subjectivity of
the judgments involved in assessing samples of writing…Designing a test
of writing involves much more than simply thinking of a topic for test
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takers to write about‖. She poses a number of key questions to consider
as a guideline before making a writing test:
1) What are we trying to test? To define the skills we want to
evaluate.
2) Why do we want to test the writing ability? To define what we
will do with the information that we get from the test.
3) Who are our test takers? To explore what we need to know
about our students in order to design tests that suit our test
takers‘ ability.
4) Who will score the tests, and what criteria or standards will be
used? To define the type of test that will be designed.
5) Who will use the information that our test provides? To define
how the information will be the most useful.
6) What do we need to know about testing to make our test valid
and reliable? (Cushing, 2002).
To these questions, I would personally add a question to explore
students‘ preferences and styles in order to design tests that address
these issues.

The above suggests that evaluating written performance requires
more than one contemplation especially when the evaluated ones are
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little kids. Because of that, it is necessary to consider different
evaluation strategies that provide the teacher a clear view of students‘
written performance without harm their motivation to write. In this
sense,

ongoing-type

evaluation

strategies,

such

as

portfolio

assessment appear to be suitable for these purposes.

1.9.1 Portfolio-Based Assessment

Provided the fact that alternative-types of assessment are favored
in the context studied in this investigation and that portfolios are said to
be used as instruments for ongoing evaluation of students‘ written
performance, it is necessary to clarify what a portfolio is and what
portfolio-based assessment involves. This type of assessment has
become increasingly accepted at present times as process approaches to
teaching have been adopted. The theory supporting the focus on
students‘ portfolios for evaluation purposes comes from different
sources. First, portfolios are considered one type of alternative forms
of assessment, which according to Tannenbaum (1996), cited in
Coombe and Barlow (2004), ―are an important means of gaining a
dynamic picture of students‘ academic and linguistic development‖.
Hyland states that ―portfolios are multiple-writing samples, written over
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time, purposefully selected from various genres to best represent a
student‘s abilities, progress, and texts production in a particular context;
they

can

include

drafts,

reflections,

readings,

and

teacher-peer

responses as well as a variety of finished texts‖ (Hyland, 2002: 137).
According to Cushing, ―A portfolio is a collection of written texts written
for different purposes over a period of time…that exhibits (to the
students and/or others) the students‘ efforts, progress, or achievement
in

a

given

area‖

(Cushing,

2002:198).

She

points

out

nine

characteristics of portfolios presented by Hamp-Lyons and Condon
(2000):
1. A portfolio is a collection of written works rather than a simple writing
simple.
2. It enables the writer to display a range of writing performances, in
different genres and for different audiences and purposes.
3. A portfolio possesses context richness insofar as it reflects closely the
learning situation and demonstrates what the writer has accomplished
within that context.
4. An important characteristic of most portfolio programs is delayed
evaluation, giving students both the opportunity and the motivation to
revise written products before a final evaluation is given.
5. Portfolios generally involve selection of the pieces to be included in the
portfolio, usually by the student with some guidance from the instructor.
6. Delayed evaluation and selection offer opportunities for student-centered
control, in that students can select which pieces best fulfill the
established evaluation criteria and can revise them before putting them
into their portfolios.
7. A portfolio usually involves reflection and self-assessment, in that
students must reflect on their work in deciding how to arrange the
portfolio, and are frequently asked to write a reflective essay about their
development as writers and how the pieces in the portfolio represent
that development.
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8. Portfolios can provide a means for measuring growth along specific
parameters, such as linguistic accuracy or the ability to organize and
develop an argument.
9. Portfolios provide a means for measuring development over time in ways
that neither the teacher nor the student may have anticipated.
(Taken from Hamp-Lyons and Condon (2000) in Cushing (2002: 199)

Moya and O‘Malley (1994), cited in

Coombe and Barlow (2004)

distinguish five characteristics that typify a portfolio, which at some
points overlap with the characteristics provided by Hamp-Lyons and
Condon (2000):

1. Comprehensiveness: The potential for determining the depth and breath
of a student‘s capabilities can be realized through comprehensive data
collection and analysis.
2. Predetermined and systematic: A sound portfolio is planned prior to
implementation. This includes information such as the purpose, contents,
data collection schedule, and student grading criteria.
3. Informative: The information in the portfolio must be meaningful to all
stakeholders in the process (i.e., teachers, students, staff, and parents).
4. Tailored: An exemplary portfolio is tailored to the purpose for which it
will be used, classroom goals and objectives, and individual student
assessment needs.
5. Authentic: A good portfolio provides student information based on
assessment tasks that reflect authentic activities used during classroom
instruction.

In each of the

lists provided above the terms reflection,

comprehensiveness predetermined, systematic, informative, tailored,
and authentic are the ones that mostly characterize portfolios.
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1.9.2 The Treatment of Error

The treatment of error in evaluation is another aspect to be
considered in evaluation. This is a practice that has evolved over time as
teaching writing methods have changed.

Therefore, it is necessary to

take a look at the way this practice has evolved in education. Most of
the time, excessive focus on grammatical and lexical mistakes takes
teachers to ignore students‘ attempts to communicate their ideas. Very
frequently teachers fill out students‘ texts with red marks without
considering if the error was student‘s fault or teacher‘s fault. If the latter
was the source of the mistake, then the error should be ignored to value
students‘ communicative purpose. Regarding this, Byrne (1980) states
that ―when we see something wrong with a piece of written work, we
must first try to decide whether it is an error or a mistake. Errors occur
when students try to do something with the language which they are not
yet able to do, or they transfer from mother tongue. Mistakes are slips
of some kind when students have temporarily forgotten what they
learned or are tired‖. This suggests that before placing marks on a
student‘s written text, teachers should first clarify if the error should be
ignored or not.
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1.9.3 Management of Feedback in the Writing Process

However, errors or mistakes in students‘ texts can‘t always be
ignored. There is a time in which the teacher must let students know
how they are performing in writing so they can make the necessary
adjustments and enrich their learning process. At this step, current
approaches to evaluation of students‘ performance sound very coherent.
Appropriate feedback from the teacher seems to be the most convenient
strategy to approach the evaluation of students‘ written production. To
this respect Byrne proposes positive feedback as a strategy of
evaluation. ―Students expect to be informed of their progress and the
correction of mistakes through a positive form of feedback is one way of
doing so‖ (Byrne, 1980: 124).

Nevertheless, the evaluation does not necessarily have to come
from the teacher; students can also be hold responsible of tracking their
progress in the learning process. This idea is supported by Byrne when
he says ―this positive form of feedback need not add much to your
work: the students can be given a checklist of items and they can see a
glance if they are making progress from the ones that have been ticked
off… It is important that students examine, evaluate, and improve their
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own work. But this important critical ability will not develop unless the
learners are given this opportunity to exercise it from a much earlier
level‖ (Byrne, 1980:124). This last quotation done by Byrne suggests
the importance of the writing process as a methodological technique to
teaching

and evaluating writing in L2, since it is a systematic set of

steps that takes the learners to organize their ideas, drafting, editing,
and correcting their texts before producing a final version.

Cummins,

cited in Ferris and Hedgecock (2005) also favor the use of this method
when saying that ―The process oriented methods embrace a more
humanistic approach. Their attention is placed on the learner and the
cognitive and metacognitive processes they undertake when writing and
conceive the process as important as the product. This approach points
out the different steps of the writing process that L1 and L2 writers
follow when writing: revising, peer and teacher conferencing, and
revision… (Cumming, 2003 cited in Feris and Hedegecock, 2005)‖.

There are certainly many more considerations to be made about
the process of teaching and learning how to write appropriately in L2.
However, the aspects considered above are the ones guiding our
research. Learning a second language has become essential in our
present world due to the process of globalization in which it is embarked
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and the challenges that individuals face as a consequence of this
globalization. However, learning how to write in a second language is
not an easy task due to the wide range of skills that are involved in this
process and problems that may arise; because of that, the role of the
teacher is fundamental to ensure a positive experience to the students
throughout the process. It is necessary that teacher involved in the task
of teaching L2 writing develop awareness on the different approaches,
techniques, and strategies underlying this practice in order to compare,
contrast, and make assertive decisions when teaching their students
how to write in L2. Likewise, the intimate relationship between affective
factors and learning how to write in L2 calls for teachers to analyze the
different factors that affect individuals‘ learning process and develop
teaching programs that allow for students‘ motivation towards learning
how to write in L2. It is expected that these considerations will give as a
result more thoughtful L2 writing teaching programs.
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2. METHODOLOGY

The following section presents an account of the methodology and
techniques that were applied to conduct the current research study that
intends to answer the question ―Which are the possible reasons why the
5th grade students of a bilingual school in Barranquilla have difficulties in
expressing their ideas appropriately in writing?‖ In the other hand, this
chapter will describe the different techniques, instruments to gather
data and the procedures followed in order to achieve the objectives of
this project.

The first step in this study was reading about research methods,
techniques and instruments for data collection given the wide variety of
alternatives to follow up and the importance of making an educated
decision that suits the needs and characteristics of the study. For this
reason, prior to the description of the different components of this
study, we will make an account of the most important aspects
considered in the consulted literature about research methods and
techniques.
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When working on the teaching field, specifically on the language
teaching field, becoming critical is more than a need; it is practically a
must in order to improve the current practice. This is the premise of a
considerable number of researchers who have found in classroom
research the mechanism to reflect on their own practice and the clue for
identifying and solving problems in their classroom. As stated by
Cárdenas and Faustino (2003:23, 24), ―Modern classrooms have new
needs and, necessarily, new ways of meeting them; more and more
teachers are looking into their practice-both in their classrooms and
their educational institutions- to solve the problems they find or to
improve their practice and their students‘ learning processes‖. Thus,
classroom research is research that is carried out in the classroom for
the purpose of answering important questions about school happenings,
be it related to learning, teaching, relations, or to activities that make
part of the institutional life, materials, impact of education in the
community, etc. (Nunan, 1990: 1). In other words, and as stated by
Glanz

(2003),

classroom

research

is

―a

process

of

gathering

information…in a sense, of knowing‖, which is a practically obligatory
step if we aim to improve our daily practice. There are different
approaches and methods to classroom research; in the following section
some will be discussed.
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2.1 Approaches to Classroom Research: Action Research

The practice of research in language classrooms is rather recent
although it is not so in the other teaching fields. Throughout history, this
practice has been modified and improved in a way that at present times
we can find different approaches and methodologies to conduct
classroom research from which two approaches that being different,
complement each other in order to get more valuable and reliable
information: quantitative and qualitative approaches (Allwright and
Bailey, 1991). After studying both currents, a qualitative approach to
classroom research was chosen to conduct this study since it matches
the characteristics of the study we want to carry out. ―Qualitative
research relies on detailed verbal description of the phenomena
observed… they do not utilize statistical or mathematical expression…
and can be very useful in classroom settings‖ (Glanz, 2003. p:10). Allyn
and Bacon (2001), quoted by Wallace (1988) state that ―qualitative
research starts with ideas which are originated from a particular
problem or situation one actually experiences because it is a type of
investigation in which there is a substantial subjective element.―
Richards (2003:11) contributes to show the benefits of qualitative
research by saying that in this method, ―Researchers study things in
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their natural settings, attempting to make sense of, or interpret,
phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them‖. He makes
a clear differentiation of qualitative and quantitative approaches to
classroom research, outstanding the benefits of the qualitative inquiry.
These differences are presented in chart # 3.

It will

It will not

study human actors in natural settings,
in the context of their ordinary,
everyday world.

* set up artificial situations for the purpo
ses of study or try to control the condiTions under which participants act.

seek to understand the meanings
and significance of these actions
from the perspective of those involved.

* attempt to describe human behavior in
terms of a limited set of pre-determined categories.

Usually focus on a small number of (possiBly just one) individuals, groups or settings.

* attempt to study a large population
identified on the basis of particular characteristics.

Employ a range of methods in order to
Establish different perspectives on the relevant issues.

* base its findings on a single feature
* represent its findings in primarily
quantitative terms.

Base its analysis on a wide range of
features
Table
Only
6.use
Taken
quantification
from Richards
where
(2003)
this is

appropriate for specific purposes and as
a part of a broader approach

Based on the above, and having studied the different alternatives
for qualitative research, the type of research intended to be carried out
for the current study is action research on its ethnographic stage:
―reflect, select a focus, collect data, analyze and interpret data,
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and plan an action‖ (Glanz, 2003), since our aim is basically the
identification of the problem existing on the studied context, design a
plan of action to deal with the problem, and propose ways to solve it.
Besides, provided that one of the important steps in action research is
the ethnographic stage, this research will start by studying the
subjects that will be the focus in it and the process that they carry out in
the classroom. The other steps of action research: take action,
reflect/evaluate, and continue/modify will be matter of a further
study with this target group (See Glanz, 2003 for illustrations about
steps of action research).

Supporting the benefits of action research for this study, Kemmis
and McTaggart (1988), quoted by Nunan, (1992:17) point out the
benefits of action research: ―it is carried out by practitioners (for our
purposes, classroom researchers) rather than outside researchers;
secondly, it is collaborative, and it is aimed at changing things or
improving them‖, which is the main objective of this study. Cohen and
Manion (1985), quoted by Nunan (1992) reinforce the fact that action
research is concerned with the identification and solution of problems in
a specific context, and remarks the importance of collaboration in this
type of research as well as its aim of improving the ―current state of
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affairs within the educational context in which the research is being
carried out‖ (Cohen an Manion, 1985). Besides, Waters-Adams (2006)
states that action research is the alternative for those who want to
improve their practice or need to implement a new idea but are not sure
of how to do it. In the other hand, it applies mainly qualitative methods
of data collection and usually draws conclusions based on observations,
interviews, and descriptions of what is being studied (Colombian Applied
Linguistics Journal 5th edition, 2003). As a qualitative method, action
research involves ethnography, described by Glanz (2003) as a ―method
of research in which individuals are observed in their natural settings
and are described in detail‖; it is precisely the approach followed in this
study since we will be observing individuals interacting in real settings.
An important aspect in qualitative research is the selection of the
techniques for collecting the information that will shape our findings; the
following section presents an account of different techniques for data
gathering and clarifies the ones chosen for this study.

2.2 Techniques for Data gathering

One of the most important aspects in classroom research is the
techniques applied for data collection regarding the valuable information
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that they can provide for the study that is being carried out. Action
research, according to Glanz (2003), applies a series of techniques
among which are: observations, questionnaires, interviews, focus
groups, portfolios, oral stories, and test scores among others. Given the
characteristics of the current study, and analyzing the benefits of the
different data-gathering techniques, the ones chosen for this study
were: classroom observations, elicitation techniques such as
interviews; documentary analysis (students’ written production,
language arts writing scope and sequence, subject plan, and
department plan), and teacher’s protocol analysis.
Each of these techniques will be clarified in the subsequent
sections of this work.

2.2.1 Classroom Observation

Classroom observation is a very common technique for data
gathering which helps researchers to get a picture of the interactions
and practices in the language classroom as they actually happen. It may
be carried out by a single observer or by more than one, in which case,
the results obtained would be more reliable. According to Glanz (2003),
observations may take place in four ways: as a participant, when the
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observer actively participates in the interactions of the students; as an
observer –participant; as a participant-observer, and as simply an
observer in which the researcher observes without participating of the
interactions. This latter way of observation will be the one applied in this
study since it is considered to provide more realistic information about
how the process is carried out in the target setting. Deciding what is to
be observed is as important as how classroom observation is carried
out. Therefore, approaching observation with a scheme of what the
focus of the observation will be will make this practice much easier and
more focused. Nunan states that observation schemes should match the
purpose of the research. He proposes a set of questions to guide
researchers on evaluating and selecting the schemes he/she will focus
on, which suggest the use of sign systems to record repeated actions,
the application of high or low inference to interpret behaviors, making
decisions beforehand about using audio or videotaping to record
information, deciding beforehand the focus of the observation: verbal,
cognitive, pedagogical content, discourse, etc., among others (Nunan,
1992:97)
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2.2.2 Interviews

No one better than the participants of the process themselves to
give us insights of what happens in the language classroom and the way
this affects them. To gather information from them, interviews are an
appropriate technique to apply. They are the ―most suitable data
collection method if we are to understand the experiences of others and
the meanings they make of them‖ (Seideman, 1988 in Glanz, 2003).
The Information Technology Journal of Monash University states that the
interview ― is focused upon the interviewee in the sense that the views
the interviewer has about the topic are not particularly important. The
views, knowledge or whatever of the interviewee is the primary data for
research‖(http://cerg.csse.monash.edu.au/evaluation/data-methodsinterviewing).

According to Nunan, this technique can adopt different ways:
unstructured interviews, which are more guided by the answers of
the interviewee rather than the questions of the researcher. Semi
structured interviews, in which the interviewer has more control of
the interview because he/she knows where the interview should go, but
he/she does not have a list of predetermined questions. Topics and
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issues rather than questions determine the course of the interview
(Nunan, 1992: 149). The Information Technology Journal of Monash
University describes the semi structured interview as a ―mix of
structured and unstructured type of interview in which open and closed
questions will be asked‖. Finally, the structured interviews, which are
described by Nunan as being more formal, is a ―totally controlled activity
in which the researcher has a predetermined set of questions in a
predetermined order‖. In this type of interview, there is little room for
open responses; instead, most of the questions are the closed form
(Information Technology Journal of Monash University).

2.2.3 Documentary Analysis

One of the techniques that is expected to provide a rich amount of
information in this study is the analysis of the students‘ production and
teachers‘ instructional materials since they will constitute an outline of
the process that is carried out in the target group and the way the
students are responding to it. In doing so, the analysis of teachers‘
written class protocols and samples of students‘ written production
taken from their portfolios will be carried out as a data gathering
technique (See Theoretical Background in section 1 of this study for
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detailed information about portfolios). Given the benefits offered by the
data gathering techniques exposed above, they are the ones to be
applied in this study.

Once the data has been collected, it is necessary to analyze it and
interpret it in order to come up with accurate conclusions for the success
of the project. At this point, it is necessary to compare the data
gathered with all the instruments through a process of triangulation.

2.3 Triangulation

Given the great amount of data that will be gathered in this study
and in order to obtain reliable data that helps the researcher identify the
problem under study and plan for a possible solution in the future, it is
necessary to confront and compare the information gathered with all the
instruments

applied.

As

an

alternative

for

this

comparison,

triangulation has been chosen as the technique to match the data
obtained through the different instruments. According to Marshall &
Rossman (1999), ―triangulation is the act of bringing more than one
source of data to bear a single point‖. There are different types of
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triangulation each of which takes into consideration a specific point in
the research. Cohen and Manion (1994) distinguish among:
1. Time triangulation, which takes into consideration the factors of
change and process over time. 2. Space triangulation, which
makes use of cross-cultural techniques. 3. Combined levels of
triangulation.

4.

Theoretical

triangulation,

which

involves

triangulation.
more

than

5.

one

Investigator
observer.

6.

Methodological triangulation, which uses either the same method
on different occasions, or different methods on the same object of
study, and 7. Analysis triangulation, which involves more than one
criteria for analysis (Cohen and Manion (1994. p: 236). Byrne
(1980) makes an account of these same types of triangulation and
refers to them as strategies to establish credibility in the analysis
of the research findings. Because of the characteristics of the
current study, the types of triangulation to be applied in the
analysis of the obtained data are instruments triangulation and
analysis triangulation as a way to confront and clarify data.
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2.4 Data Gathering

After the approach to research and techniques for data gathering
were chosen, the next step was designing the instruments to carry out
the investigation. In this stage, tutorial sessions and tutors‘ feedback
played a very important role. Questions for the interviews were based
on the objectives of the investigation trying to address all the aspects to
be found out (see appendix1, 2, 3); likewise, the observations were
carried out having these objectives in mind; no special format was
designed for recording the observations data at that moment.

Afterwards, the subsequent step in this project was to perform the
investigation itself and apply the instruments. This was done at a
Bilingual School in Barranquilla, which we will name XXX School to keep
their privacy. A group of 6 students and language teachers from the 5th
grade levels;

the 3rd and 4th grade language teachers, and the

elementary school coordinator were chosen as subjects for data
gathering in this study. Besides, samples of the students‘ written
production, activities carried out in the writing class, writing tests, grade
level subject plans, and elementary school‘s scope and sequence in the
writing skill were also chosen as sources for this investigation.
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The process of data gathering was not easy due to the tight
schedules managed in the target level, researcher‘s availability of time
being a teacher from the institution as well, and, probably the hardest
drawback in this process was the teachers‘ compliance to be observed;
it was necessary to wait some days before they ―were ready to be
observed‖. The type of interview applied in this study was the semistructured

one,

which

according

to

Nunan

(1992)

―allows

the

interviewer to have more control of the interview because he/she knows
where the interview should go‖. A number of six interviews were done,
and they were conducted with single students rather than with focal
groups provided that the ages of the students (9, 10, 11 years old)
allow for distractions and might have affected the course of the
interview. Besides, since this process had to be done during their lunch
time, (no extra time was available for us to do it) it was rather
impossible to have them all together.

Two elementary school language teachers, 3rd and 4th grade, were
interviewed during their lunch time as well because of the reasons
mentioned above. That time was inconvenient for the 5th grade language
teacher who was not willing to sacrifice part of his lunch time. It was
impossible to schedule any other time for the interview with this
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teacher, so data from the other 5th grade language teacher could not be
considered in this study. The questions asked were directed to find out
teacher‘s view of teaching writing, their beliefs about teaching writing,
their methodology to teach writing, students‘ attitude and motivation for
writing, school expectations towards writing, and their attitude towards
these

expectations.

The

interview

with

the

elementary

school

coordinator was the most difficult of all due to the tight agenda that she
manages. More than once it had to be cancelled because of last time
meetings, which affected the process of analysis in this study. The
questions in this interview pointed to finding out the school‘s beliefs
about writing and teaching writing, and the school‘s expectations for
writing and the way writing should be taught in the fifth grade level (see
appendix 3).

Three language classes were observed (blocks of two hours), one in
the fourth grade and two in the fifth grade. Six class hours of fifty
minutes each were observed in all. The data was gathered both by
recording and taking notes of all the events that were observed in the
classes. In these observations, the researcher acted as a non-participant
since they were done in classroom different from the ones in which she
teaches. The data gathered in the researcher‘s classes were obtained
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through the analysis of students‘ documents and two protocols that the
teacher wrote after two writing classes, as recommended by Byrne
(2001).

A process of transcriptions followed after data gathering. Special
formats were designed for both the interviews and the observations in
this step in order to obtain a better organization for the data collected
with the instruments. In the interviews‘ format (see appendix 1, 2, 3),
the turns of interviewer and interviewees, the description of each turn,
and the categories found in each description were recorded.

The

observation format (see appendix 4) was rather similar to the
interviews‘ one; it recorded the turns in speaking in the classroom, the
description of each turn, and the category to which that situation
belonged. It must be remarked that the idea for the organizational
charts mentioned above were taken from the ―Collectivo Urdimbre‘s‖
data

collection

formats

presented

to

us

during

the

―Seminario

Coyuntural‘s‖ classes.

Subsequently, the analysis of data collected was carried out. In this
step, the categories that will guide the achievement of final results were
decided based on the most remarkable, repetitive patterns observed in
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the

transcriptions

of

observations,

interviews,

protocols

and

documentary analysis. The selection of these categories was lead by the
theoretical background and the objectives pursued in this project. These
categories will be presented and explained in detail in the ―analysis
section‖ of this work. Examples taken from the data collected with the
instruments will be provided for a better illustration of the categories. It
is necessary to clarify that for a better management of the analysis, the
following abbreviations will be managed abbreviations will be used to
refer to the examples taken from the different instruments:
SI = Students’ Interviews,
TI = Teacher’s Interviews,
CI = Coordinator’s Interview,
CO = Class Observation
TP = Teacher’s Protocol
SD= School’s Documents
SSD = Students’ Documents
SSR= Students’ Reflections

It is expected that this study can be useful for further research on
this area since it focuses on an important aspect of language teaching
learning, writing, which tends to be a difficult area of study due to the
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complexity of the tasks that it involves. It is also hoped that the
methodological aspects exposed in this text about the way the
ethnographic stage of action research should be carried out and the
different methods and techniques that it entails: observation, surveys,
interviews, documentary analysis, and protocol analysis can be found
useful and enlightening for those who are planning to conduct action
research in the future.
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3. ANALYSIS

Analysis of data is a necessary step in qualitative research.
According to Bogdan and Biklen, cited in Hoepfl (1977), qualitative
data analysis is ―working with data, organizing it, breaking it into
manageable units, synthesizing it, searching for patterns, discovering
what is important and what is to be learned, and deciding what you
will tell others‖ (1982:145). After analyzing the information gathered
with the instruments in this study, it was organized into categories
for a better management. This idea was taken from Strauss and
Corbin (1990), cited in Hoepfl (1997) who refer to this process as
―open coding‖. In this process, ―the researcher must identify and
tentatively

name

the

conceptual

categories

into

which

the

phenomena observed will be grouped, the goal is to create
descriptive, multidimensional categories which form a preliminary
framework of analysis‖. However, a word of caution must be given to
take the results of this analysis in a very objective way, since they
come from the subjective view of the researcher. Generalizations
should not be made from the results of the analysis presented in this
study since it might be unfair with the participants of the process;
even the results that appear to be negative should be taken
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cautiously since they might bring negative results to the participants
involved.

Following Hoepfl‘s idea, the following categories addressing the
students, the teachers, and the institution were identified:

3.1 CATEGORIES ADDRESSING THE STUDENTS
3.1.1 Difficulties in writing: lack of basic skills
Grammar
Spelling
Vocabulary
Structure
Coherence
Cohesion
According to Grabe and Kapplan (1996), writing is not an easy skill
to manage because ―it requires the manipulation of many complex
structural and rhetorical dimensions, with greater complexity occurring
in expository/argumentative writing‖; therefore, it is very common in
second language learners from bilingual settings to raise difficulties in
any of these dimensions especially in the early school levels. This
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thought is confirmed by Gibbons (1993) who presents the most common
difficulties that she observes in her elementary school bilingual learners:



Have generally poor written language skills, especially in subject areas.



Can write sentences but have difficulty writing paragraphs or sequencing
paragraphs.



Write only in an informal, “chatty style”.



Use limited vocabulary which lack descriptive words.



Use simple sentence structures only.



Make grammatical errors not typical of a native speaker –for example, in word
order, word endings, tense, or prepositions.



Spelling is poor.



Lack confidence to write at length.



Tend always to write the same thing (such as a simple recount) in free choice
writing.



Rely greatly on their mother tongue (L1).

These difficulties became very notorious in the analysis of the
information done with the instruments; most of the students seem not
to have acquired these skills very well, which reflect in their written
production. An example of this is found in appendix 9, where samples of
students writing are presented. Teachers also point out these difficulties
and relate them with an impact on students‘ affective factors towards
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writing and willingness to write. This is clearly shown in the interviews
with students, teachers, and school coordinators. Examles:

1. Interviewer: Do you think your students like to write in English?
Interviewee: Not really
Interviewer: Why?
Interviewee: Because of the lack of vocabulary. It’s hard for them to
express themselves the way that they would like, so they find it difficult
to be able to write their ideas down, and because of that they are afraid
to do so. (T.I., appendix # 6.1, turn# 4)

2. Interviewer: tu siempre encuentras los errores en (esta) etapa de
edición?
Interviewee: Si. Pero a veces me salto algunos porque cuando me
revisan lo que escribí me los tachan malos. O sea, que no los encuentro
bien.
Interviewee: ¿Y qué crees que pasa ahí, por qué no los encuentras
todos?
Interviewee: Ah, porque a veces yo no los veo como errores, yo los veo
bien porque a mi me suenan bien.
Interviewer: ¿Qué te cuesta más trabajo cuando escribes un texto en
inglés, la gramática, la ortografía, el tema, cual de todas?
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Interviewee: Poner las oraciones bien compuestas, con los verbos, si
estás usando el verbo correcto, pasado, presente, eh…
(S.I. Appendix 5.1, turns 54 – 65)

3. Interviewer: Cuando escribes un texto en inglés, ¿qué te cuesta más
trabajo, qué te parece más difícil, la gramática, el vocabulario, el manejo
del tema…?
Interviewee: La gramática, los errores de…..gramática.
Interviewer: ¿Por qué crees tú que eso es lo que más te cuesta trabajo?
Interviewee: Porque a veces escribo mal la palabra sin darme cuenta.
(S.I. Appendix 5.4. turns 30-34)

4. Many of them start with the supporting sentences; they don’t
introduce; they don’t have a topic sentence. They have good ideas, but
they don’t have the…”what am I talking about?” the topic…and that’s
something that has to be stressed. “Where is my main idea, then my
supporting sentences?” (T.I. Appendix 6.2, turn # 18)

Although these difficulties are very common in second language
learners from immersion programs, they will show gradual improvement
by the time students reach the upper elementary school levels if proper
instruction and support are provided (Gibbons, 1991:5). This is also
suggested in Grabe and Kapplan who emphasize that writing is far from
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being an easy skill that can be managed without instruction because
―Writing requires the manipulation of many complex structural and
rhetorical

dimensions,

with

greater

complexity

occurring

in

expository/argumentative writing‖ (1996: 25).

The above difficulties take us to the subsequent categories that might
be the reason for the problems in the written expression shown by the
students in the studied context.

3.1.2.

Application of strategies

3.1.2.1 Writing process
3. 1.2.2 Proofreading: self/peer-checking

Following

Grabe and Kapplan (1996), the writing process is the

best strategy ever created to help students organize and develop their
ideas in a way that they make sense. Students at the studied context
are taught and supposed to apply the writing process whenever they
write. This is shown in some observations:

1. Teacher: O.K., when you already have your topic, what things come to
your mind?... If you choose a mango, what words come to your mind?...
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When you start drafting, then you have to think of the way to introduce
your topic… (C.O., appendix 4.2, events 130,134, 185).

2. Teacher: Good morning, kids. Today we will continue the writing process
we started last class. Get your brainstorming and start writing your
introductions. (C.O., appendix 4.3. event 1).

Interviews with the teachers and the school coordinator, as well as
some interviews with the students also demonstrate the application of
the writing process. Example:

3. Interviewer: Do you motivate them to write?
Teach.: I try to…using the writing process…
(T.I. Appendix 6.1, turn 8)

4. Interviewer: Cuando escribes un texto en inglés, normalmente qué
pasos sigues?
St.: Primero yo hago una lluvia de ideas y me organizo. Cuando ya la
tengo hecha, hago…el primer draft…Después reviso de nuevo y si tengo
algún error lo vuelvo a hacer. (S.I. Appendix 5., turns 22-25)

5. Interviewer: ¿De qué forma te das cuenta que cometiste un error
cuando escribiste un texto?
Interviewee: Yo me doy cuenta cuando…cuando… los textos tienen una
regla que es la… eh… la edición, que me ayuda a chequear.

Interviewer: Edición, ¿Qué es eso?
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Interviewee: Editar para revisar la ortografía, etc.
Interviewer: Y ¿En qué momento editas?
Interviewee: Después del primer borrador.
Interviewer: ¿Y qué es el primer borrador?
Interviewee: Ay, una de las cosas que tenemos que hacer cuando
escribimos, primero se usa la lluvia de ideas, luego el organizador para
organizar mis ideas y hacer el primer borrador, que son con todas las
cosas eh… malas. Ahí edito y miro mis verbos, las oraciones si están
incompletas, mal establecidas. (S.I. Appendix #5.1, turns 34-41 ).

However, this practice is not regarded as important and necessary
by all the parties involved in the process, especially students, whose
actions in the observations and answers in the interviews reflect that
they don‘t apply it spontaneously, but for teachers‘ requirement.
Examples are found in students‘ interviews # 1 and 2:
6. Interviewer: cuando te pones a escribir en inglés, ¿qué haces
normalmente, qué pasos sigues?
Interviewee: Bueno, primero eh…escribo eh…la primera oración que es
lo que indica… eh… lo que voy a hacer en el texto, eh… lo que se va a
tratar. Después eh…hago los eh… los… Primero pongo como el título
y…la oración de lo que voy a hacer, por ejemplo, si a mi me gusta
montar patineta, entonces pongo mis…mis días de semana montando
patineta. Luego comienzo, “en una mañana, llamando a mis amigos,
llamé a Juan Felipe…luego digo…¿Quisieras ir al Country a montar
patineta? (S.I. Appendix #5. 1, turns 23-27).
7. Primero que todo, como a mi me salen las ideas muy rápido,
estee…entonces, cuando tengo una idea la escribo cuando hago el
texto. Pero cuando hago oraciones es diferente. Pero cuando va el
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texto, la idea la pienso, luego…pienso otra cosa y la uno a la primera
y así…se va armando mi texto.
Yo pienso en lo que voy a escribir, después lo analizo bien y ahí escribo
el análisis que hice.
Interviewer: ¿Entonces tú no haces como otros compañeros tuyos una
lluvia de ideas, un borrador…?
Interviewer: ¿Entonces tú no haces como otros compañeros tuyos una
lluvia de ideas, un borrador…?
Interviewee: A veces, no siempre… Normalmente, lo que pienso lo
escribo…normalmente…así rápido, porque si se me olvida, eh…entonces
yo me quedo (se coloca el dedo en el cuello) sin escribir. (S.I.Appendix
# 5.2, turns 12, 21,22).

Besides, it is observed that students avoid the application of the
writing process because they consider it time consuming and somehow
demanding. Examples:
8. Interviewer: ¿Y siempre usas ese método de escribir?
Interviewer: No siempre, solo cuando la miss me dice que lo haga.
Interviewer: ¿Y por qué solo cuando te dicen?
Interviewee: Porque así me demoro mucho. Sale más largo.
Appendix # 5.1, turns 48, 49, 50)

(S.I.

8. Interviewer: ¿Por qué normalmente no sigues el proceso que siguen
los otros para escribir, lluvia de ideas, organizador, borrador, etc?
Interviewee: Porque así me demoro más y eso me confunde.
(S.I.Appendix #5. 2, turns 31, 32).
9. Interviewer: ¿Qué haces para planear lo que vas a escribir?
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Interviewee: Bueno, yo escribo las ideas en un papel separado, para
escribir enseguida y a la publicación enseguida.
Interviewer: ¿Y por qué no aplicas el writing process a veces?
Interviewee: Porque me demoro más y toca entregar. (S.I.Appendix
#5. 4)

The above situation might be given by lack of motivation from the
students towards the process caused by inaccurate exposure to this
strategy or insufficient back-up from the teachers to do it, which is
strictly necessary at his ages. This is supported by Gibbons (1993) when
saying that students should be exposed to the writing process in all
curriculum areas, not only in the language class, and it should be
equally encouraged as well. Another aspect influencing them could be
what they think learning to write in a second language involves, which
takes us to the next aspect to be analyzed from students.

3.1.3

Beliefs about learning writing

As presented in the theoretical framework of this study, young
learners‘ beliefs and attitudes towards writing are highly shaped by the
experiences that they have when this skill is taught to them. Due to
that, Grabe and Kaplan‘s (1996) ideas about what students need to be
taught sound very coherent at this point of the discussion: ―students
need to be taught the benefits of the writing process as a way to
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organize ideas and communicate them in a more organized way‖. This
seems to be a weak issue at the studied context since students seem
not to be aware of the importance of learning writing as a means of
communication; rather most of the interviewees see it as an obligatory
academic activity with little or no application outside of the academic
settings. Examples:

1. Interviewer: ¿Piensas que escribir en inglés te sirve para algo?
Interviewee: Claro, para escribir en el colegio lo que me
mandan a escribir. Aquí casi todo lo que escribimos está…es en
inglés.
Interviewer: Y fuera del colegio, te sirve para algo?
Interviewee: Realmente no, yo no escribo en inglés afuera del
colegio…casi nunca. (S.IAppendix #5.1, turns # 5,6,7,8).

2. Interviewer: ¿Y para qué te sirve escribir en inglés?
Interviewee: Ay, miss, para comunicar ideas… para…aquí
tenemos que escribir todo en inglés.
Interviewer: ¿Y fuera del colegio?
Interviewee: Bueno, también…a veces. A menos que vaya a
Estados Unidos.(S.I. Appendix #5.2, turns # 7.8.9,10).
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3.1.4

Gaps from previous years (emergent)

One of the problems that emerged from the interviews with the
teachers and the academic coordinator, and that are actually observed
in the daily work with the students (as a participant teacher in the
process) is the existence of gaps from previous years. Students seem
not having acquired in the previous school levels important skills that
allow them to express ideas properly in writing, which is definitely
affecting their learning process and performance at school.
confirms Taylor and Doyle‘s (2003) statement that

This

there is an

increasing lack of an acceptable literacy level among diverse student
populations. ―Today, it is acknowledged that many students, perhaps as
many as 50 percent, leave elementary school without developing the
reading and writing skills necessary to succeed in middle and high
school‖, so strategies for improvement in elementary school…is needed
given the fact that, ―in high school and middle school students should no
longer be learning to read and write, but reading and writing to learn‖,
so

deficiencies

on

these

aspects

will

severely

affect

students

performance in the upper levels‖.
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Students‘ gaps from previous years are clearly expressed by 4th and
5th grade language teachers in the interviews:

1. Interviewer: Where do you think these difficulties in the students
come from?
Teacher: Well, I believe that in the previous levels they don’t receive
the necessary amount of vocabulary and enough vocabulary learning
strategies to acquire new vocabulary from stories. Besides, we never
get to finish the programs or stories that our books bring. So, there is
a lot of vocabulary that the students don’t learn and since they are not
native speakers, there is no way they learn these basic words if we
don’t teach them. Besides, they come lacking basic structures like
management of verb tenses that make it hard for them to express
appropriately.
(T.I. Appendix # 6.1, turns 41, 42)
2. Teacher: I think school’s expectations are too high for the reality
students can perform.
Interviewer: Why do you think so? What do you observe?
Interviewee: Because our fourth grade children don’t arrive with the
basic skills that are necessary to achieve the goals proposed for 4th
grade. They don’t have clear how to write main ideas, supporting
details, closing sentences. They are barely writing a single
paragraph. They have too many run-on sentences. They need
structure, still, so I can’t ask for two paragraphs, which is the goal in
4th grade, when they are hardly making one.
(T.I. Appendix #5.2, turns 16, 17, 18).

Gaps in the management of grammar rules such as verb tenses,
conjugation,

and

application

of

nouns,

adjectives,

adverbs,

and

pronouns in sentences as well as the application of punctuation and
capitalization patterns are very notorious. Poor spelling skills also show
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up in the students‘ writing of basic words, which should have been
learned in the lower preschool and elementary school levels. This
problem is observed in the written production of all the students, who in
one way or another reflect their difficulties in the management of
grammar rules. (see appendix #9, different samples of students’
written production). Another evidence of these gaps in students is
found in the students‘ interviews:
3. Interviewee: Ah, porque a veces yo no los veo como errores, yo los
veo bien porque a mi me suenan bien.
Interviewer: ¿Y cómo te va mejor, cuando revisas solo, o cuando te
revisa un amigo?
Interviewee: Bueno, cuando el amigo sabe más que yo, me va bien,
pero cuando sabe menos que yo, yo termino corrigiéndolo a él.
Interviewer: ¿Qué te cuesta más trabajo cuando escribes un texto en
inglés, la gramática, la ortografía, el tema, cual de todas?
Interviewee: Poner las oraciones bien compuestas, con los verbos, si
estás usando el verbo correcto, pasado, presente, eh…(S.I. Appendix
#5.1, turns # 57, 62, 63, 64, 65).

4. Interviewer: Que te cuesta más trabajo cuando escribes en inglés?¿
La gramática, la ortografía, el tema?
Interviewee: A veces, me cuesta trabajo la ortografía, pero a
veces, porque yo algunas palabras…muchas…me las sé.
Pero…después esteee…para mi es difícil.
Inteviewer: ¿Por qué crees tú que eso te cuesta trabajo? A que
crees que se debe que en 5º grado te cueste trabajo la ortografía?
Interviewee: Yo creo que esto sucede porque…qué sería…porque a
veces las palabras que yo uso…a veces son complicadas… a veces, no
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siempre. Es que a veces me falta como…vocabulario y entonces me
sale mal. (S.I. Appendix #5. 2, turns # 51-54).

One of the most remarkable gaps from previous years that
appeared repeated over and over in all the analysis of instruments is the
lack of basic vocabulary, which according to teachers, should come from
extensive reading since early years. Examples of this deficiency is found
in students‘ written and oral production which shows frequent reliance
on mother tongue and lack of synonyms and/or antonyms for commonly
used words (see samples of students’ written production in
appendix 3). Evidence is also found in the L.A.‘s teacher‘s protocol:
Toño said “Miss, some of these ideas are like…débiles miss, they are
like…missing more” (TP. Appendix#11.1)

Another evidence is found in the class observations where it is clearly
seen how students find it very difficult reading certain words that are
unknown to them, as well as expressing words that should be fully
known from previous years.
5. 34.Sir, what is a request?
70. But, how do you say Dare Devil in Spanish?
72: Es un hombre que es medio ciego pero que defiende a los
Buenos.
73: Ay, no, yo no quiero ese! Ese es de hombre, yo quiero otro.
81: Muy fuerte
Appendix# 4.1)

(speaks

while

the

teacher

is

talking)

(C.O.
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6. 8. My grandfather’s bread is… is most delicious to eat, and gor…go…
9. Gorgeous
10. Gorgeous to look at. 2. (Keeps reading and stops from time to
time on certain words)…the do…do..
11. The dough
12. Santiago keeps on reading continuously stopping in some words.
The teacher pronounces the words in which he is having difficulties
(C.O. Appendix #4. 2).

Interviews with teachers also confirm this deficiency that is
observed in students from the upper elementary school levels:
7. Teacher: Because of the lack of vocabulary. It’s hard for them to
express themselves the way that they would like, so they find it
difficult to be able to write their ideas down.
Interviewer: Which are the most common difficulties your students
show in writing?
Teacher: Lack of vocabulary to express what they are thinking. Most
of them, while they are writing, they have a wonderful idea in
Spanish, but they don’t know how to express themselves in English.
They don’t find the appropriate ideas, structures…they lack basic
skills… They usually ask me, “how do you say this in English?” and I
have to help them, either by giving them clues, or just by giving
them the word because they don’t know how to say it and don’t
understand it.
Teacher: I believe that in the previous levels they don’t receive the
necessary amount of vocabulary and enough vocabulary learning
strategies to acquire new vocabulary from stories. Besides, we never
get to finish the programs or stories that our books bring. So, there
is a lot of vocabulary that the students don’t learn and since they are
not native speakers, there is no way they learn these basic words if
we don’t teach them. Besides, they come lacking basic structures like
management of verb tenses that make it hard for them to express
appropriately.
(T.I. Appendix # 6., turns # 4, 35, 36)
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8. Teacher: (Because it) is an effort. They have to make an effort;
they are lacking the vocabulary in order to communicate easily,
so besides children are very impulsive, they tend to speak in their
native language. That also easily comes to them. So, that’s why…
9. many of the times the kids want and have the idea, because they
know what they want to say, but they can’t express it in writing
because of lack of vocabulary (T.I. Appendix # 6.2, turns 4,
20).

These aspects result very surprising regarding the fact that the
studied context is a bilingual setting and most of these students have
been educated here since preschool levels. Studying the academic
proposal for teaching writing expressed in the curriculums from 1 st to
5th levels (see writing scope and sequence appendix 10), this may
suggest inconsistencies in any of the components of the curriculum or in
the methodological practices applied to teach writing, which are aspects
to be analyzed in more detail in further sections of this analysis.
Nevertheless, it is helpful to bring about Grabe and Kaplan‘s (1996)
ideas about learning writing which make clear that it is not an easy skill
to learn because it is a compendium of rhetorical, lexical and other
linguistic devices that, together, make up a unit that communicates and
develops an idea. However, to be able to produce a written text, either
in L1 or L2, the management of basic skills is needed in order to
communicate the ideas that we have in mind. On the other hand,
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Lance‘s (2005) contribution about the way children learn to write and
the way their writing develops at different grades might be positive to
demonstrate that something might not be working in the writing
teaching/learning process at the studied context: ―children learn to write
gradually and they progress at different rates even at their beginning
attempts to write…‖ Citing Calkins (2000), she illustrates how children‘s
writing should develop at different grade levels:
―During first and second grade, most children seem to move in these
directions:
From writing for oneself toward writing also for an internalized audience
From writing for the sake of the activity itself (all process) toward writing
also to create a final product
From less to more fluency
From writing episodes that do not begin before or last beyond the actual
penning of a text, toward broader writing episodes that encompass
looking ahead and looking back, anticipating and critiquing‖ (pp. 67-68).
Third graders become more deliberate in their writing and use concrete
processes, i.e. ―eight year olds do everything in a concrete, systematic way
and write out everything in full. The children rarely consider sentences in
their mind‘s eye. Instead, they write out every option. When they deliberate
over topic choice, they usually list their options, and often they even go
through the list, starring the three best, then crossing out two, and then
circling the chosen topic‖ (p. 91).
Calkins says new flexibility characterizes fourth, fifth, and sixth graders.
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―In the upper elementary grades, the children I know best seem to become
a little more capable of thinking through their options. Strategies that are
first concrete, physical operations, begin to be internalized as abstract
mental operations‖ (p. 94). Whereas third graders tend to see things in
absolutes, with only one right way to do things, these older children begin to
realize that there are different ways to express themselves‖. (Lance, 2005:
3).

Yet, Richards‘ (2000) ideas in Sheehan (2004) should be taken into
consideration since they imply reasons why students at this context
have poor vocabulary management: ―language learners need to learn as
many words as possible as soon as possible… and these words have to
be recycled and revised as soon as possible as soon as they are
introduced;

otherwise

there

is

a

tendency

for

them

to

be

forgotten…However, vocabulary has to be learned, not taught…Instead,
learners need to be taught input, storage, and retrieval strategies (to
learn by themselves)‖.

The difficulties that students encounter for expressing themselves in
writing tend to have a negative influence in students‘ affective factors
towards writing. According to Arnold (1999), ―the affective side of
learning is not opposed to the cognitive side. When both are used
together, the

learning process

can

be

constructed on a firmer

foundation‖, not doing it may affect the process in a considerable way.
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The following are the affective factors most influencing the students‘
writing learning process:
3.1.5 Affective factors
3.1.5.1

Anxiety

3.1.5.2

Boredom

3.1.5.3

Negative attitude towards learning to write

According to Graves (1984), cited by Grabe and Kapplan (1996),
―Children are able to, and want to, write from the day they enter the
classroom. It is the educational system which alters this natural
tendency by providing little

positive assistance to take advantage of

the students‘ desires‖. This, summed to the fact that ―sometimes
teachers dedicate very little time to writing in the classroom and
seldom encourage their students to write‖ (Grabe and Kapplan,
1996: 96) or that the writing tasks are too difficult or unknown to the
students, seem to be reasons why students in the fifth grade level at
the studied context show a negative attitude towards writing and a
notorious lack of motivation to perform this skill.
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These aspects related to students‘ affective factors towards writing
show up very clearly in the observations of students‘ attitudes towards
writing:

SSS is not writing; he is looking through the window. Only a few ideas
are written in his rain of ideas. He looks everywhere as if looking for
something, eats his nails repeatedly
JJJ and PPP stand up and begin to talk. They leave their notebooks on
their desks and go to SSS’s place to talk. The teacher calls their
attention and they go back. They look at each other, giggle, and laugh.
DDD passes notebook pages, goes back to her rain of ideas. She chews
her pen repeatedly. She doesn’t write.
DDD passes her notebook pages again. She doesn’t write. She chews
her pen again. (C.O. Appendix #4.4, focused on students’ writing
attitude and performance).

The interview with the school director provides insights about this
aspect:
I believe they do like writing. What probably they don’t like is to
write about something that is given to them. I believe they would
love to be able do free writing, and probably that would get them
into writing a better paragraph. Sometimes, they don’t like to
write because the themes that come with the stories they read are
unknown to them or they know very little about them because
those readings are from different contexts form theirs. They might
know some things, but they are not part of it, so they don’t know
what to write about. (A.C.I. Appendix # 7.1, turn #2).

Students‘ attitudes for writing are

also evident in all the

instruments. Their preferences are also very remarkable; nonetheless,
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these preferences seem to be different from what teachers consider they
should write. Students express they prefer to write texts that are more
appealing to them and to their interests, and seem not to feel attracted
by the texts that they normally write at school, which in many cases
appear to be boring, unattractive, meaningless, and difficult for them to
understand. This is clearly shown in the interviews with the students:
1. Interviewer: Cuando el profesor te pide que escribas un texto en
inglés, ¿cómo te sientes?
Interviewee: Bueno, normal. Si es un texto de algo interesante, de
algo que haya hecho en mi vida… porque es muy bacano escribir
sobre mis vacaciones y que todo el mundo sepa lo que he hecho.
Interviewer: ¿Y si es sobre algo que no se relaciona con tu vida ni
algo que hayas hecho?
Interviewee: Bueno, que aburrido.
Interviewer: Supongamos que hoy es clase de inglés y la profesora te
dice: “Hoy vamos a escribir un texto sobre…tal cosa”, ¿te gusta eso?
Interviewee: No tanto, porque escribir no me mata. Porque no me
concentro bien en eso.
Interviewer: Entonces te gusta escribir historias. ¿por qué no en
inglés?
Interviewee: Ah, porque el inglés no es que lo use tanto en mi vida,
pero si tengo que escribir en inglés lo hago.
Interviewer: ¿Qué tipo de textos te gusta más escribir en inglés?
Historias, cartas, resúmenes, artículos, ¿qué prefieres?
Interviewee: Como….historias sobre algo fascinante, como ciencia
ficción , volar… algo así que sea mágico, historias, etc.
Interviewer: Y ¿cómo te sientes cuando te dicen que vas a escribir
un texto en inglés?
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Interviewee: Bueno, yo me siento como que…ay! Escribir más! Ya
mucho!...pero hay que hacerlo.
Interviewer: Pero, ¿por qué escribir en inglés te causa eso?
Interviewee: Porque hay mucha cosa que hacer, leer, hacer las
tareas, investigar, y ¿encima escribir? No.. que jartera! (S.I.
Appendix #4.1turns # 9-25).
2. Interviewer: ¿Te gusta escribir en inglés?
Interviewee: Si, me gusta, aunque a veces no tanto porque me
mandan a escribir cosa que no me gustan. Muy difíciles.
Interviewer: ¿Cómo que cosas?
Interviewee: Cosas como… temas que a veces no se. (S.I. Appendix
# 5.4, turns 3-8).
3. Interviewer: ¿Te gusta escribir en ingles?
Interviewee: Me gusta más que en español, porque en español tu
necesitas tildes, la b, la v pequeña, muchas, muchas reglas. En
inglés no hay eso.
Interviewer: ¿Qué tipo de textos te gusta más escribir, historias,
resúmenes, biografías, artículos…cuál prefieres?
Interviewee: Me gusta escribir obras de teatro y canciones.
Interviewer: ¿Qué chévere! ¿Y por qué te gusta eso?
Interviewee: Porque los escribo de una forma diferente, no solo el
párrafo y ya sino que…ehh…diferente, con rimas, como que…el
narrador y escribo lo que dice el narrador, personajes, y escribo lo
que dicen los personajes. Es como…más organizado y más fácil. En
los otros no hay eso, este es como más creativo.
Interviewer: ¿Cómo te sientes cuando el profesor o profesora de
inglés te dice, “hoy vamos a escribir un texto”, qué sientes tú en ese
momento?
Interviewee: Me siento como…Uhmmm…porque digo como que…los
textos yo los escribo, pero no me gusta tanto porque solo un pàrrafo,
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un párrafo, un párrafo…nada nuevo, ¿ya? (S.I. Appendix # 5.5,
turns 3-10)

Besides, they reflect a great preference for cooperative writing, which
seems to provide them more confidence and compensate for the lack of
skills that they might have at the moment of writing. All the
observations and interviews provide examples of this aspect (see
appendix 2,3,4). Teachers‘ protocols also show students‘ preference
for cooperative writing:
“Students reacted immediately to the chart and began to talk among each other
expressing whether they agreed or disagreed with the statement…Then I asked
them to think of a sentence that could introduce the ideas presented in each
column…immediately most of them began to share ideas with their partners…”
(TP. Appendix# 8.1).

“I told the students to read their homework and correct the mistakes they had.
Some students immediately began to share ideas with their partners as they
corrected…I think this was a positive activity because students that normally
don’t contribute with ideas because of their lack of English skills found the way
to compensate their weaknesses and become more confident to express their
ideas”. (TP. Appendix # 8.2).
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The analysis of the previous aspects brings to life the remarks made
by Goleman (1995), cited in Arnold (1999) saying that schools‘ new
vision to educate students as a whole should be ―bringing together mind
and heart in the classroom‖, which means that it is not enough training
students minds filling them up with skills and strategies, but it is also
necessary to consider their interests, feelings, and valuing their
contributions in the teaching-learning process. Together with motivation,
self-esteem, and empathy, students‘ attitude towards both writing
teaching and learning is critically important in the view they construct
about writing.

Students‘ attitudes for writing in this context are, in most of the
cases, intimately linked to teachers‘ approach to teaching; it is shown in
the subsequent section about teacher‘s categories.

3.2 CATEGORIES ADDRESSING LANGUAGE TEACHERS

A considerable body of literature remarks teachers‘ role in the
students‘ writing learning process. The way they conceive and
approach this process will have positive or negative effects in the
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students‘ willingness to learn and further management of this skill.
Byrne (1991) presents the teaching of writing as something more
than merely ―placing symbols on a flat surface‖, but as a conscious
process that involves the communication of ideas with a specific
purpose and to a specific audience at a specific context. Because of
that, he says, it has to be an educated process that should point at
the development of the necessary skills that allow for the creation of
meaningful texts that are understood by different readers. On the
other hand Anita Pincas (1999) highlights writing as a purposeful and
communicative activity that should focus on teaching the basic skills
needed for appropriate written expression.

Regarding the above, teachers are responsible for taking students,
especially at pre-school and elementary school levels, into the
―writing

world‖

by

means

of

an

appropriate

and

supportive

methodology appealing and suitable for students. This aspect seems
to be another drawback in the students‘ written expression in the
studied context. The mediations (methodological strategies) applied
by some teachers for teaching writing, as well as their attitude for
teaching seem not to be appealing or suitable enough for students to
feel engaged to write.
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The following are the categories addressing language teachers that
might be affecting the students‘ writing learning process in the
studied context:
3.2.1

Methodology

3.2.2

Beliefs about teaching writing

3.2.3

Attitude towards teaching writing

The methodological practices applied for teaching writing at this
school are varied, which reflects teachers‘ unequal conceptions of
teaching and learning; therefore, students‘ view of learning writing,
attitude and motivation towards learning are different as well (this is
something observed since early elementary school levels based on
the researcher‘s experience as a participant of the process). In one
side, the methodological approach proposed by the institution
(constructivist tendencies guided by the Teaching for Understanding
Framework (TFU)) (see appendix #11.1,2,3), which is followed by
some teachers, is appealing to students in most of the cases, which
results in students‘ positive attitude for writing. Through a projectbased instruction, students are motivated to write taking into
consideration their strengths and weaknesses, providing writing
models from where students can build on, and giving them
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purposeful activities to apply writing in a practical and meaningful
way. The writing process is applied by these teachers as a means of
instruction. Examples of this are found in the interviews with
teachers:
I: How do you motivate them to write?
T: I try to. With using the L.O.Ps, trying to make L.O.P.s the base of it,
the writng process, so at the end they have to give me…It is something
fun where they are going to show off their writing… I give them a topic.
Usually I try that the topic relates to them in a way that it’s something
they like to write about. Then, they first have to brainstorm all their
ideas. From that, they have to organize them in any of the kind of
organizational ways. From there, they begin with the topic sentence and
they start to construct their paragraphs
I: Does it work?
T: Most of the time… Because they show off their work in a positive way.
Because they are showing off, because they are trying to make their
projects so extravagant, so nice, so exciting…They really like showing
doing it; showing it to their friends; showing it to other people.
(T.I.Appendix # 6.2).

Likewise, teacher‘s protocols provide evidence of the use of engaging
methodological practices:
Today I introduced the concept of persuasive texts. Since it is a very disruptive
group, I decided to change the class‘s setting, so I took them to the ―intelligent
room‖ for a video beam presentation…Then, I started the class with an ABK
activity: I wrote on the board ―Saturdays are better than Sundays‖, and below
that sentence, I placed two columns; in one column I wrote: ―agree‖, and in the
other one I wrote ―disagree‖. Students reacted immediately to the chart and
began to talk among each other expressing whether they agreed or disagreed
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with the statement. Then, I passed stick notes for each student and told them
to write their names on it and stick them under the ―agree‖ or ―disagree‖
column to show their viewpoint. This activity seemed engaging for the students
because they were actively participating‖ (TP. Appendix #8.1)

―Once the secretaries were chosen, I told the students that I had a prize hidden
in my desk‘s drawer. I asked them who wanted the prize, and obviously all of
them raised their hands and began to shout ―me!‖ I told them that if they
wanted to win the prize, they had to write a persuasive text to convince a group
of judges that they should be the winners of the prize. To do so, they had to
write a thesis statement expressing their main idea, and provide as many
strong arguments as they could to persuade the judges to give them the prize.
They got the idea very enthusiastically and began to work busily on their
papers‖ (TP. Appendix # 8.

According to Leather (2006) this type of practices are considered
positive since Writing at elementary levels should be a process that
brings energy and excitement; teachers should as well create an
―authentic‖

and

purposeful

environment

that

leaves

in

the

communicative element of writing and keep students motivated to write.
Similarly, Dr. Wayne D. Lance (2005), states that ―Students become
more interested in writing and the quality of their writing improves when
there are significant learning goals for writing assignments and a clear
sense of purpose for writing‖, and remarks that ―children are motivated
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when they realize they are writing for an audience, that they are
producing something other people will want to read‖, which confirms the
benefits of the methodology applied by those teachers.

This is also supported by Lomas (2006:60) saying that ―the aim of
writing instruction should be to provide students with the means to be
creative… (Teachers should) teach a series of techniques, procedures,
know-how to do things with words when writing texts…‖ Hyland as well,
highlights the most important techniques to be followed in teaching
writing when he states that ―Fundamentally, writing is learned rather
than taught, and the teacher‘s best methods are flexibility and support.
This means responding to the specific instructional context, particularly
the age, first language experiences of the students…and providing
extensive encouragement in the form of meaningful contexts, peer
involvement, useful feedback, and guidance in the writing process‖
(Hyland, 2002:78).

However, although the school‘s requirements for teaching writing call
for

a

student-centered

approach

and

a

differentiated

instruction

methodology, always addressing students‘ needs (all these practices
from contemporary teaching approaches), not all the teachers follow the
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same procedures or adopt the same attitude

to

teach writing.

Observations show a great deal of mechanical or monotonous teaching
practices such as rote learning and great amount of lecturing (teachercentered) in which students have little participation in the process. This
is clearly seen in the classroom observations:
Teach: So Today we are going to learn how to write a persuasive essay, which is
the one used to persuade. Please, take out your notebooks and begin to write.
(Begins to write on the board). He explains and writes what he is saying).
(Students start to write what is on the board. Two students talk to each other)
St: Sir, excuse me, I can’t see. Can you move?
(the teacher moves to one side and continues writing)
Teach: A persuasive essay persuades or convinces about someone’s thoughts,
ideas, or requests. It contains facts and opinions.
(Students continue copying from the board. A kid makes signals to another in the
opposite row)
St: Sir, what is a request?
Teach: Shhh. Keep copying; I’ll erase soon.
St: But sir, what is a request?
Teach: A petition, something that you want.
(doesn’t look at the student. Keeps writing on the board). It is made up of three or
more paragraphs. The first paragraph is an in-tro-duc-tion (keeps writing), which
contains a thesis statement.
(CO. Appendix #4.1 turns 1-11)

Teach: Who can notice the difference between them?
(None of the students raise their hands).
Who can notice the difference between? 4.Carlos, what do you notice?
St: That the first paragraph is a… is a paragraph…is a paragraph that says…
Teach: The first paragraph is talking about Pablo’s bread, yes.
St:Is a paragraph that is about Pablo’s bread…the second paragraph is…
Teach: Is describing what?Is it telling you how to make the bread? (Asks the
question at random).
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St: No
Teach: No, it’s only describing.
(CO. Appendix # 4.2)

According to Hyland (2002), this kind of method to teach writing
comes from traditional product-oriented approaches to writing which
―conceived writing as an autonomous mechanism…that viewed learners
as passive beings that had to be taught rules in order to communicate
ideas properly‖ (page 5)… Little or no attention was paid to the learner‘s
background knowledge about the topic (Hyland, 2002:6), or to
strategies and cognitive operations that take place in the writer‘s mind
(Ferris and Hedgcock, 2005).

Such methodology for teaching writing is highly questioned by
several authors by saying: ―Teacher‘s role has to be supportive and
facilitating as well, providing writers with the positive and cooperative
environment that they need to make their own meanings… Teachers are
not supposed to impose their views, give models, or suggest responses
to topics beforehand; on the contrary, they are urged to stimulate
writing as self-discovery‖ (Elbow, 1988 cited in Hyland, 2002). The
teacher‘s role should be to help students express their ideas in a
supportive environment acting basically as an observer who provides
support when needed (Feris and Hedgcock, 2002).
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On the other hand, teachers apparently provide a lot of guidance,
which could be taken as scaffolding because of the teacher‘s frequent
questioning to the students. However, it is necessary to consider what
some writers say about this strategy in order to establish a framework
for comparison: ―Scaffolding is the process by which an expert provides
temporary support to learners to ―help bridge the gap between what
[the learner] know[s] and can do and what [he or she] need[s] to
accomplish in order to succeed at a particular learning task‖ (Graves
and Braaten, 1996, cited by Pennil, 2002). Furthermore, ―in scaffolding
instruction a more knowledgeable other provides scaffolds or supports to
facilitate the learner‘s development. The scaffolds facilitate a student‘s
ability to build on prior knowledge and internalize new information
(Olson & Pratt, 2000, cited in Van Der Styuf, 2002). Most important,
―scaffolding is a temporary framework for learning which, done
correctly, encourages a student to develop his or her own initiative,
motivation and resourcefulness. Once students build knowledge and
develop skills on their own, elements of the framework are dismantled.
Eventually, the initial scaffolding is removed altogether; students no
longer need it‖ (Lawson, 2002:2). Based on the above, it is clear that
scaffolding is not the strategy applied by some teachers in the studied
context, since students are not challenged to take risks in their own
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learning given that everything is provided to them. Besides, one of the
most

important

characteristics

of

scaffolding

practices

is

the

enhancement of thinking processes to bridge new knowledge, which is
not

seen

in

the

examples

provided.

Examples

of

this

type

of

methodological practices are provided in class observations # 1 and
2.
1. Teach. O.k. Today‘s class is about ―persuasive essays‖. Who knows
what a persuasive essay is?
St: To persuade. To convince someone.
(students answer in chorus)
Teach: Yes, a persuasive essay is meant to persuade or to convince
someone.
What do we use to convince, to persuade?
St: Words! Sentences! Ideas! (some students answer in chorus)
Teach: Yes, but these sentences make what?
(students don‘t answer)
What is it that you need to give in order to convince or persuade
someone?
(students don‘t answer)
Some students look at each other and make ―clueless‖ faces).
Facts and opinions. In order to convince you need to provide facts and
opinions to get what you want. So Today we are going to learn how to
write a persuasive essay, which is the one used to persuade. Please,
take out your notebooks and begin to write.
(Begins to write on the board. He explains and writes what he is saying).
(Students start to write what is on the board. Two students talk to each
other)
(C.O. Appendix 4.1, turns 1-5)

2. Teach: Santiago, could you please read it for us? (She chooses a
student to read)

St.: My grandfather‘s bread is… is most delicious to eat, and gor…go…
Teach.: Gorgeous
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St.: Gorgeous to look at. (Keeps reading and stops from time to time on
certain words)…the do…do.
Teach.: The dough
(Santiago keeps on reading continuously stopping in some words. 2.The
teacher pronounces the words in which he is having difficulties)
Teach: And make music…Very good. Now, let‘s look at the two texts
together. (Places the two texts together on the overhead projector-one
next to the other).
O-K. Now we have the two of them together. ,See them?

St.: Yes (in chorus)
Teach.: Who can notice the difference between them?
(None of the students raise their hands).
Who can notice the difference between? Carlos, what do you notice?
St.: That the first paragraph is a… is a paragraph…is a paragraph that
says…
Teach.: The first paragraph is talking about Pablo‘s bread, yes.
St.: Is a paragraph that is about Pablo‘s bread…the second paragraph
is…
Teach.: Is describing what?
St.: The bread.
Teach.: Is it telling you how to make the bread? (Asks the question at
random).
St.: No. (Pablo and some other students answer in chorus).
Teach.: No, it‘s only describing. When you describe, what, what do you
use? Usually, when you describe what do you use?
St.: The bread (A student shouts the answer)
(C.O. Appendix # 4.2, turns 7-11, 22-29)
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The aspects presented above might be caused by different
sources; one of these might be insufficient teachers‘ updating on
methodological tendencies for teaching writing or misconceptions about
the way writing is taught, which would be an issue to be investigated by
the interested parties at the studied context. The relevance of teacher‘s
knowledge on different teaching methods is remarked by Ferris and
Hedgecock

as

follows:

―the

knowledge

of

theories,

beliefs,

and

paradigms leads to the development of teaching skills, enables teachers
to discover and build their own theories, and helps them become critical
and reflect on their own practice‖ (Ferris and Hedgecock, 2005:8).
Sheehan (2004) emphasizes as well the imminent need of teachers to
update their methodological practices and their ―own mental lexicons‖ in
order to help students to deal with the challenges that come with the
new language tendencies.

Nevertheless, other teachers at this school seem to favor a more
student-centered teaching style applying scaffolding-like strategies to
help students acquire a topic or skill:

Teach: I usually do first, when I introduce a new type of writing. I show them
one that has been done by another student from previous years. Then, I try to
do one by myself, I mean, I write it with them in front of me. I write it from the
beginning. After that, then we write one together as a class. Finally, they would
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do one on their own. While they are writing, they have many cards of
instructional cards that give them hints and help them… lists of what to do…
And I walk around and help them. They get lists of what to do and I walk
around and help the lower…kids with their writing. When I get them started,
then I begin to work with the others.
Int: After all that what happens? How do they show you their understanding?
Teach: Well, first, I ask them they have to check themselves. They evaluate
their writing with a certain kind of checklist. Then I have them peer check. They
correct each other, and then I do a 1 to 1 teacher-student conference where
they explain what they have written to me. Where there is a mistake I say…
“hold on, something is wrong…please, think where the mistake is and try to
show me”. If they are not able to show me, Then I will show them and I will
explain why it is a mistake.(TI. Appendix # 4.1 turns 14-18).

Valerie called me to tell me that she didn’t understand what she had to do, so I
made her read the title of the text and think of what the topic of the text was.
She read, but kept saying that she didn’t understand, so I read the title for her.
I asked her: “What is the title talking about?” “Christmas”, she said. “What
about Christmas”, I said; “Christmas vacation”, she said. “So, what is the idea
that the writer is presenting about Christmas vacation?” I asked her. “That
Christmas vacation is better”, she said. “Better than what?” I asked her. “Than
summer vacation”, she said. “So, what is the main idea presented by the
writer?” I asked her. “That from all the vacations, Christmas vacation is the
better”, she said. “O.K.! from all vacation times, Christmas vacation is the best
of all! That’s your thesis statement; that’s your main idea”. I think this moment
was positive because I could guide the girl. (TP. Appendix # 8.1).

I asked Valerie (the girl that had asked for help) if she thought that this
sentence expressed the main idea of the text. She answered shyly “I don’t
know”. I told her “do you remember what we talked about the main idea?” she
said in a louder tone of voice and very enthusiastically “Ahh! No, no, miss. The
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main idea is that December vacations are the best vacations of all! I asked the
other students if they agreed; most of them answered in chorus “yes”. I asked
one of them “why do you agree?” he answered “because it says what we are
saying in the other sentences”. I observe that this type of inquiry takes
students to reflect more and helps them to make sense. (TP.Appendix #8.2)

In addition, some teachers‘ mediations give the impression to be
affected by negative attitudes that arise –apparently- because of
students‘ poor management of skills.

This aspect also produces a negative effect on students‘ affective
factors, which range from showing anxiety, anger or boredom to
definitely ignoring the teacher, ―closing their minds‘ windows‖ or
choosing a different activity to follow up during class time. Examples of
teachers‘ negative attitudes are present in class observations: This
connection between the affective and cognitive sides of learning are
pictured by Arnold (1999) when stating that ―when both are used
together, the

learning process

can

be

constructed on a firmer

foundation…(but when they aren‘t), difficulties may appear that can
cause anxiety, boredom, and stress to appear , which affects students‘
capacity to produce effective texts‖. Graves, 1984 in Grabe and
Kapplan, 1996:97) also contribute to this aspect saying that ―these
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traditional (practices) have negative associations for many children and
become a disheartening activity‖. In the other hand, Arnold (1999)
emphasizes on the importance of building positive emotional factors
such as self-esteem, empathy, and/or motivation which can greatly
facilitate the language learning process. It is equally important to take
into consideration Gibbons‘ (1991) description of the most common
difficulties presented by students from elementary school bilingual
contexts, which implies that most of these students are in a ―normal‖
stage in their language learning process and need much patience and
support to overcome these difficulties successfully (see this description
in section 3.11 on page 90 of this analysis). Examples of teachers‘
negative attitude for teaching are observed in class observations # 1,
2, 3, in which teachers adopt a teacher-centered approach, monotonous
practices, and negative attitudes such as undermining students, ignoring
students‘ contributions, or imposing ideas, which as shown by Grabe
and Kaplan (1996), are practices from traditional approaches to writing.
St: Sir, what is a request?
Teach: Shhh. Keep copying; I’ll erase soon.
St: How?...
Teach: Shhh… one, you have the “what”, now you go to the
“why”. (turns again and continues writing). It gives…(continues
writing)
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St: Es que yo…
Teach: You have to speak English! We don’t have interruptions in
this class and show you are an educated boy! (Angry-looking).
(A girl tries to ask when the teacher is talking) And how do
we…(the teacher continues talking)

(CO. Appendix # 4.1)
Teach: …Descriptive paragraph. And many of you have an idea that
what I want is a directions paragraph, and there is a difference between
the two, and that is what I have here…to show you the difference. And
you are going to figure it out. 3.(Places the transparency on the
overhead projector)…This is what I want.Are we going to Start playing,
Mr. David?
(She points at a student that is playing with a pencil case).
Thank you. I will keep it here; otherwise you’re going to be distracting.
(She takes the pencil case away).
Teach: O.K. What we have there… Now I’m going to show you another
paragraph. (Shows the model on the transparency).
O.K. A musical bow is an easy instrument to make… 3.Can you please
read it Maria Alejandra? (Picks a student)
St: A musical bow (with a low tone of voice)
Teach: Ah-Ah, somebody with a louder of voice, please! (some students
raise their hands and offer to participate) . Samia
(CO. Appendix # 4.2)

Other proofs of teachers‘ attitudes for writing regarded by the
students are observed in the answers provided by students in the
interviews when asked about their teachers‘ methodology for teaching
writing:
Siempre lo mismo, lluvia de ideas, con el organizador…
El se pone ahí y dice “bueno, hoy van a escribir. Tienen que hacer tal, tal
y tal…y se le van ocurriendo historias. Después va el organizador, que es
donde ustedes organizan sus ideas…Le tienen que poner eh.. primer
borrador, dice que… tienen que …hacer que las oraciones tengan sentido
pero no pueden borrar porque eso se hace a lo ultimo que se…borra y se
chequea. Después viene la publicación y nos dice que tenemos que
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escribirla de nuevo en un “xxx paper”, sin ningún error como…las
correcciones.
Nos enseña los adjetivos, los verbos que lleva ese texto, cómo se
escribe…
(S.I. Appendix #5.1)

¿Qué hace para enseñarles a escribir ese tipo de texto?
Primero que todo, explica qué es persuasivo. Primero que todo tiene que
explicar lo que es… persuasivo para así poder entender, porque si no,
no entendemos. Luego, cuando ya tenemos claras las ideas, las
escribimos. (S.I.Appendix #5. 2)
Bueno, ehhh…el pone primero los “steps” para hacer un proceso de
escritura y luego escribimos… Primero explica cómo es un “persuasive
paragraph”, ehhh… Nos pone a hacer actividades y ehhmm… Nos pone
como…en hojas y… nos pone para que escribamos en el cuaderno. Y si
tenemos alguna duda, preguntamos… Luego, los demás días seguimos
practicando y después viene el examen… Escribimos sobre lo que…nos
mandan y cuando terminamos todos los “steps”, hacemos el “publishing”
(S.I. Appendix #5.3)
Lo copiamos en el cuaderno y…después empezamos a trabajar haciendo
un…”paragraph”… Nos…empieza a hablar sobre el tema, qué significa,
nos da ejemplos y…después… Ehh…nos trae oraciones que dicen…cómo
ejemplos de eso… a veces hacemos oraciones y luego un párrafo.
(S.I. Appendix#5. 4)

Students‘ reaction to this type of methodology is shown in the
interviews with students (appendix 5); when asked about what they
would like to change from the writing classes, there is a unanimous call
for a different methodological proposal and a more supportive and
guided practice. Examples:
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Que…nos diga qué vamos a escribir, sobre lo que vamos a
escribir… el tema.
¿Y no te dan el tema nunca?
A veces, pero casi siempre es muy difícil, entonces sería mejor
que nos dijeran que escribiéramos…una historia de ciencia ficción,
por ejemplo.
(S.I. Appendix#5.1, turns 77-79)
primero que…nos dieran una guía para escribir… por ejemplo, que
tenga un ejemplo de cada tipo, por ejemplo, “vamos a escribir un
texto persuasivo”…entonces, traiga un ejemplo de texto
persuasivo…¿qué es narrativo?, un ejemplo narrativo, y así.
(S.I.Appendix #5. 2, turn 72)
Bueno, a mi me gusta cómo me lo enseñan, pero…de pronto me
gustaría que…hagamos más actividades… Como…hacer más
párrafos. En grupos…hacer un “persuasive paragraph” en grupo y
después ehh…leerlo oralmente, hacer más práctica antes de que
me toque a mí sola.
(S.I.Appendix #5.3, turn 75)
Bueno, que primero explique bien qué es lo que vamos a hacer,
qué es un…no sé un persuasive paragraph, por ejemplo. Qué me
dé ejemplos porque me siento cómoda cuando me dan ejemplos.
¿Y es que los profesores no te dan ejemplos?
No siempre, depende del profesor… que además de que las
profesoras
expliquen,
también
los estudiantes
pudieran
participar… Porque estamos…de pronto tomando notas y así
aprendemos más sobre lo…las otras personas. No siempre,
que…entonces que… los profesores también aprenden de los
estudiantes… que no haya tanta escritura de párrafos, como ya te
dije… que hayan más escritura que tienes que… escribir tu propia
obra de teatro, o una canción o algo así, poemas, ehh… que tienes
que…en la clase…que sea más libre.
(S.I.Appendix #5.5turns 70-73)
Que nos diera varios ejemplos de cómo se escribe ese texto para
tener varias ideas… Luego…tratar de hacer el párrafo… Primero en
grupo... Porque así me va guiando mejor antes de hacerlo yo sola.
(interview with students #4)
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Furthermore, teacher‘s beliefs about writing are markedly different
as well. In some cases, teachers conceive teaching writing as an
integrated process, guided at its initial stages, that involves the
incorporation of skills necessary for students to build up their written
expression, and that should be motivating for the students to get the
best from them. Examples of this aspect are found in the interview with
the third grade teacher and in the 5th grade teacher‘s protocol. (see
appendix3 and 4):
Int.: Do you motivate students to write?
Teach.: I try to. With using the L.O.Ps, trying to make L.O.P.s the base
of it, the writng process, so at the end they have to give me…It is
something fun where they are going to show off their writing
Int.: Does it work?
Teach. :Most of the time…Because they show off their work in a positive
way. Because they are showing off, because they are trying to make
their projects so extravagant, so nice, so exciting…They really like
showing doing it; showing it to their friends; showing it to other people.
Int.: Do you guide them in that process?
Teach.: I usually do first, when I introduce a new type of writing. I show
them one that has been done by another student from previous years.
Then, I try to do one by myself, I mean, I writing it with them in front of
me. I write it from the beginning. After that, then we write one together
as a class. Finally, they would do one on their own. While they are
writing, they have many cards of instructional cards that give them hints
and help them… lists of what to do… And I walk around and help them.
They get lists of what to do and I walk around and help the lower…kids
with their writing. When I get them started, then I begin to work with
the others.
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Int.: Do you do that with every student?
Teach.: With every single one, but it takes toooo long!
Int.: Then, how do you control the time to deal with the curriculum?
Teach. While I am working with those students, I have the other ones
working independently with other activities like centers, stations,
or…grammar, spelling, or something that is related to our writing.
Int.: Do you think this methodology is appropriate for your students?
Teach.: I believe it is because those kids are still broad in their writing,
and they need a lot of guidance. They need someone there like…
pushing them and telling them what to do so later on, in the following
years, they star doing it on their own.

This is a positive type of mediation according to Lane (2005) who
highlights the importance of clear objectives and purposeful writing at
this stage stating that ―Students become more interested in writing and
the quality of their writing improves when there are significant learning
goals for writing assignments and a clear sense of purpose for writing‖,
and remarks that ―children are motivated when they realize they are
writing for an audience, that they are producing something other people
will want to read‖. She provides as well what can be considered a
recommendation for language teachers at these grades when saying:
―The atmosphere you establish for writing should encourage a desire to share what is
written, both during the writing process and when the writing is complete‖
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Nevertheless, other teachers conceive writing instruction as filling
students up with a great amount of vocabulary, spelling, and grammar
rules in order to get them to apply that knowledge when learning how to
write.

These

teachers

favor

the

―paragraph

approach‖

making

remarkable emphasis for students to apply it. (see observations in
appendix 2, 3). This aspect can also be observed in some of the
interviews with the teachers:
What I do is going back into more vocabulary because many of
the times the kids want and have the idea, because they know
what they want to say, but they can’t express it in writing because
of lack of vocabulary. So what I am trying to do is providing more
vocabulary activities in the classroom to have them use them, and
maybe make it easier for them to communicate.
For you, what is teaching writing? What does teaching writing
involve?
It involves teaching rich vocabulary in order to be able to
communicate feelings, likes, wants, etc. and many of them are
lacking this. You tell them… “That’s a lack of respect”, and they
think they understand it. You put that word… “Lack” in a sentence
or question, and they have no idea of what it is.
So, for you teaching writing is teaching vocabulary.
Yes, that’s the most important. Then structure, but if you don’t
have vocabulary, structure doesn’t matter because you can put a
lot of things, structurally beautiful, but it doesn’t make any sense
to me.
(T.I.Appendix # 6.4)

Reviewing the ideas presented in the theoretical framework of this
investigation (section 1.3.1), grammar and vocabulary are essential
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components of writing and neither one should be placed over the other
because they are equally important. Therefore, focusing on one of these
two sub-skills could lessen the students‘ writing learning process. It is
then necessary to consider Sheehan‘s (2004) idea that ―it is lexical
competence, not the learning of grammatical structures that must be
the priority for language learners because lexical competence is at the
heart of communicative competence‖.

Furthermore, teachers in general show a big concern about the
amount of time available for teaching writing as it is required compared
to the amount of work that they have to respond for. There is a school
policy that teachers, specifically language teachers in this case, must be
in charge of another content area –science or social studies-. This
means that they are responsible for teaching two subjects in at least
two grade levels (in some cases they teach English to one grade level
and the other subject in all classes of the level-4 in all), with all the
planning, preparation, grading, and follow up responsibilities that they
take. This turns out to be an exhausting activity for them which, in one
way or another, affect their teaching performance. Besides, according to
the interviewed teachers, the amount of extracurricular activities that
are

always

appearing

at

special

seasons

(carnival,

Christmas,
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thanksgiving, etc.), that keep students out of the classes to rehearse
shows, shortens the amount of time teachers have for good quality
teaching practices, having to rush at the end to finish the program
proposed for the school year. This is somehow portrayed in one of the
teacher‘s interviews and in the coordinator‘s interview:
I know I am enriching the kids’ knowledge with what they are bringing,
but… is it going to be fulfilled? To what the school expects? They bring a
big…gap with them and that’s very difficult to be overcome in one school
year, with so many activities going around and now…Christmas
preparation is coming and novenas are shortening our periods, and
then… the “festival of the light” for Christmas and then the rehearsals,
and then…we are shortening our “teaching time”. We are taking time for
shows and social acts than for the real teaching time.
(T.I. Appendix # 6.1)
Now, talking about methodology for teaching writing in the upper
elementary levels is appropriate for helping the students to acquire this
skill?
Yes, they follow the writing process. They do…well… they don’t do
much… for students that are learning English as a second language and
who need to speak and write almost as a native, which probably is our
goal, they have to write on a daily basis. And when a teacher has 70 or
80 students it’s…my heart goes for them if they need to correct that,
and I don’t see any purpose in having them write if they are not going to
be corrected. I don’t have the answer insofar because I know more
writing is required to be able to have good writers, not that weekly
writing that they do and… but, then what is happening is that we have a
lot of notebooks not corrected and a lot of papers that are not corrected,
and teachers do have a lot of work to do. So, that’s the dilemma, do we
cover the whole curriculum or do we…you know… this is something we
have to speak about.
(C.I. Appendix # 6.3)

At this point, it is necessary to bring back Grave‘s (1984) concern
that ―in most schools, writing is given very little time and students are
not encouraged to write‖, which matches Grabe and Kapplan‘s worry
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about the fact that ―teachers, for their part, typically do not know how
to teach writing and seldom write anything themselves…even less
frequently do teachers model writing in the classroom and share the
writing with students for

their

comments and feedback‖, which

advocates the imminent need of increasing the amount of writing in this
context and the reevaluation of the methodological practices applied in
it.

The above mentioned categories introduce the ones related to the
institution itself, since they are intimately related.

3.3

CATEGORIES ADDRESSING SCHOOL

3.3.1 High expectations
3.3.2 Inconsistency between what is said to do and what is
actually done (emergent)
3.3.3 Responsibility for teaching writing

3.3.1. High Expectations
As stated at the beginning of this section, the school in which this
study was conducted is a prestigious institution in which high quality
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education is pursued. Due to that, curriculums are designed to meet a
range of competencies with the highest standards, and writing is not
exempted. Students in the 5th grade level in the studied context are
expected to be able to write 3 paragraph essays with an introduction,
development, and conclusion, and applying a wide range of grammar,
mechanics, and spelling rules as well as keeping coherence and cohesion
applying a considerable number of devices (see S&S and SP,
Appendix # 9). Another example is found in the coordinator‘s
interview:
Int.: What are the school expectations for writing in 5th grade?
What does the school expect students in 5th grade are able to
write?
Teach.: At least an essay of 3 paragraphs that is coherent, with
good spelling, good grammar, clear thoughts expressed, good
handwriting; critical thinking. I mean, in 5th grade, after they have
got…because this begins in transition grade, where, even though
they are not really writing, but they are beginning to do sentences
there, so in 5th grade, they have passed through 4 years and so
doing everyday writing…in many cases…not in all the cases…
(C.I.Appendix # 6)

According to the school standards, this should be possible to reach
provided the fact that students are prepared since the previous
preschool and elementary school levels:
But you just said that this process of writing starts since students
are in preschool levels. Don’t they acquire these writing skills
before they get to 5th grade?
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They should. They should acquire as many writing skills as they
need to write appropriately in the lower levels, however, as I just
said, not all the teachers do this…they have their own way and
emphasize on what they think is appropriate and necessary.
(C.I.Appendix # 6)

However, according to the interviewed teachers and coordinator,
this standard is a little high expectation to meet at this level regarding
the gaps that the students bring from the previous elementary school
grades. Examples:
What do you think about the school’s expectations in writing for
your grade level?
I do believe they are a little bit high for certain students because
they are still not ready to cope with the goals proposed for the
year.(T.I. Appendix # 5.2).
Int.: What do you think about school’s expectations for writing at
your grade level?
Teach.: I think school’s expectations are too high for the reality
students can perform… Because our fourth grade children don’t
arrive with the basic skills that are necessary to achieve the goals
proposed for 4th grade. They don’t have clear how to write main
ideas, supporting details, closing sentences. They are barely
writing a single paragraph. They have too many run-on sentences.
They need structure, still, so I can’t ask for two paragraphs, which
is the goal in 4th grade, when they are hardly making one.
Int.: Do you think your students’ English proficiency level is good
enough to cope with the school’s expectations?
Teach.: Orally they are coming to 4th grade with the language
they can communicate fine. Oral skills are not the problem. But
when it comes to writing and to express their inner thoughts or
experiences; that is what they are lacking. They lack the basic
vocabulary skills to express themselves. That’s what is making it
hard for them.
(T.I.Appendix # 5.1)
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As it was expressed before, this drawback might be caused due to
inconsistencies in the curriculum‘s proposal, which will be considered in
the following segment.

3.3.2 Inconsistency between what is said to do and what is
actually done
a) Instruction on the Writing Process

One of the aspects that emerged in the analysis, that could be the
reason for students‘ low performance in writing in the 5th grade level is
the inconsistencies in what the school requires to be done and what is
actually done by teachers in the writing class, which is something
happening since the early elementary school levels (based on my
experience as a participant of the process at this school). A main
requirement of the school is the writing process, which has to be taught
with all its steps since the first grade in order for the students to
organize their writing and have multiple opportunities to reflect on their
process and improve their texts ending up in a well constructed text
(See School’s S.P. and D.P. Appendix # 10 & 11). Other examples
are found in the coordinator‘s interview:
We believe that for second language writing, and for students
that are beginning to write, or in the process of getting
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appropriate writing skills, it is easier when there are steps that
they have to follow. So, the writing process makes a big
difference.
Int.: Does the school require the writing process in all the grade
levels?
Coord. Yes, it does. Even in the upper elementary school levels
because in the 5th grade, for example, students have to write
essays, which is 2 or 3 paragraphs and the writing process gives
them an organization to follow…(C.I. Appendix # 6)

However, this seems not to be happening in all the grade levels,
according to the observations and interviews done. This may explain
why many students in the 5th grade level show reluctance to follow the
writing process and consider it useless or time consuming. Examples of
this inconsistency are shown below:

I think that we have to get the students to love the writing
process. Some of them are reluctant to use it or say they don’t
like it. We feel that once they get to know why this is important,
that they are doing a better job in writing because of that; that it
is a tool to help them, they will begin liking it. Now, we know that
to follow the writing process demands a lot of work from the
teachers. We know that some teachers do the complete writing
process in one or two occasions a year. The others…they don’t
follow all the steps, especially the conference. I know it takes a lot
of time, but in that one-to-one conference students get to know
what they have done wrong and it would be the way to know their
learning style in writing, what they are not doing correctly, etc.
Did you mean that not all the teachers follow the writing process
in elementary school as the school requires?
Yes, I believe so. They have their own arguments, and they are
all valid too, and they have their own way of doing it. We have
teachers that have been with us for many years and have
received all the trainings that our staff developer has given to
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them. But I think writing has been left behind because of the
many new things that have come in education like methodological
aspects… differentiation, etc. so, we have teachers coming with
their own methodology, which is very valid too, but I believe we
need to go back to workshops about how to teach writing, and
make a consensus with all the English teachers to decide which
should be the way to go in teaching writing in our elementary
school. But I do believe we have to do a revision in this aspect.
So, you believe there is an inconsistency in the way the teaching
of writing is being held. Is it so?
Yes, especially in the conference. I believe that the steps are
taken care of, but I don’t find all teachers doing the conference.
I have to accept that not all the teachers do so everyday, but
having most of the teachers doing so, writing should be in place
by 5th grade, at least that’s what the school expects.
(C.I. Appendix # 6)

b) Methodology for teaching writing
Another inconsistency observed at this school is related to the
teaching methodology. According to the language arts department plan
and 5th grade subject plan, (see appendix 10), the school favors a
dynamic methodology that allows for students‘ learning according to
their learning needs and profiles. All students should be provided with
opportunities to reach goals, based on the premise that ―all can learn‖
taken from the differentiated instruction methodology, which should be
the route to follow at this school. Besides, teachers should provide a
nurturing and supportive environment in which learning is fostered in a
motivating way and in the specific case of writing, students should be
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taught to see writing as purposeful activity through which they can
communicate their ideas (See schools S.P. and D.P. Appendix 910). Yet, based on the results obtained in the interviews and
observations, it seems not to be applied by some

language teachers

who give the impression of not having clear what type of methodology
to apply for teaching writing to their students. Ex.:
Int.: Describe the methodology you apply with your students
when you teach them a new type of text.
Teach.: First of all, before I start, I go back; I go back to
background knowledge, what they have written; if they know how
to write a paragraph, a basic paragraph; what the basic parts of a
paragraph are, what do they think I expect from them to write…
But before, prior that, I ask them for background knowledge. I ask
them what is a paragraph, which are the parts of a paragraph;
who’s going to be my audience; all those basic things… After that,
when I have activated their background knowledge, I give them a
sample of what I expect. Something very similar to what I expect,
with the heading. It’s a paragraph that contains on the side the
parts that I expect them to have. Then we start with the
brainstorming. I give them an idea, or I can give them the topic,
and they can choose their own idea; it depends on what we are
going to do. After that, they get the idea of what they want, they
start brainstorming, and we head out from that.
It should be guided. If it isn’t guided, many would get lost –in
translation-many would get lost into giving me something
completely different. I have to guide them first with examples.
Then, I let them go as, O.K. give me a draft, and then, with the
draft, I touch down all the ideas of recommendations that I would
do because with all the different levels that are in the classrooms,
some are very slow, and I want to reach all of them. So, in order
to do this, I just ask them to write it down and I take the time at
home to grade one by one and to jot down all the ideas; all
suggestions that I have for each one. Then, I’ll give them back.
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Int.: Do you think your methodology is appropriate for your
students?
Teach.: Maybe not, maybe not. I have to be realistic. Maybe it can
reach some students, but it is going to be difficult because… you
can reach some, because those who I am reaching have the
basics, but then…it becomes a cycle. I have to go back, and it
becomes boring to the ones that can handle it, so it is a cycle. It
becomes…it’s very difficult because writing is application, and in
order for you to apply, you have to know what you are going to
do. Some of them know it and do it right away, while some, the
majority, don’t know, so you are constantly like… struggling with
the ones that tell you “I finished”, and the ones that haven’t even
started, besides there are some with concentration problems…
Int.: How do you deal with all these situations?
Teach.:How do I deal with this… well, there is the constant
“touching the shoulder”, “let’s go”, “very good”, “that’s a good
title”…but still, it wears you down, and you can still not get
enough. From many of the students that… attention problems…in
which if you are not standing by their sides they would not focus
on what they have to do, and you can’t! You can’t stay… when you
have 22 students whom you have to share yourself with and these
activities require constant...”you right there” for these students,
and you don’t have assistants in fourth grade, I have to divide
myself, so I try to do the best I can, with whatever I have.
(T.I. Appendix # 5.1)

Class observations # 1, 2, and 3 also provide insights that show
this inconsistency. It is necessary to clarify that these teachers have
their own way to teach, which at the end of the day takes the students
to perform well on this skill; however, it seems that this method is not
strongly consistent with what is expected by the institution.

c) Evaluation of Writing Skill
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Evaluation is an important aspect in the studied context because it is
seen as the mechanism to observe how the writing teaching/learning
process

is

working

and

make

the

necessary

adjustments

when

necessary. It is regarded as an ongoing process that provides daily
information about students‘ written performance from which teachers
can

build

important

knowledge

about

their

student

and

devise

mechanisms to help them acquire this skill in an appropriate way.
Periodical formative and summative types of evaluation are provided to
the students as a way to confirm the achievement of goals, which serve
as a thermometer to evaluate teaching practices as well. These writing
evaluations as well as the writing processes followed in both evaluations
and class activities are supposed to be kept in portfolios that are used
as reflective tools for both teachers and students (See SP and DP
appendix 9).

The need for testing students‘ written performance is supported by
Cushing (2002) who states: ―Wherever the acquisition of a specific
language skill is seen as important, it becomes equally important to test
that skill, and writing is no exception. Thus, as the role of writing in
second-language education increases, there is an ever greater demand
for valid and reliable ways to test writing ability…‖ (2002:1, 2).
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Furthermore, the type of assessment applied at this school falls into
what specialists call ―alternative approaches to assessment‖ which
appeared as important means of gaining a dynamic picture of students‘
academic and linguistic development (Tannenbaum 1996, cited in
Coombe and Barlow, 2004). Showing the benefits of this kind of
assessment approach, Huerta- Macias (1995), cited in Coombe and
Barlow, places this type of assessment above the traditional one and
presents it as ―particularly relevant to foreign language and second
language instruction because it focuses attention on what students can
do with the language rather than what they are able to produce or
recall‖.
Referring to the

advantages of portfolio assessment, Cushing

presents it as a collection of written texts written for different purposes
over a period of time…that exhibits (to the students and/or others) the
students‘ efforts, progress, or achievement in a given area‖ (Cushing,
2002:198). Similarly, Moya and O‘Malley (1994), cited in Coombe and
Barlow (2004) distinguish five characteristics that typify a portfolio,
which at some points overlap with the characteristics provided by HampLyons and Condon (2000):
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6. Comprehensiveness: The potential for determining the depth and breath
of a student‘s capabilities can be realized through comprehensive data
collection and analysis.
7. Predetermined and systematic: A sound portfolio is planned prior to
implementation. This includes information such as the purpose, contents,
data collection schedule, and student grading criteria.
8. Informative: The information in the portfolio must be meaningful to all
stakeholders in the process (i.e., teachers, students, staff, and parents).
9. Tailored: An exemplary portfolio is tailored to the purpose for which it
will be used, classroom goals and objectives, and individual student
assessment needs.
10. Authentic: A good portfolio provides student information based on
assessment tasks that reflect authentic activities used during classroom
instruction.

From all the characteristics that identify portfolio assessment, the
one that was highlighted by almost all the consulted writers was
―reflection‖, which is the one that will make students analyze their
process and learn from their mistakes.

However, based on the

above presentation about portfolio

assessment, there is a great inconsistency between school‘s proposal for
evaluating students‘ writing through portfolios and teachers‘ conception
of what a portfolio is. Portfolios are used in this context as folders to
keep all types of evaluation during the bimester, which are sent home
for parents‘ revision and signature. In very few cases students are
required to do corrections at home, but there isn‘t any further reflection
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following this revision process. Very few teachers as well ask students to
select their most appreciated works to build up their portfolios, but no
reflection is performed about this selection either. This could be the
reason why students at the studied keep making the same mistakes
over and over again and seem not having overcome difficulties from
previous years since reflection over mistakes would bring with it
improvement on the problem areas in language.
This hypothesis was tested with a 5th grade group from the studied
context in order to see the impact that a well-kept portfolio would have
in the students. Since students were not used to this type of reflective
work, they were guided to make their reflections about tests through a
set of questions. A sample of the questionnaire applied for this purpose
is provided in appendix # 11. 1 The reflections they produced show their
analysis of the problems they had, their assumptions of why it happened
and their plans for further improvement, which confirms the benefits of
this metacognitive exercise on the students‘ thinking (See appendix
11.2). These reflections were tackled in teacher-student conferences in
which feedback was provided to students along with recommendations
to overcome difficulties. Careful follow-up is being made to the results of
these

students

in

the

subsequent

writing

activities,

and

some
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improvement has been observed in several students. It is expected that
this exercise provides positive outcomes in the majority of the students.

3.3.3 Contribution of Content Areas to Writing Instruction
Finally,

another

emergent

inconsistency

is

related

to

the

involvement of the content areas such as science, social studies, math,
and religion in the teaching writing process. According to the documents
revised, all the content areas must value writing as an important
competency to be reached by students; which means that skills for
writing in these areas should be taught in order to help students express
ideas on the different studied topics. Nevertheless, students‘ writing
performance in these areas suggests that it is not being done since they
reflect a clear lack of important writing skills, especially grammar,
vocabulary, mechanics, coherence, and cohesion (see appendix 9).
All subject areas‘ responsibility for teaching writing is confirmed by
Gibbons (1993) as follows: ―The process of writing should occur in all
curriculum areas, not only in the language class itself‖ (page 107).

Many other assumptions can surely be made that could explain
5th grade students‘ difficulties in writing. Nevertheless, the ones
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presented in this study show up as the most remarkable ones. What is
clear in this study is that there are drawbacks that need to be overcome
in order to help students improve their management and application of
skills in the written expression.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The previous analysis of the results brings up the conclusions that
clarify the inquiries posed at the beginning of this investigation.
Difficulties in the 5th grade students‘ writing skills at the studied context
come from three different sources: students themselves, teachers, and
the institution. It was found that students are aware of and apply
vocabulary, spelling, grammar, mechanic, and text structure skills as
well as coherence and cohesive devices in their writing, which they
acquired since early level, but the management of these skills is not
appropriate due to gaps from the previous levels. Students present
marked difficulties in the management of spelling and grammar rules
such as management of long vowel sounds and diphthongs, sentence
word order, usage of parts of speech in sentences, especially nouns,
verb conjugation, adverbs and pronouns.

Their vocabulary management is very poor even though they have
been educated in an immersion environment; this seems to be the
product of ineffective reading comprehension skills that allow them to
gain vocabulary through context.

Although teachers provide students

with great amounts of vocabulary words coming from the stories that
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they read from their textbooks, the way this vocabulary is put into
practice and the infrequent use of these words in real life situations
cause that students forget about those words. Difficulties in content
management are also notorious in students‘ production, which is
reflected in the lack of coherence and cohesion on their texts. It was
observed that problems in response to reading appear when students
have poor background knowledge of the topic that they are supposed to
develop.
Teachers‘ mediations in the teaching writing process are varied in
the different levels. It seems there isn‘t a unified criterion for teaching
students how to write. Some teachers favor the use of the writing
process and actually teach it to the students and make them apply it on
a regular basis, while others seem not to apply it thoroughly thus having
negative consequences on students‘ written performance. Depending on
their beliefs of what should be the focus in teaching writing, teachers
will emphasize on different skills; some of the observed teachers adopt
a structuralist approach emphasizing on teaching vocabulary, spelling,
and grammar rules, which they see as an essential requirement for
expressing ideas fluently in writing. Others, on the contrary, adopt a
more holistic approach to integrating all these skills while teaching and
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attacking specific problems as they appear. This approach was proved to
have better results in students‘ writing.

The above considerations show a strong contradiction between
school‘s expectations and the actual teaching practices adopted at this
institution provided the fact that a number of things that appear on
schools‘ papers are not actually happening in the teaching writing
process. One of these discrepancies is the unequal application of the
writing process in the different grade levels, which has caused the
uneven management of this skill in the 5th grade students. Another
difference lies on the methodological practices and teaching attitudes
applied by the teachers in this context, which in many cases seems to
be opposite to the one that is expected to be applied at school
(differentiated learning and student-centered approach). This might
happen because new teachers ignore the school standards with respect
to the teaching writing process.

Evaluation practices are said to be both formative (results are
intended

to

be

used

for

teachers‘

personal

growth

and

staff

improvement) and summative (using numeric scores or letter grades to
asses learners‘ achievement); however, these practices place more
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emphasis on students‘ final product and management of language than
on the process followed to produce texts and what they can express by
themselves. This aspect, summed to the fact that the reflective benefits
of portfolio assessment are not properly offered to the students, limit
the possibilities to both teachers and learners of analyzing the
teaching/learning process and make adjustments to it.

On the other hand, the responsibility for teaching writing mostly –
if not always- relies on the language teachers, which turn out to be
counterproductive for the school to reach high standards in writing,
which is their goal.

All of the above has a strong influence on students‘ affective
factors for writing since their attitude markedly varies from one student
to another. Most of the students taken as subjects in this study seem to
have a positive attitude towards writing; however, they neglect frequent
exposure to writing or writing on a daily basis. Their writing preferences
with respect to the kind of texts that they like to write are geared
toward meaningful topics that present them a purpose for writing.
Traditional methodological practices such as teacher-centered classes
with much lecturing and little participation of the students, as well as
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teachers‘ negative attitudes of exasperation and discouragement bring
up negative results from the students who adopt attitudes of anxiety,
boredom, distraction, and in the worst case, reluctance to learn.
Once answers have been found and a light seems to beam to find
the solution to the problem in writing performance presented by
students in the studied institution, a set o pedagogical implications
might mark the course of actions to be taken. The first thing to be done
is communicate the findings of this study to the school‘s main board in
order to devise a future plan to work together for the solution to this
problem. Among the possible solutions that could come up, the following
are suggested:

1. The language curriculum, specifically the writing program should
be fully known by the language teachers at every level before the
school year starts in order to avoid discrepancies in the way it is
understood and performed by them.

2. Periodical meetings should be scheduled with the language
department

to

unify

criteria

for

teaching

writing

and

methodological practices to be adopted to motivate students to
apply this skill.
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3. Instruction on the way the writing process must be taught should
be provided to language teachers before they start the school
year, or throughout the process, in order to unify this practice.
Similarly, instruction on the way portfolio evaluation must be
performed should be provided to all teachers in order to unify
criteria and adopt a common evaluation system that benefits both
teachers and students.

4. Periodical class supervision focusing on teacher‘s methodological
practices and class management followed by observer‘s feedback
and recommendations for improving teaching practice.

5. Teachers should expose students to writing on a daily basis and
act as models of this skill by sharing their writing with them in
think-aloud-writing activities. However, to do so,

6. Language teachers‘ ―carga academica‖ should be modified in a
way that they only teach one subject, in this case language, in
order for them to have only one responsibility on their shoulders
and have the time to plan better quality activities to learn this
skill, meeting school‘s standards and requirements.
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7. Content areas‘ responsibility for teaching writing should be
reevaluated; all subject areas should have active participation on
this task since early levels to enhance a better management of
this skill in the upper levels.
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APPENDIX 1: INSTRUMENTS
INTERVIEW FOR STUDENTS
OBJECTIVES:
1. Identify the skills applied by the students of the studied
context in the writing process.
2. Analyze the way students in the studied context apply their
writing skills in the writing process.
1. Cuando escribes un texto en inglés, ¿Qué haces normalmente –
qué pasos aplicas? ¿Cómo lo haces?
2. ¿Por qué haces eso? ¿Crees que te sirve para algo?
3. ¿De que forma te das cuenta si cometiste un error al escribir un
texto en inglés? ¿Crees que hay alguna forma para saberlo?
OBJECTIVE: 3. Identify the most common difficulties in the
written expression of the students in the studied group?
4. ¿Qué te cuesta más trabajo cuando escribes un texto en inglés –la
gramática, la ortografía, el manejo de vocabulario, el manejo del
tema, la organización de las ideas?
OBJECTIVE:

6.

Identify

the

affective

factors

influencing

students’ written expression in the target context.
5. ¿Te gusta escribir textos en inglés? ¿Por qué?
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6. ¿Qué tipo de textos en ingles te gusta más escribir –historias,
artículos, resúmenes, etc.? ¿Por qué?

7. ¿Cómo te sientes cuando el profesor te dice que escribas un texto
en inglés? ¿Por qué?

OBJECTIVE: 4. Identify the type of mediations applied by
teachers in the studied context… 5. Analyze the effect of
mediations applied by the teacher…

8. ¿Qué hace el profesor normalmente para enseñarte a escribir un
tipo de texto en inglés?
9. ¿Qué piensas del método utilizado por el profesor para enseñarte
a escribir textos en inglés? ¿Crees que te ayuda a aprender?

10. ¿Cómo te gustaría que te enseñaran a escribir un texto en
inglés?
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APPENDIX 2: INTERVIEW FOR TEACHERS

1. Do you think your students like to write in English? ¿Why?

2. How do you motivate them to write in English

3. What type of tasks do you normally ask your students to perform
in writing? Why?

4. What do you think about the school‘s expectations about writing at
this grade level? Why?

5. Do you think your students‘ English level is good enough to cope
with those expectations? Why?

6. Describe the methodology you apply with your students when you
teach them to write a new text.
7. Do you think this methodology is appropriate for your students?
Why?
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8. Do you think your students like your methodology? Why?

9. Do you think you are reaching the goals proposed for the school
year? Why?

10. Which are the most common difficulties your students have in
writing?

11. How do you help your students overcome those difficulties?
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APPENDIX 3: INTERVIEW FOR THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL ACADEMIC COORDINATOR

1. Do you think that the 5th grade students express their ideas
appropriately in writing? Why/why not?
2. Do you think 5th grade students like to write in English? Why?
3. Which are the school‘s expectations about students‘ written
expression in 5th grade?
4. Do you think these expectations are achieved in the 5th grade level?
Why?
5. Are writing objectives reached completely in the elementary school
levels? How does it affect the 5th grade students‘ written
performance?
6. How does the school conceive the process of teaching writing in 5th
grade students? / Which is the school‘s requirement about this
aspect?
7. Do you think that the methodology applied for teaching writing in
elementary is appropriate for the kids to express adequately in the
5th grade level? Why?
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8. Do you think the kids like the methodology applied at elementary
school for teaching writing?
9. In your opinion, which are the most common difficulties that the 5th
grade students show in writing? Why do you think it happens?
10.

How does the school help students to overcome their difficulties in

writing?
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APPENDIX 4: CLASS OBSERVATIONS CHART
(C.O)
CLASS OBSERVATIÓN # 1 (C.O.)
FECHA: SEPTEMBER 20/07
GRADE: 5TH
SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS
TOPIC: PERSUASIVE ESSAY
OBSERVATIONS: The class was completely given in English since the school
where the observation was done is a bilingual school.
This is the first formal writing class in 5th grade this school year. The students
come from 4th grade where they end up writing 2 paragraphs. The concept of
essay and how to write an essay has not been formally taught to them.
TURN

1

EVENT

Teach.

2

St.:

3

Teach.

The teacher starts the class by
greeting the students.
(Students are moving all over the
place doing different things. Some
are talking to each other, some
are taking out their books, some
go to tohers‘ places).
Good morning kids. Everybody
seated and quiet, please. Keep
seated. (in a loud tone of voice)
(students move to their places
right away).
O.k. Today‘s class is about
―persuasive essays‖. Who knows
what a persuasive essay is?
To persuade.
To convince
someone.
(students answer in chorus)
Yes, a persuasive essay is meant
to persuade or to convince
someone.
What do we use to convince, to
persuade?

CATEGORY

control

Methodology:
elicitation
background knowledge

of

Spontaneous response

Methodology: Weak scaffolding
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4

St.:

5

Teach.

Words! Sentences! Ideas! (some
students answer in chorus)

1. Spontaneous response
2. unequal engagement

Yes, but these sentences make
what?
(students don‘t answer)
What is it that you need to give in
order to convince or persuade
someone?
(students don‘t answer)

1. Methodology:
Weak
scaffolding
2. lack of knowledge/
3. affective
(lack
of
interest)

Some students look at each other
and make ―clueless‖ faces).
Facts and opinions. In order to
convince you need to provide facts
and opinions to get what you
want. So Today we are going to
learn how to write a persuasive
essay, which is the one used to
persuade. Please, take out your
notebooks and begin to write.
(Begins to write on the board. He
explains and writes what he is
saying).
(Students start to write what is on
the board. Two students talk to
each other)

Provides explanation.

Methodology: teacher-centered
Attitude:
students

disregards

the

Lack of understanding

6

St.

Sir, excuse me, I can‘t see. Can
you move?
Attitude:
disregards
the
(the teacher moves to one side students
and continues writing)
Methodology: teacher centered

7

Teach.

A persuasive essay persuades or
convinces
about
someone‘s Provides explanation
thoughts, ideas, or requests. It
contains facts and opinions.
(Students continue copying from
the board. A kid makes signals to Teacher‘s lack of control
another in the opposite row)

8

St.:

Sir, what is a request?

9

Teach.

Shhh. Keep copying; I‘ll erase Negative
Attitude
soon.
student‘s needs)

Lack of vocabulary
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(ignores

10

St.

11

Teach.

12

St.

But sir, what is a request?
A petition, something that you
want.
methodology (ignores student‘s
(doesn‘t look at the student. needs/disregards students)
Keeps writing on the board). It is
made up of three or more
paragraphs. The first paragraph is
an in-tro-duc-tion (keeps writing),
which contains a thesis statement.
A what?

Conceptual
vocabulary

gap/lack

Students begin to talk to each
other. Most of them stop copying
and begin to talk. Some are Teacher‘s lack of control
laughing soundly (the teacher
continues writing)
13

teach.

Shhhh! I‘m going to erase (gets
the eraser and approaches it to Attitude (threatening)
the board).
Demands attention

14

Stu.

15

Teach.

16

St.

No, no sir! Wait! (some students Affective: anxiety
say in chorus)
A thesis statement is the one that
sets your main idea; the idea that Weak scaffolding
expresses that thing you want to
persuade
about.
D‘you
understand?
Yes, sir.

17

Teach

For example, if I say, Mr. Thomas
is fat and strong. Is that a fat or Scaffolding
opinion?

18

St.

A fact! An opinion (some answer 4
in chorus)
5

unclear concept
unequal participation
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of

19

Teach.

It‘s a fact! Don‘t you see me?

20

St.

Yes, but the part that ―he is strict‖ Affective: self-confidence
may be an opinion because maybe Clear concept
I don‘t think so.

21

Teach.

O.k. it‘s open to debate. Let‘s Negative
continue. If I tell you, ―Mrs. students)
Teresa is the strictest teacher in
5th grade…

22

St.

Is that…?

23

Teach.

Shhhh! It‘s an opinion. Could that Negative
be used as a thesis statement students)
therefore?

24

St.

Yes. (one student answers)

25

26

Scaffolding (provides answer)

attitude

(Ignores

attitude

(Ignores

Students continue copying from Rote learning
the board.
Teach.

Yes, it could. So that could be a
thesis statement (copies the Weak scaffolding
statement on the board), and that
….. barely specific, ok? (the word
in
the
blank
couldn‘t
be
identified).
Students keep copying. There‘s no Mechanical learning
answer to his question

27

St.

We have to copy that too, sir?

Mechanical learning

28

Teach.

No, that‘s just an example. What Scaffolding
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if I would say…that Ana Cristina is
the best person in the school
(writes the sentence on the
board).
29

St.

Opinion, fact (some students
answer in choru. Most of them
don‘t answer).

1. unclear concept
2. affective
(lack
interest/attention)

30

Teach.

It‘s an opinion, yeah. Now, this
opinion, is it a specific opinion, or
is it a very broooad opinion?
(emphasizes the word broad with
his voice)

1. Positive evaluation
2. scaffolding

31

St.

Broad opinion (in chorus)

1. Mechanical answers
2. unequal engagement

Some students continue copying
from the board. Two students talk
to each other and seem not to be
paying attention to what the
teacher says.
Broad, because if I have to look at
that, that means that if I wanted
that opinion, and I would like to
prove that, I would have to talk
about her personality (begins to
write on the board again),
I
would have to talk about about
her academic grades, I would
have to talk about her beliefs, I
would have to talk about if she is
a caring person… (Stops writing
and faces the students again).
Millions of things, O.K.? I would
have to talk about too many
things to prove that, so you have
to be specific.
(begins to write again on the
board) Try to be specific with your
thesis statement (long period of
silence while he writes on the

1. Affective
(lack
of
interest)
2. teacher‘s lack of control

32

St.

of

1. Weak scaffolding
2. Methodology(teachercentered)
3. Attitude
(disregards
students)

1. ethodology
centered)
2. Methodology
scaffolding)
3. attitude:

(teacher(weak
disregards
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board) where possible (faces the
students again) because usually,
you write one paragraph for each
statement you are going to show
to prove that, O.K. So, if you‘re
too…general, let‘s say

students

Alexander the Great was the best
leader of all times, you know, so I
have to go into too many things.
While the teacher writes, some
1. seek
cooperative
students show the notebooks to
learning
each other as if comparing what
2. weak comprehension
they are writing. Some students
talk to each other.
Now, let‘s go into… (Turns around Inappropriate
methodology
and begins to write again)
(disregards students/teachercentered)

33

Teach.

34

St.

How?...

35

Teach.

Shhh… one, you have the ―what‖,
now you go to the ―why‖. (turns
again and continues writing). It
gives…(continues writing)

Weak explanation
1. Negative
attitude
(ignores student)
2. empty discourse

While the teacher writes, some
students copy busily from the unequal engagement
board. One student asks another
―por dónde vas? And begin to talk.
A girl is looking into the notebook
as she passes pages some
students talk to each other and
laugh).
36

Teach.

The
writing Lack of attention
is___________________ (speaks
too fast and the rest of the
sentence could not be understood.
He points at the thesis statement
on the board . Students continue
copying while he is speaking) It
gives the writing structure. And
how does it give it structure? It
has everything you do on the Weak scaffolding (amount of
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37

St.

38

Teach.

39

Teach.

main body will be focused information)
on…proving this opinion of yours,
the thesis statement, O.K.? that
helps you to structure. It helps
you
to
put
more
general
information on your main body.
O.k.? Suppose I have the thesis
statement, ―Vallerie is the best Imprecise example
person at Marymount‖ I have to
say about her rather that she lives
in ―Ribacha‖ and…bla bla bla…
(students
giggle)
ribacha
(laughing)
Shhh! No, I have to focus
everything , I mean structure and
proving my thesis statement,
otherwise it is useless. All right,
so, gives the writing structure
(continues writing on the board).
Shhh
(when
students
start
talking).
And…those… (speaks as he writes)
actually gives…give, sorry (erases
and continues writing without
looking at the students while he
writes) the point or reason
for…the writing.
At their places, some students
copy busily from the board. Some
others talk to each other. One is
trying to call another‘s attention
by making signals with his face
and hands. Juan David approaches
the interviewer and says: ―miss,
estoy aburrido‖ and stays there.
The interviewer sends him back to
his place)
All right. (points at the questions
he had written before: what and
how, then writes ―wh‖), the last
one I‘m gonna go over…

1. methodology (teachercentered)
2. attitude:
disregards
students
3. amount of information

1. Teacher‘s lack of control
2. methodology (teachercentered)
3. attitude:
disregards
students
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40

St.

Why

Spontaneous response

41

Teach.

No. ―Where‖. Where
important right?

42

St.

Es que yo…

43

Teach.

You have to speak English! We Negative attitude
don‘t have interruptions in this
class and show you are an
educated boy! (Angry-looking).

44

St.

Sorry sir.

45

Teach.

46

St.

47

Teach.

48

St.

So, where? (the kid continues
1. methodology (amount of
talking to his partner) You can‘t
information/teacher
just stick your thesis statement
centered)
anywhere. Now you know…already
2. weak scaffolding
(a student is talking to the partner
that is behind her), you should
know, Diana (looks at her nodding
his
head,
but
continues
explaining)
that is IN the
introduction, o.k.? Now, where in
the introduction is rather very
important
o.k.?
(continues
writing)
Ayhhhhh (sighs soundly and starts Affective (boredom/anxiety)
to write again. Other students
laughed when she sighed).
The
thesis
statement….(long
1. weak scaffolding.
pauses
while he is writing) is
2. disregards students
now… in… the last…one or two
lines…of the introduction… oh I
wrote this down again…o.k., no
problem, nothing wrong in writing
down twice (doesn‘t look at the
students when he says this).
Excuse me, Mr. Thomas (makes a
signal with her hands to ask him
to move to one side).

is

very

1. Negative evaluation.
2. imposes response
Switches to mother tongue
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49

Teach.

50

St.

51

Teach.

52

St.

53

Teach.

54

Teach.

All right (faces the kids). What I‘m Shows model
going to do right now…I‘m going
to model for you (grabs the
overhead projector and sets it up. Negative attitude
A student stand up to help him.
He gives him a ―no‖ signal with
the finger)
This morning…
What are you gonna put?
I took 5 minutes and quickly… beliefs about writing.
wrote a thesis statement, so you
see it isn‘t hard. Now I quickly
wrote a persuasive essay (places
the transparency on the overhead
projector; it is a handwritten text
about superheros) Like I said, I
did it rather quickl and….
(Raises his hand) What is it?

A persuasive essay. (turns off the Weak
scaffolding:
overhead projector) Now, one lecturing/provides answer
thing you have to look at…You
already know what your thesis
statement
is.
Your
thesis
statement, of course, you‘re
gonna phrase it differently. First of
all…(a kid moves his desk and
chair and didn‘t allow to hear the
rest of the sentence), but in
general, your thesis statement is
that your superhero or villain is
the
most interesting of all
superheroes or villains.
While the teacher explains, some
1. Affective:
kids are talking to each other. A
anxiety/boredom/lllack
girl is ―sliding‖ on her chair, a kid
of interest.
is looking through the window.
2. teacher‘s lack of control
Another girl makes a yawning
signal to another girl in the
opposite row.
So, what are the things you have
1. Weak
scaffolding:
to look at? I‘m going to give you a
rhetorical question
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55

St.

few things you can look at when
2. methodology:
you‘re gonna do this.
lecturing/providing
How we can prove it? We can
answers.
prove
it….(grabs
the
board
eraser)let me erase this to have
space, right?
Yeah, yeah, yeah.
Affective: attitude

A student approaches him to show Affective: need for support
him something in his notebook.

56

St.

Sir, may I…

57

Teach.

58

St.

(Some kids tell him things from Unequal participation
their places. Some raise their
hands. Some do other things.)

59

teach.

O.k. (begins to write on the Lecturing
board) aspects to be considered…

Negative
attitude:
ignores
Boy, give me one second, sit student.
down, please. (the kid goes back
to his place)
We are gonna prove that that is
the case that your villain or
superhero is the most interesting. Weak scaffolding: rhetorical
How would you show that your question
superhero or villain is the most
interesting? We can look at
different things.

(students begin to talk to each Affective:
other making comments. A kid anxiety/boredom/attitude
raises his hand, a girl is
whispering on another‘s ear and
passes her a sheet of paper. They Teacher‘s lack of control
giggle and laugh quietly. The girl
threw the sheet of paper to a boy.
The boy reads the paper, laughs,
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and passes it to another kid.
Another boy approaches the Anxiety
interviewer and asks ―qué hora
es‖? the interviewer tells him the
time and sent him back to his
place).
Shhh …(continues writing on the Lecturing
board) when proving that your
superhero is…slah villain is the
most interesting.
(turns back to face the students)
There are 14 ones, first, the Weak scaffolding
history (continues writing) history
or story…history or story….so the
history of that character is how
that person‘s character‘s life
started or how he became… a
superhero…

60

Teach..

61

Stud.

(A girl tries to ask when the Negative
attitude:
teacher is talking) And how do student‘s needs
we…(the
teacher
continues
talking)

62

Teach.

How he got superpowers, or
whatever, right?
Second, appearance (continues
writing)

ignores

1. lecturing
2. lack of feedback

While he writes, some students
begin to talk to each other.
63

Teach.

Appearance is very important
when you consider how interesting
they are, right?
Students continue talking to each Affective: lack of attention/lack
other
of interesting

64

teach.

Three,
abilities…abilities
and Methodology: lecturing
powers (keeps writing). And the
last
one…
will
be…
accomplishments.
So,
we‘re Teacher‘s attitude: imposing
talking, in your case, and on the
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one I did a model for you for
shortand
I
mean
shortparagraphs…of
the
main
body…but… one short paragraph is
very good, right?
65

St..

Si, claro. Viste, Juan Da (joking)

Affective: attitude

66

teach.

Shhh. so, four short paragraphs to
support (long periods of silence
while he writes on the board) your
thesis…statement.
(faces
the
students) You will not start writing
about whatever other character,
you will only write about these
things that help you prove your
point, your thesis statement.
Nothing else, so you will go fast.
(starts erasing one part of the
board)
Kids begin to talk again, some
kids stand up. The same kid
approaches again to the observer.
Abisambra, sit down sir. (the kid
sits down). Thank you.
All right, who would like to
do…Dare…devil? (points to a girl)

Lecturing

67

Teach.

68

St.

69

Teach.

70

St.

Weak scaffolding

Negative attitude

Lack of control
Control/imposive

(Kids begin to shout and raise
hands) Sir, Me! Mr. Thomas
Yo…me…Who‘s Dare Devil?

1. Unequal participation.
2. Switching
to
mother
tongue.
3. lack
of
background
knowledge

You all see the movie about Dare
Devil, somebody see the movie?
(kids keep talking to each other
and arguing)
No? It‘s a great story

1. Scaffolding:
eliciting
information
2. affective:
lack
of
attention/interest

But, how do you say Dare Devil in Seeks comprehension
Spanish?
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Lack of vocabulary
71

Teach.

I‘m not supposed to speak in
Spanish.

72

St.

Es un hombre que es medio ciego Switching to mother tongue.
pero que defiende a los Buenos.
Lack of vocabulary

73

St.

Ay, no, yo no quiero ese! Ese es Switching to mother tongue
de hombre, yo quiero otro.

74

Teach.

75

St.

Paula…(kids
continues
complaining) Paula, it‘s a very
good one (writes her name next to Lack of control
the word ―Dare Devil‖.
(the girl makes a ―disappointed
face‖)
Superman? (a boy raises his
hand).
You (points a t the boy) Your
name?
(another boy answers) Victor,
mantequilla Victor (joking and Affective: releasing
laughing).
attitude

76

Teach.

77

St .

78

Teach.

Shhh! You got it.
All right, Iron man…

79

St.

Iron

O.k., o.k. Victor (writes his name
next to the word superman Kids
continues
talking).
All
right…shh…Batman?
(kids begin to shout and raise
hand again)
shhh…
Ay, Mr. Thomas, démelo a mi, por
favor! (begging)
(students continue talking loudly Lack of control
and arguing about the characters
they wanted to write about)

man….iron

man…

(some
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anxiety/

students repeat the word)
80

Teach.

Iron man.
Iron man is strong,…

81

St. .

Muy fuerte… (speaks while the Switching to mother tongue.
teacher is talking)
Lack of vocabulary

82

St.

Remember the movie! (speaks to
another student while the teacher Affective: lack of attention/lack
is talking)
of interest

83

St
.

Yeah! Cool! (answers the boy‘s
question)

84

Teach.

He has red and…..

85

St.

Metal…Metal

86

Teach.
.

Metal….Shhhh. All right…
So, who‘s missing to choose?

87

St.

All students begin to talk. Some
argue about the superhero they
want to choose.

88

teach.

Many are missing. This,,,this,,,and
this (points at superheroes‘ names
on the board).

89

St.

Students
continue
arguing,
yelling, talking. Some of them are Lack of control
still copying from the board.

90

teach.

Hurry up.

91

St.

Please! (yelling)
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92

St.

I want wonder woman! (yelling
and raising hand).
(noise continues in the classroom)

93

St .

I want….sir!.....

94

Teach .

Now, shhh….Who would like to
be…sandman?

95

St.

Sandman?
(Yelling and
again)

96

St.

Sandman? Who‘s that?

Lack of background knowledge

97

St.

Ay, el de spiderman!

Lack of vocabulary

98

Teach

That‘s the one of spiderman.

99

St.

Ah, the one who takes the girl!
(noise continues)

100

Teach.

No…

101

St.

(noise continues)
The one…?
(noise continues

102

Prof.

arguments

start

Negative attitude

Shhh…o.k. shhh
Negative
(noise continues)
student
Who would like to be wonder
woman ?

attitude:

Noise and arguments start again.
Lack of control.
While
the teacher is assigning
superheroes,
some
students

185

ignores

continue trying to get the one that
they are interested in. two Unequal participation
students
keep
talking
and
laughing. A girl continues writing
from the board very busily.
The teacher continues assigning
superheroes for about ten more
minutes.
103

Teach .

Shhh. So, if I continue hearing Negative attitude: threatening
more noise, we can finish this at
lunch time (in a loud tone of
voice)

104

St.

No, sir, ya, ya. (some students
shout)

105

St.

Ey ya! Cállense!(with a desperate Anxiety
voice)

106

Teach.

107

St.

No sir, no sir, wait…. (desperate Anxiety
voice. Copy busily).

108

St.

Yes, erase!

109

Teach.

O.k. finish now. I‘m going to negative attitude: imposing
erase.
(approaches a girl that is writing
busily)
Paola, are you not finished this
yet? (loud tone of voice, angrylooking)

110

St. .

No, sir, es que…

Negative attitude: threatening.
No problem. You should have
finished copying this by now. I‘m Neglects students‘ needs
going to erase (loud tone of voice)

Anxiety
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111

Teach.

Why not? Hurry up! (loud tone of Negative
attitude:
voice. Angry- looking)
imposing/authoritarian

112

St.

I was trying to pay attention to Anxiety/shyness
you (speaks shyly).

113

Teach.

(noise continues in the classroom)
All right…shhh, now, continue with
the names of the characters that
you are going to get later on…

114

St.

Noooo! (in chorus)

115

St.

116

Teach.

Nooombe!! (students make a lot
of noise yelling)
Wait a moment! (loud tone of
voice)…first…

117

St.

No…. (students keep saying things
to the teacher)

118

Teach.

Shhh! Shhhh!
Negative
(noise of the students continues authoritarian
for a few seconds).
Sit correctly Jihad! (loud tone of Lack of control
voice, angry-looking)
(The boy runs back to his place)

119

Teach.

120

St.

All right…shhh. Let‘s take a look at
this…
(noise continues )
Negative attitude: threatening
shhh… O.k. if you continue talking
we‘ll stay at lunch…no problem!
No… (noise stops gradually)

121

Teach.

Shhh… (erases the board)

122

St.

(approaches the teacher with his Affective: fear

Boredom

attitude:

Negative attitude
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notebook)
sir, I haven‘t finish (shyly).
123

Teach.

I‘m sorry, go back to your place Negative
attitude:
and catch up with someone else students‘ needs.
(angry looking).
Cristina, you‘ve already passed
this out, right?

124

St.

Yes, sir.

ignores

The teacher starts setting up the
overhead projector again.
While he is doing so, some
students start talking and laughing
soundly again. A student stands
up and goes to a classmate‘s
place. They begin talking and
laughing.
125

Teach .

126

St.

127

Teach .

Shhh. (noise continues)
(projects transparency on the
board)
Sells his image/show off
Let‘s take a look at this…as I said,
I did it this morning, just to trying
to make an appropriate model for
you
Ohhh…uhhh! (as with surprise)
Affective: ironical
Let‘s take a look at the first part
(manipulates the transparency
talking to himself with a low tone
of voice. Then, he turns around)
Now, (begins reading the text
about
wolverine
on
the
transparency.
Calls
students‘
attention
on
the
thesis
statement).
As you can see, the thesis
statement expresses the idea you
want to focus on. Yours has to be
expressed differently, but, in the

1. Applies model
2. Methodology: lecturing
3. weak scaffolding

188

end, it‘s going to say the same
thing…your
thesis
statement,
‗cause what you‘re trying to prove
is that your superhero or villain is
the most interesting, o.k?
Where is it located? (doesn‘t
appoint any student)
In the last sentence.

128

St.

129

Teach .

130

St.

Sir… (raises his hand to call the Seeks clarification
teacher)

131

Teach.

Fine, What did it say? History,
appearance,
abilities,
beliefs,
right?

132

St.

Yes (one student answers)

133

Teach.

History story, what does it say
here?
(a student raises her hand. He
continues
reading
from
the
transparency
very
enthusiastically).

Affective:
motivation
participate
It‘s located at the veeery last.
1. Ignores answer
What does it say? It says for the
2. scaffolding
thesis statement have to be
located at the last one or two
lines, right? See? (points at the
projected text), this is located
in…the last…line of the thesis
statement, o.k? in the very last
line…that‘s where your thesis
statement has to be located, or
the second last, right?...

to

1. Ignores students‘ needs.
2. weak scaffolding

1. Attitude: ignores student
2. Methodology: Teachercentered

While the teacher is reading, some Affective: lack of interest/lack
kids are speaking in a low tone of of attention
voice. A girl is drawing in the back
of the notebook. One kid is trying
to get another‘s attention by

189

calling his name very softly)
(stops
reading
to
make
a Methodology: Lecturing
comment) This is
somewhat
different
from
the
most
superheroes whose story is given
when each one is introduced.
When you watch batman, when
you watch…superman, Spiderman,
you get the story immediately. I‘m
using this to show that this is the
most interesting…why?

134

Teach .

135

St. .

Because…

136

Teach .

Because he doesn‘t know his own
story; the reader doesn‘t know his
own story… because he has no
memories…and
he‘s
learning
through life…to find out…his own
story. So that helps…to prove that
this character is more interesting
than
the
others.
Now…appearance,
right?
So…(continues reading the part of
the text that refers to the
character‘s appearance. Stops to
explain).
A wolverine is an animal (explains
how a wolverine looks like)

137

St.

Yes, and…

138

Teach.

O.k. so… the difference is that a
wolverine has sharp teeth and
long claws, and is probably one of
the fiercest animals that exist.

1. Negative
attitude:
ignores student
2. methodology:
lecturing/control

139

St.

Sir, the ones of…
(the teacher doesn‘t pay attention
to him. He turns around to talk to

1. Affective: motivation to
participate/
2. strategy:
seeking

Affective:
participate

motivation

to

1. Methodology: Rhetorical
question
(answers
himself)
2. teacher-centered/control
3. Weak
scaffolding:
amount of information

Affective:
participate

motivation
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to

a girl)

clarification

140

Teach .

Wolverines…that‘s why you have
even football teams named as
wolverines, o.k.? So, wolverine is
hairy, strong, mean…therefore…I
mentioned
this,
because
it‘s
1. Unclear discourse
interesting... _________
And
2. methodology:
fierce go hand and hand, they
lecturing/control/teacher
have something to do with one
-centered
another…obviously, o.k.? He is
3. rhetorical
question
mean-looking and rough; he‘s got
(answers himself)
this hair along the sides of his face
and all over his body. He looks
exactly like a wolverine; it‘s
interesting. So, all these things
were for a very interesting-looking
superhero. All right. After his
appearance, we‘ll go to abilities,
right? Well…abilities… Wolverine‘s
bone structure is made up
(continues
reading
from
the
transparency)
While the teacher is reading the 1. Affective: boredom/lack of
text,
some
students
are interest
whispering to each other. Juan
David turns to tell the observer:
―miss, what time is it?...estoy
aburrido‖). The teacher stops from
time to time to explain the
meaning of certain words in the
text.

141

Teach.

It‘s interesting because he can
actually
be
killed,
defeated…whereas
the
other
superheroes are just too powerful
and….

142

St.

A student tries
something about
referring to)
Or…or…

to tell him
what he is

1. Affective: motivation to
participate
2. strategy:
seeks
clarification
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143

Teach.

(he continues talking). So you get
the
idea.
This
makes
you
interested in all the abilities he
has (pointing at the text)
Then,
what
was
the
last
one?...beliefs right?

1. Attitude: ignores student
2. belief about learning
3. rhetorical question

144

St.

What is a belief?

145

Teach.

Belief? What you believe in…you Weak scaffolding.
believe in fighting…some of these
superheroes believe in fighting
against evil…in good…

146

St.

Do you…

147

Teach.

(doesn‘t pay attention to the
student) do you believe in
__________? The people who are
too weak to help themselves,
those are beliefs. At Marymount,
we have very strong beliefs.
And accomplishments…things you
have done, o.k? so, let‘s take a
look at this… the last one,
accomplishments.(continues
reading from the transparency
stops from time to time to
explain)

148

St.

Mr. Thomas, but….

149

Teach.

So, you see he‘s more interesting
than other superheroes who are
always
acting
correctly
and
fighting against evil at all times.
He not always acts correctly…he‘s
not always fighting against evil.
Now,
sometimes
he‘s

Lack of vocabulary

Strategy: seeks clarification

1. Attitude:
ignores
student/unaware
of
students‘
cognitive
needs.
2. Weak scaffolding

Strategy: seeks clarification
1. Attitude:
ignores
students/unaware
of
students‘
cognitive
needs.
2. methodology:
lecturing/control/teacher
-centered
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hurt…sometimes he‘s considered
rude, he‘s very aggressive, very
violent, o.k? This supports my
thesis statement also. That makes
him more interesting… some of
these …some of these other ones
who are always that are yes…are
have been right…yes have been
evil….have been correct. O.k?
(Turns off the overhead projector)
Continue… conclusion time…
150

St

Ahhhhh (sounding disappointed)

As you can see…What did it say?
Summarizes basically all the
aspects you have been talking
about. As you can see, there are
many things I have mentioned
about wolverine that distinguish
him from other superheroes and
make him stand out. In the end,
there
should
be
no
doubt…whatsoever…
(sounding
firm. Strong tone of voice) that
wolverine IS (emphasizes with a
strong tone of voice) the most
interesting superhero of all.

3. unclear discourse: weak
scafolding

Affective:
motivation

boredom/lack

of

1. rhetorical question
2. methodology:
lecturing/control/
imposing

151

Teach.

141

St.

142

Teach.

It
was….(students
continue Beliefs about students‘ learning
clapping) It was… it was easy
enough for you to understand . It
was easy enough that you can see
how all the information provides…

143

St.

(Interrupts the teacher)
character is the best!

Pa-qué! (begins to clap soundly. Affective: attitude/ironical
Other students join him and start
to clap too)

this
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144

Teach.

That it fights against evil besides Beliefs about students‘ learning
that…
(Students continue talking. One of
them rises his hand)
Now…shhh! One second, you can
all see every single one of those
mini paragraphs that I wrote…the
whooole point. You have to show
the reader that the person… that
1. Weak scaffolding
the character is more interesting
than any other hero. What is that
their sounding difference that
2. lack
of
stands out? To prove your point.
knowledge/unclear
Got it?
concept
(no answer)
Now…o.k.
thesis
statement,
opinion or fact?
(no answer)
3. methodology: asks for
Is the thesis statement an opinion
concept
or a fact?

145

St.

A fact! An opinion! (answer in Affective:
chorus)
response

146

Teach.

Who‘s saying a fact? Some of you Attitude: discourages students
are going to fail listening right?

147

St.

Alexandra! was Alexandra.

148

Teach .

It‘s an opinion. Sit down, why are
you standing up? (talks to a
student that is standing up)

149

St.

Is that my…my…

1. methodology:
lecturing/provides
answer.
2. negative attitude
Affective: shyness/fear

150

Teach

Sit down…

Negative attitude

151

St.

Is that my…

spontaneous
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152

Teach

Sit down. I don‘t care what! Sit Negative attitude
now! (in a strong tone of voice)

153

St.

154

Teach.

155

Teach

156

St.

O.k.

157

Teach.

So it all depends what you‘re
trying to persuade the person
of…o.k.?
Once you decide what you‘re
going to persuade about, then you
have to look and think…o.k….what
things am I going to look at about
that person or about that thing.
(shouts at a student that is talking

(a student shouts from his place)
SIT!
(the other students laugh soundly.
The student went to sit down
mad-looking)
That makes absolutely no sense
1. Negative attitude/control
Jihad (looks at him firmly. The
student
mumbled
something.
Approaches the student) What did
you just say? (the student looks at
him) Enough of this. Be careful.
2. affective: lack of respect
(When turns around, the student
makes a face at his back. The
other students laugh soundly)
Now. It is an opinion. It is as Methodology: lecturing
narrow as I could get it because to
prove that your superheroes are
more interesting you need all
these four elements here right?
(shows board) Depending on what
you are writing about when you
write your persuasive essays you
may have fewer paragraphs, you
may have more…some people
write more books…they explain a
lot of stuff.. o.k?
Mechanical response
1. Methodology: lecturing

2. negative
authoritarian

attitude:
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to another). Are you going to get
o.k with all this Mr. Walter?
159

ST.

Yes. (looks at his partner and Lack of respect
laughs).

160

Teach .

(Approaches to the student) stop
your nice chat, o.k.?

161

St.

Yes, sir.

162

Teach .

Now, you must start to see what
you have to prove. That‘s how you
decide what things you are going
to show about the character or
about the hero that you are
talking about o.k.? If you‘re trying
to prove that Osama Bin Laden is Weak scaffolding
the most famous terrorist in the
world…well…you will have to say a
lot of things…etc…etc...Now…
(students begin to talk among
each other)
shhh…

163

St.

164

Teach.

We‘re gonna go over it right Negative attitude: threatening
now...but if I have a too much
noise, what we can‘t keep ready
today, I‘ll keep it ready tomorrow
‗cause I know with yellow I don‘t
have
any
class…
(sounds
threatening)

165

St.

But Mr. Thomas…

166

Teach.

Of course I know with yellow I Negative

There are people that don‘t have
superhero.

attitude:

196

ignores

don‘t have to do that because student
you‘re going to behave properly,
right?
167

St.

Yes, Mr. Thomas.

Mechanical answer

168

Teach .

You can show me that.

169

St.

Yes, Mr. Thomas (in chorus)
(students continue talking. There
is noise)

170

Teach .

Shhh…So…let‘s go (loud tone of
voice).

180

St.

Mr. Thomas…

180

Teach .

Be quiet and watch!
Negative
attitude:
I‘ll give you some other names to authoritarian/ignores students‘
choose from…
opinions
(Noise begins again. Students talk
loudly)

181

St.

Many students talk at the same Lack of control
time, some shout names of
heroes. They make too much
noise.

182

Teach.

Shhh. Captain….shhh…
America.

183

St.

Yes! Captain América. (shouting)
(Other students continue talking)

Captain

(Jihad goes again to a partners
place and begins to play)

197

184

Teach.

Jihad! You continue with that and Authoritarian/threatening
you will be sorry!
Captain America….Flash…
(students
continue
shouting
answers and talking to each other)

185

St.

Mr. Freeze!

186

Teach.

O.K. Mr. Freeze
There‘s a long period of noise. The Lack of control
students continue shouting names
of super heroes for the teacher to
assign them. The teacher tries to
control the discipline. The noise
continues.

188

Teach.

Shhh. Stop talking!

St.

I have one! I have one!

190

Teach.

o.k. girls have a problem with the
male superheroes. There‘s a long
list of female super heroes that
you can choose from.

191

St.

I know one! I know one! Chica Lack of vocabulary
Maravilla!
(noise continues)

192

Teach.

Wonder woman.
(noise continues)

193

Teach.

Shhh.From now on if you want to Lack of control
speak, raise your hand. This noise
has to stop.
(noise continues)
There is one superhero that you

189

Provides word

198

can consider… Collosal
(noise starts again)
194

St.

Uy! El Coloso.
Lack of vocabulary
(looks at the observer and makes
jokes)
Applies mother tongue
Ah, miss, el de la novella… el
coloso!
(The observer sends him back to
his place)
The teacher continues assigning Methodology:
superheroes to the students until centered
each one has one.
Some students argue with him
because they don‘t like the
superhero they were assigned.

196

Teach .

Shhh… silence, please! Shhh…
Ana Cristina, please write down
what she wants.

197

St.

Sir, can I be spiderman?

198

Teach.

No! Shhh…

Teacher-

Authoritarian/ignores student‘s
preferences

Two students begin to mock at the Lack of respect
teacher by placing their finger on
the mouth and imitating the Shhh
sound that he is making.
He spent more time assigning
names of superheroes to the
students. Throughout this time,
students continued being noisy,
some talked to each other.
Students speak at the same time.
What
they
say
can‘t
be
understood.
Teach.

O.K, kids. Your homework is to
research about your superhero.
You must find information about
the aspects that you must refer to

199

in
your
persuasive
essay,
remember?
You must research about his
history, appearance, superpowers,
etc.
O.K. it‘s all for today. See you
next class
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APPENDIX 4.2. CLASS OBSERVATIÓN # 2
FECHA: SEPTEMBER 28/07
GRADE: 4TH
SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS
TOPIC: DESCRIPTIVE PARAGRAPH
OBSERVATIONS: The class was completely given in English since the school
where the observation was done is a bilingual school.
TURN

EVENT

1

Teach.

2

St.:

CATEGORY

The teacher starts the class by
greeting the students and
introducing the observer to
them. Then, she places a
transparency on the overhead
projector.
This chart contains the type of Scaffolding. Invites to participate
paragraph that you are going
to make for me. Before we do
anything else, many of you
have confusion. What I asked
for was what?
Spontaneous response
To investigate…
1. No…2. What is the kind of

writing process that I asked
for?
3. (Some students raised their
hands; others stay looking at
the teacher; some others do
something different. 4. The
teacher points at a student).

1. negative evaluation
2. asks
for
specific
information/process/confirmati
on
3. spontaneous participation
4. control

3

Teach.

4

St.:

Describe

Spontaneous response
Provides clues

5

Teach.

We wrote it in the notebook.
( a student shouts the answer)

6

St.

A descriptive paragraph.

Spontaneous response
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7

Teach.

Descriptive paragraph. 1. And
many of you have an idea that
what I want is a directions
paragraph, and 2. there is a
difference between the two,
and that is what I have
here…to
show
you
the
difference. And you are going
to figure it out. 3.(Places the
transparency on the overhead
projector)
This is what I want.
Are we going to Start playing,
Mr. David?

1. negative
(scolding)
2. Methodology:
discourse
3. applies model
4. control
5. applies model

attitude
instructive

6. control

4.(She points at a student that

is playing with a pencil case).
Thank you. I will keep it here;
otherwise you‘re going to be
distracting. (She takes the
pencil case away).
O.K.
5.
(She
places
a
descriptive paragraph model
on the overhead projector).
Grandfather‘s bread (Reads the
title of the text). 6.Santiago,
could you please read it for us?
(She chooses a student to
read)
My grandfather‘s bread is… is Limited
most delicious to eat, and (pronunciation)
gor…go…

8

St.:

9

Teach.

Gorgeous

10

St.

1.Gorgeous

11

Teach.

The dough

to look at. 2.
(Keeps reading and stops from
time to time on certain
words)…the do…do..

1.(Santiago keeps on reading

vocabulary

Scaffolding (provides word)
1. Imitation/repetition.
2. limited vocabulary

Scaffolding (provides the word)
1. limited vocabulary
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continuously stopping in some
words.
2.The
teacher
pronounces the words in which
he is having difficulties)
The colony, that‘s the colony.

2. scaffolding

12

Teach.

13

St.

1. limited vocabulary.
The
colony,
and
it….1.
2. scaffolding
(continues
reading
making
continuous stops and spelling
some words slowly. 2.The
teacher pronounces each word
in which he is having difficulty)
(While Santiago reads, some Lack of control.
students follow the reading on
the boards, two students are
talking; a girl is looking
through the window).

14

teach.

1.O.K. What we have there…

Now I‘m going to show you
another paragraph. 2.(Shows
the
model
on
the
transparency).
O.K. A musical bow is an easy
instrument to make… 3.Can
you please read it Maria
Alejandra? (Picks a student)
15

Scaffolding

1. Unclear discourse.
2. relies on model
3. control

Affective
(anxiety/shyness)

factor

Stu.

A musical bow (with a low tone
of voice)

16

Teach.

Ah-Ah, somebody with
a Attitude: Undervaluation (rejects a
louder of voice, please! (some student)
students raise their hands and
offer to participate) . Samia

17

St.

A musical ―ba‖..is

18

Teach

Bow

Limited vocabulary (pronunciation)

(corrects

the

1. attitude

(shows
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pronunciation with a loud tone
of voice).

exasperation)
2. correction

19

St.

Bow, is a very easy instrument Imitation of pronunciation. Applies
to make. It needs only two model
things, a stick that is more
than a hook and a piece of
strong
string.
First,
tie
one…one end to the string
to…one end of the stick. Next,
bend the stick into one ―arch‖
(pronounces the word as it is
written), then stretch the
string across to the other end,
then wrap the string around
the end of the stick a few
times and tie it with a knot
making sure the string will
not…To play your musical ―ba‖.

20

Teach.

Bow (corrects pronunciation)

21

St.

Bow…(keeps
on
without stopping)

Correction

reading Strategy: Imitation. Applies model

(While Samia is reading, some Lack of control
students follow the reading;
some other students talk to
each other; a girl stands up to
sharpen her pencil; a girl looks
at a picture of an orange into
her notebook).
22

Teach.

23

St.

1.And make music…Very good.

1. positive evaluation

2. relies on models
Now, let‘s look at the two texts
3. confirms attention
together. 2.(Places the two
texts together on the overhead
projector-one next to the
other).
O-K. Now we have the two of
them together. 2.,See them?
Mechanical response
Yes (in chorus)
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24

Teach.

1.Who

can
notice
the
difference between them?
2.(None of the students raise
their hands).
3.Who
can
notice
the
difference between? 4.Carlos,
what do you notice?
1-2.That the first paragraph is
a… is a paragraph…is a
paragraph that says…

25

St.

26

Teach.

The first paragraph is talking Self-response
about Pablo‘s bread, yes.

27

St.

Is a paragraph that is about
Pablo‘s
bread…the
second
paragraph is…

1. asks for analysis
2. conceptual
gap/affective
(fear/shyness)
3. repetition
4. control

1. conceptual gap/
2. affective factor (anxiety)

1. imitation/repetition
answer
2. limited vocabulary

of

1. weak scaffolding
2. control

28

Teach.

29

St.

The bread.

30

Teach.

Is it telling you how to make
the bread? (Asks the question
at random).

31

St.

No. (Pablo
and some other Mechanical response
students answer in chorus).

32

Teach.

33

St.

1. repetition/weak scaffolding
No, it‘s only describing. When
you describe, what, what do
you use? Usually, when you
describe what do you use?
The bread (A student shouts Mechanical response
the answer)

Is describing what?

Spontaneous response

1. scaffolding (elicitation)
2. affective factor /attitude
(exasperation)
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34

Teach.

Laura, What do you usually use Scaffolding (elicitation)
to describe?

35

St.

1.

36

Prof.

1.Adjectives, 2. but what else

Adjectives 2. (Another
student whispered the answer
to Laura)

do you need in order to use
your adjectives? (Asks the
question at random)

1. conceptual gap
2. cooperative learning

1. positive evaluation
2. imprecise/weak
elicitation

37

St.

(Some students respond
chorus) verbs, articles.

38

Teach.

Where are adjectives going to
come from?

39

St.

Sentence (a student shouts the Spontaneous
participation/response
answer)

40

teach.

1./2.Excellent,

41

St.

scaffolding/

in Spontaneous response

Weak/confusing scaffolding

1. positive
evaluation
(not
Maria
precise)
Alejandra! from your sentence.
2. lexical carelessness
(speaks enthusiastically)
3. non precise discourse
3.You can describe it, but only
4. scaffolding (elicitation)
you can see it, feel it, touch it,
smell it, feel it. If not, how can
I ask you to describe a bread
by showing it to you if you spontaneous participation
haven‘t had the experience of
smell it, touching it or tas- ting
it.
4.Who has eaten the ―piñita‖
bread?

I….Me (students
hands and
answer in chorus)

raise

their
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42

Teach.

It‘s salty right?

Scaffolding
(elicitation
background knowledge)

43

St.

No (answer in chorus)

Mechanical response

44

Teach.

It‘s salty?

45

St.

No (Answer in chorus)

46

Teach.

It‘s hard?

47

St.

No. (Answer in chorus)

Mechanical response

48

Teach.

What does it taste like?

Scaffolding
(elicitation
background knowledge)

of

1. Weak scaffolding
2. grammatical carelessness
Mechanical response

1. Scaffolding (elicitation of
background knowledge)
2. grammatical carelessness

1./2.(Some

students speak
among each other, some talk
about the ―piñita‖ bread, some
speak about something else.
3.Two tudents make jokes with
their hands. Some students are
quiet).

50

Teach.

How does it taste like?

51

St.

Dulce (says
Spanish)

the

word

1. cooperative learning
2. lack of control
3. lack of interest/lack
knowledge (affective)

Repeats
attention)

in

question

of

of

(confirms

1. switching to L1
2. limited vocabulary
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52

St.

Sugar

1. accommodation
2. limited vocabulary

53

St.

Sugar, dulce, sugar (Students
shout answers in chorus).

1. accommodation
2. limited vocabulary

1.Yes, it has sugar on top, it‘s

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

very
soft,
right?
(some
students nod their heads).
2.How would you describe the
piñita bread?
3.(students don‘t answer)How
can you describe it? 4.(a
student raises his hand).

provides clues
scaffolding (elicitaiton)
conceptual gap/affective
spontaneous participation
control

54

Teach.

55

..
St.

56

teach.

And how do you know?

Weak scaffolding

56

st.

I have seen it.

Answer based
knowledge

57

Prof.

You have seen it. How do you
know it is soft?

58

St

He has eaten it.

59

teach.

1./2.He has eaten it. It could
be salt on top. 3.How do you
know it‘s sugar? 4.Tobias?
5.(Tobias doesn‘t answer)

5.O.K. Jose.

The piñita Bread is very soft….
(the teacher asks him another
question)

Tobias….Tobias, how do you
know it is sugar or salt?

1. answer
based
on
background knowledge
2. control
(interrupts
participation)

on

background

1. positive evaluation
2. scaffolding
(eliciting
background knowledge)
Affective/Spontaneous response

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

positive evaluation
ignored answer
scaffolding (eliciting)
control
affective (shyness/lack of
knowledge)
6. weak scaffolding (imprecise
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They‘re very similar.
(Tobias doesn‘t answer)
By just seen it you will know
they are similar.
Sometimes you put salt in your
coffee.
(students laugh soundly) How
did you do that?
(students don‘t answer. A girl
looks through the window) By
accident because they look
very similar and you may think
it is sugar and not salt and the
only way to know which is
which is by….
60

St..

Tasting it. (answer in chorus)

61

teach.

Very good. O.K. Now, do you
understand
the
difference
between
a…
descriptive
paragraph and a directions
paragraph?
(some students nod their
heads saying yes) Let‘s see
what descriptive paragraphs
are. Can you please read it,
Carol Acosta?

.

questioning)
7. affective
(lack
of
interest/lack of knowledge/
doesn‘t
understand
question)
8. weak scaffolding

Affective/Spontaneous response

1.
2.
3.
4.

positive evaluation
asks for comprehension
mechanical answer
control

62

Est

A descriptive paragraph, talks Control
about a specific topic. The
topic should be narrow in a…
(the teacher asks her to stop)

63

Teach.

Narrow, let‘s stop for a second.
What is narrow?
(nobody answers)
What is narrow, Juan Diego?

64

St. .

(makes faces, scratches her Affective (nervousness, shyness)
head) Miss, I don‘t know.

1. control
2. lack of knowledge/affective
(shyness/fear/lack of interest)
3. control
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65

Teach.
.

Tells about one specific Topic.
That means that it talks about
only one thing.
In this case, what is the one
thing that we are talking
about?

66

St.

The bread, the piñita (some Spontaneous answer
students answer in chorus)

67

Prof.

The Topic should be narrow.
(makes a narrow signal with
her hands)
What is narrow?

1. provides answer
2. ignores student‘s feelings
3. weak scaffolding

1. ignores students‘ answer
2. explicative discourse
3. provides semantic clues

68

St. .

Like enough.

69

Teach.

Like enough?

Weak scaffolding

70

St.

Yes, like enough.

Affective
(self-confidence):
confirms answer

71

Prof.

Like if it needs a lot of
information or…what?
What is narrow? Naaarrow
(emphasizes word with her
voice)
(makes a ―narrow‖ signal with
her hands)

1. Imprecise scaffolding
2. scaffolding (eliciting)
3. provides clues

72

St.

Like little

1. spontaneous response
2. leaning style (accomodation)

73

Teach.

The first one who finds it in the
dictionary.
(some students take their

1. scaffolding
independence)
2. monitoring process

1. spontaneous response
2. accommodation
(learning
strategy)

(fosters
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dictionaries out to look for the
meaning of‖ narrow‖).
(The teacher moves around the
room observing the students‘
work in their dictionaries)
Affective (shows pride)
Si. (raising his dictionary).

74

St .

75

Teach.

Maria Alejandra. Can you read Control
it?

76

Est.

Adjective…

77

Prof.

Adjective, that means that it is
a descriptive word.

78

St. .

Aquí hay varios. Cual? (speaks Switching to L1.
in Spanish)

79

teach.

¿A cual mami? Ven acá.. Switching to L1/attitude/control
(speaks
in
Spanish.
Approaches to the student and
takes the dictionary. Reads the Cooperative learning.
different meanings aloud).

1. control (interrupts student‘s
discourse)/teacher‘s control
2. provides explanation

Affective (lack of interest)

(Some students look into their
dictionaries, compare and talk Confirming comprehension.
to each other sharing the
definitions they got. Two girls
stopped working with their
dictionaries and began to talk.
A girl cleans her nails with a
pencil).
O.K. Do you understand what I
am talking about?
80

St
.

No. (some students answer In Unclear concept
chorus)
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81

Teach.

Size. we are talking about size, 1. Lexical carelessness.
so when we are talking about 2. weak scaffolding
―narrow‖ we are talking about
bigger or smaller? (Shows
―big‖ and ―small‖ sizes with her
hands).
Bigger….Smaller (answer in Mechanical answer.
chorus)

82

St.

83

Teach.
.

(providing
We are talking about smaller. Scaffolding
explanation)/teacher‘s
control
So,
we‘re
talking
about
concise, we‘re talking about
specific.
The topic should be narrow, I
mean,
I‘m
talking
about
concentrating only on what I‘m
talking, about in this case the…

84

St.

Bread. (in chorus)

85

teach.

I‘m not talking about the one Weak scaffolding/teacher‘s control
who
cooks
it,
I‘m
not
describing the cook, I‘m saying
that my grandfather‘s bread is
the most delicious to eat, so
I‘m
concentrating
on
the
bread.
But, am I describing my
grandfather?

86

St.

No (in chorus)

87

Prof.

(providing
See I am not describing my Scaffolding
grandfather. I‘m concentrating explanation)/teacher‘s control
my topic, I‘m bringing it down
to…only this. (shows the word
―bread‖ in the text), which is…

Mechanical response

Mechanical response
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88

St.

Bread (some students answer Mechanical response
in chorus)

89

Teach.

If it is narrow, it should be only
concentrated on ―that‖. If I
start describing ―Sammy‖…
Sammy is not a narrow topic
because when I describe, I can
get distracted into the hair, I
can get distracted into the
color of eyes, I can get
distracted
into
physical
characteristics if he‘s tall,
short, small, if he‘s a boy…It‘s
not narrow to say all of these.
It‘s a wide, wide topic.
If I start describing only his
hair. Would that be narrow?

90

St .

Yes (some students answer in Mechanical response.
chorus )

91

Teach . Yes, it would. If I Start Positive evaluation.
describing only his skin, would Scaffolding (eliciting response)
that be narrow?

92

St.

Yes (some students answer in
chorus. some others don‘t
answer anything. A girl is
leaning her head on the desk

1. mechanical response
2. affective
(lack
of
interest/boredom)/lack
of
knowledge
3. affective (lack of interest)

93

Teach . Yes, so… (continues reading
the
explanation from the
transparency) in a descriptive
paragraph, I have to ―describe‖
(emphasizes the word with her
tone of voice) something, and
that something that you have
to describe has to be enough

1. Positive evaluation.
2. teacher‘s control/scaffolding
3.

1. Teacher‘s
control/scaffolding
(providing explanation)
2. Weak scaffolding.
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to describe in a handful of
sentences. What does handful
mean?
(shows the word ―handful‖)
When you see the word
―handful‖, which is the root
word there?
94

St.

Hand . (answer in chorus)

95

Teach

Hand. What do we have here? Positive evaluation.
Scaffolding
(shows suffix ―ful‖)

96

St.

―ful‖ (answer in chorus)

Spontaneous response

97

Teach.

Ful, What is ―ful‖?

Positive evaluation
Scaffolding

98

St.

Suffix (answer in chorus)

Spontaneous response

99

Prof.

Suffix. What does Hand + ful Positive evaluation
Weak scaffolding.
make?

100

St.

Handful. (in chorus)

101

Teach . 1.Handful. O.K. Define the
word. 2. I‘m not asking for too
much. 3.I‘m using a handful
of sentences here because I‘m
using the senses, so I assume
her…seeing, hearing, smelling,
touching, tasting.
4.
O.K.
Now
what
we

Spontaneous response

Mechanical answer

1. Positive evaluation
2. negative
attitude
(exasperated)
3. Imprecise/weak discourse.
4. ignoring students
5. attitude
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understand
is… we have to
choose a narrow topic.
5.I asked you to investigate
about plants of the Caribbean
Region. You are going to
choose from the plants from
the Caribbean Region ONE.
(emphasizes the word with her
tone of voice).
Did you do it?
102

St. .

Yes. (some answer in chorus).

103

Teach.

1.You were supposed to bring
today information about that
plant because you are going to
write a descriptive paragraph
on that plant. Please, take the
information
out.
2.(many
students show concern
or
disappointment)
(checks students‘ homework
one by one. Some didn‘t bring
the homework).
3.JuanMi, if you forgot your
information
that
is
responsibility, put yourself a
point.

104

St.

I do it, I do it! (students shout
in chorus)

105

Teach

Excuse me, He was the one Control/negative
(exasperated)
who forgot.
(the student stands up and
lowers his responsibility grade
on a chart pasted on the wall)

106

St.

Miss I didn‘t bring it.
(a students says shyly as the

Mechanical response

1. control
2. affective (worry/fear)
3. negative
attitude
(exasperated)

attitude
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teacher approaches to her).
107

Teach.

The same,
put yourself a Negative attitude (scolding)
responsibility point.
(she says the same to all the
students who didn‘t bring the
homework).
You see, that‘s what happens
when you are not responsible.
Negative attitude
This is too little information.
This is not enough (says to a
student)
My goodness! This is too much.
Why did you print all this?You
should have summarized the
most important. (says to a
student that brought many
printed pages)

108

St.

Miss, I brought the food.
(shows the recipe of a dish)

109

Teach.

The food, my love, the food is Negative
the
ENDING
Project. student)
(Continues walking through the
classroom
checking
homework).

110

St.

110

Teach.

O.K. Can somebody read what
the control said yesterday?
Bring information of a plant
from
the
Caribbean
Region.(reads from the control
notebook)

Spontaneous response

attitude

(discourages

1. Asks for specific information.
2. control (answers herself)

1. negative attitude
Bring information. O.K. (some
students stand up to show her
2. assumption/expectation
the control notebook).
Excuse me, I‘m sorry. No
excuses, You are in fourth
grade.
(kids stand up trying to talk to
4. negative attitude (denies
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her)
I don‘t accept excuses, you are
fourth graders.
O.K. Those who didn‘t bring
the homework have to solve
the problem. You have to solve
the problem. Figure out how
you are going to do it.
Besides,
you
have
been
investigating
with
Miss
Amparito about the Caribbean
Region for a long time, that‘s
why I didn‘t even ask you for
the
beginning
of
the
investigation because you were
supposed to be used to do this
because you did it with miss
Ampi.

help)
5. assumption/expectations

111

St.

Miss, and with Miss Maru.

112

Teach.

Ah, and also with Miss Maru,
imagine.
So, the only thing you have to
concentrate was in the plants
of the Caribbean Region, you
had to choose one… (a student
talks to her)
Excuse me?

1. assumption
granted)
2.

113

St.

Miss, I brought it in Spanish.

1. affective/Spontaneous
response
2. Accommodation.

114

St.

Ay! It had to be in English!

115

St.

Miss. I didn‘t bring it.

Spontaneous response

(takes

Negative attitude
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for

116

Teach . Solve your problem Mariana,
that‘s what I‘m saying, solve
your problem. Figure it out.
O.k. Step 1, choose the topic.
(Writes on the board). First
thing you have to do is choose
a topic. I want you to put a
column here and tell me right
now the topic you chose...
Immediately, we‘re starting
right away.

117

St.

118

Teach . In your language notebook my
love.
In
your
language
notebook.
Leave the information outside
and begin to work.

119

St.

120

Teach . What do you think? (keeps 1. Negative attitude (undervalues
student)
writing)
Remember you were supposed
to choose a plant. We had to
investigate about a plant.
Which plant did you choose
Vallerie?

121

St. .

122

Teach . Excuse me?

Where do we write that?

The information about what?

Mango

1. Negative attitude
2. teacher‘s
control/negative
attitude (bossy)

Ineffective
guidance

explanation/Seeking

1. provides explanation
2. negative
attitude
(exasperated)

Ineffective
guidance.

explanation/seeking

Answers question

Seeking confirmation
Asks for repetition
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123

St.

Mango

124

Teach . Mango is a fruit, not a plant. Imprecise explanation
What did you choose? What
plant? That‘s a problem.

125

St. .

126

Teach . Ah, O.K. The mango tree. But Scaffolding (provides explanation)
I‘m
going
to
tell
you
something, there are many
different kinds of mango trees.
If you are going to write your
descriptive
paragraph,
you
have to specify what kind of
mango tree. There are mango
―chancleta‖, mango ―dulce‖,
―manzanita‖.

127

St.

Mango biche.

128

Teach.

129

St.

O.K. Choose your topic. Did
you write your topic?
(Observes that they write in
their notebooks).
Step #2, you need to gather
information (writes on the
board).
And
that‘s
when
your
investigation comes.
Miss, Como asi? (Asks in Switches to mother tongue.
Seeks clarification
Spanish.

130

attitude:
Teach . Ay no, Juan David, You are Negative
asking me about something student‘s need./control
that you haven‘t even started.
Mr.
Andres,
Open
your

Miss, but mango is also a tree.

Affective (self-confidence)
Manages concept

Affective/Spontaneous response

ignores
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notebook and start copying..
(Continues writing)
O.K. When you already have
your investigation, what things
come to your mind when you
think of your topic?
(They don‘t answer. Students
are writing)
I want you to do it right now.
What words come to mind? If
you chose a mango, what
words come to mind?
(Moves around the room.
Students
write
in
their
notebooks).
Look
at
the
pictures; you have a banana
right there (talks to a student).

Miss. Like this? Look

1. Methodology: /scaffolding:
elicits information

131

St.

132

Teach . Juan Mi, don‘t show it to me,
that‘s for you.
O-K- After you have written
many words about your topic. I
want you to draw a picture of
it...(writes on the board)
Paste the picture.

133

St.

134

Teach . Right now. (some students Students‘ different pace.
take out scissors and glue and
begin to cut out. Others are
copying from the board).
Weak scaffolding
Here you are starting to write
your descriptive paragraph. Different instructions
You have to start somewhere;
you have to force yourselves,
How? Topics, that‘s the first

Seeks clarification

1. Negative attitude: ignores
student‘s needs.
2. provides instructions

Right now?
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thing, then describe it, then
draw a picture of it, (continues
writing).
Now we go to # 3,
135

St.

Ay miss, please. (makes
―wait‖ signal with her hand)

a Affective: anxiety

136

attitude:
ignores
Teach . What? Did you draw a picture Negative
student‘s
needs/controlling
of it? ( approaches to the boy)
Oh, you are behind ah?
How come you are so behind?
Cut the picture and paste it at
once.

137

St.

138

Teach . Valerie, which is your topic?

Ignores student‘s need

139

St.

I don‘t know

Lack
ok
concept

140

Teach

You
don‘t
know
it?
(approaches)
Valerie, which is your topic.

141

St

Ay miss, is that I have the Unclear concept
lemon.

142

Teach.

So, If you have the lemon, Scaffolding
what is your topic? …Lemon.

143

St.

Miss, How do you say ―tallo.‖?

I miss, I can‘t that fast.

Affective: anxiety

understanding/unclear

Lack of vocabulary
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144

Teach.

How do you say the what? The Weak scaffolding
stem?
Ah... This is when science
comes to life, is that a stem, is
that a leaf? Does it look like a
cactus? Do we know about a
cactus? Have you touched it?

145

St.

Miss, and a ―how do you say Lack of vocabulary
sabila‖?

146

Teach.

Have you ever seen a sabila in Weak answer
your life? Guys, how are you
going to describe if you have Negative attitude:
never seen it? If you just look
at the picture, how are you
Rote learning
going to describe?
O.K. Homework. Bring…
(students quickly take their
control notebooks out and
begin to write)
Bring …

147

St.

Miss, for when?

148

Teach . When do you have science,
tomorrow
right?
(some
students say ―yes‖ with their
heads) … bring…
St.
Miss, tomorrow we don‘t have
science.

149

150

Teach

Do you have English?

151

St.

Yes (in chorus)

152

Teach

Then you bring it for English.
I want you to bring this for
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1. Imprecise discourse
tomorrow because many of
2. Writing process
your texts will be inconclusive
because if you have never seen
it, you can not describe it. If
you have never touched it…
What we are doing now is
drafting…sorry, sorry, we‘re
brainstorming.
We
are Scaffolding: eliciting information
brainstorming..
When do we draft?

153

St.

When we have our ideas clear

1. Spontaneous response
2. knows writing process

154

Teach.

Yes, When we have our ideas
clear we start to write about it.

1. Positive evaluation
2. writing process

155

St.

Miss, look, I have a mushroom.

156

Prof.

Oh-Oh…Oh,
my
gosh! Attitude: undermining student‘s
Somebody chose a mushroom! participation
Scaffolding: eliciting information
Is a mushroom a plant?

157

St.

NO. (Some students answer in Mechanical response
chorus).
Clear concept

It’s a fungi. ( a student
answered)
158

Teach

It‘s a fungus,, not a plant so
you can‘t take the mushroom.
Lexical carelessness
Look for another plant.

159

ST.

Miss is good celery?

160

Teach . Is good what? Celery?

Skills: lack of structure
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161

St.

Yes, celery, if is good?

162

Teach . Does celery grow in the Scaffolding
Caribbean region?
(student doesn‘t answer)
Why are you telling me? If we
Weak scaffolding
are talking about mushrooms
that are not plants, why do you
tell me about celery?

163

St.

No, that if it goes in # 3?

164

Teach.

In # 3, we are going to start Methodology:
the drafting, but many of you process
can not start that step until
you
have
built
a
long
information here (shows item
# 2 on the board).
So, what words come to mind
when you think of your topic?
For example, when you think
of a mango, what things come
to your mind?

165

St.

Delicious

166

Teach.

What words come to mind? Scaffolding
Think.
Delicious, what else?
(writes on the board)

167

St.

Sweet

Skills: lack of structure

Skills: Asks for clarification

models

writing
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168

Teach . Sweet. O.k. Let‘s see what
Mariana
wrote
about
the Invites to participate
mango. What else, Mariana?
(writes)

169

St.

170

Teach . juicy, what else?
(writes)

180

St.

180

Teach . Yellow, What else?
(writes)

181

St.

Ehmm… (doesn‘t answer)

182

St.

Miss, Miss… round, oval.

183

Teach

Round, oval, o.k. What else?
(don‘t answer)
What else?
(writes)

184

St.

Small

185

Teach . O.K. small. (writes) .
O.K. Then you have to draw a
picture of it. When you start
drafting, then you have to
think of the way to introduce
your topic.
This way has to be interesting.
Look for an interesting way to
introduce your topic.
Why do you have to copy all
this? This is the skeleton of
your paragraph.

Uhmm..juicy

Provides answer

Scaffolding: eliciting answer

Yellow.

Lack of vocabulary

1. methodology:
writing process.

models

2. weak scaffolding
3. rhetorical question
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(goes
around
the
room
checking what students are
copying from the board).
Laura, Can you please read it?
(Some kids keep on writing).
186

St. .

Can I introduce my topic in an
interesting way?

187

Teach . O.K. Who can think of an Scaffolding: eliciting information
interesting way of introducing
a mango?

188

St.

189

Teach . No, my love. I‘m talking about
my first sentence, my main
idea. The topic sentence. I‘m
going to saw my drafting, o.k?
In order to saw my drafting, I
have to think of an interesting
way to introduce my topic.

190

St.

191

Teach . So, you are introducing your
paragraph
with
an
interrogative, right? With a
question.
(students
nods
her
head
showing aproval).
That‘s
interesting.
Another
one. Mariana.

192

St.

With draws.

Miss, Miss! What fruit
delicious? It is a mango!
(kids laugh)

1. Skills: poor vocabulary skills
2. spontaneous response
1. Attitude:
evaluation
2. scaffolding

Negative

is Affective: spontaneous response

Miss, es que I am shy. Can Affective: fears to speak
Julian read it for me?
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193

Prof.

1. attitude: ignores student‘s
No, my love.
needs.
Caro, what about you? That‘s
2.
Discards student
your subject.
(doesn‘t answer)
What could be an interesting
Scaffolding
way
to
introduce
your
paragraph? Remember when
we talked about grandfather‘s
bread? ―My grandfather‘s bread
is both delicious and gorgeous
to look at‖?
How could you describe your
fruit?

194

St.

From all the fruits, mango is Spontaneous response
the best one.

195

St.

Miss, but this can go at the Skills: text structure awareness
end.

196

Teach . That is very nice, Carlos that
you brought it up here! We can
not throw all our armor for the
beginning; sometimes we can
leave things for the conclusion.
We can end our paragraph with
a nice closing sentence, and
that means saving details for
the end. You can save some
special
details
for
the
conclusion.
But you have to remember one
thing…What time order are you
going to use in your description
paragraph?

197

St.

First, then, last.

198

Teach.

Are you going to speak in the

1. Positive evaluation
2. scaffolding

3. conceptual carelessness

Spontaneous response

1. Ignores answer.
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present? Are you
speak in the past?

going

to

2. weak scaffolding:
concept

unclear

199

St.

Present is the most easy.

200

Teach

Present is the most easy, Lexical carelessness
yes. because many of you
don’t have practiced using
past tense… very good.
Addresses struggling child
(approaches a student that is
not writing)
We haven‘t stopped there,
Carlos, we have continued my
darling..

201

St .

Miss, but I don‘t understand.

202

Teach . But, why don‘t you ask? Methodology: applies model
Maybe your question is the
same many others have. You
can ask it from your place.
What is your question Carlos?

203

St.

204

Teach . What do you have to write on Scaffolding
the
topic?
What
is
the
descriptive paragraph about?

205

St.

Mango?

206

Teach

Listen to me. What you are
going to give me here is
something like a final result.

Skills: management of structure

Unclear concept

What do I need to write at the Unclear concept
topic?

1. Ignores student‘s answer
2. methodology: lecturing
3. weak scaffolding
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You have to tell me… You are
not telling me…what part of the
plant you are using, and this is
important too. Because many
of you are choosing the topic
as it.
This is part of a language and
science….eh…marriage
here.
So, I expect you to use
everything
that
we
have
learned in science into your
language
descriptive
paragraph.
If you are using a mango you
have to tell me what part of
the plant is the mango.
207

St.

Fruit. (shouts the answer)

208

Teach . It‘s a fruit.
Seeks clarification

209

210

St.

Miss, and how do we know?

O.K., but…investigate! That‘s
Teach . what the investigation is for!
You should not be asking me!
(looks exasperated).
We had to have investigated
about the different plants of
the Caribbean, and you should
have chosen one, and now you
have to investigate about that
specifically.
I asked you to investigate what
things you can make with
them. That is something we
can do at the end part of this.
But when you are going to
introduce and give to me the
writing
is
the
descriptive

Negative attitude

Methodology: lecturing
Weak scaffolding

Unequal participation
Affective: lack of interest/attention
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paragraph of-your-plant (says
it slowly as emphasizing). Methodology: lack of practice
What is it that you are going to
choose from it, you go to the
mango, then you tell me is the
mango tree, I chose the, the
mango, then you say about the
fruit….etc.
(some kids continue copying
from the board while the
teacher is talking. Two kids
play with a toy skateboard, a
girl looks through the window
again. Some kids talk among
each other).
O.K. kids, your homework for
tomorrow is to bring your
descriptive
paragraphs
according to the instructions
given today. Any question?
211

St.

212

Teach . Follow the guidelines in your Strategy: peer check
notebook.
Copy
control,
please.
(Some
kids
take
control notebook and start
copying the homework. Some
other kids talk among each
other about the guidelines;
they show notebooks to each
other
as
comparing
the
information).
O.k. kids, see you tomorrow,
bye
St .
Bye, miss (some answer in
chorus)

213

lack
No! (Some answer in chorus, Affective:
motivation/interest
some don‘t answer)

of
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APPENDIX 4.3: CLASS OBSERVATION # 3
DATE: OCTOBER 5/07
GRADE: 5TH
SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS
TOPIC: PERSUASIVE ESSAY
OBSERVATIONS: The class was completely given in English since the school
where the observation was done is a bilingual school.
This is the third class about persuasive essays; students have already been
introduced the concept of persuasive essays and how to write persuasive
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essays. In this class students are working on their own essays after having
written one in groups.
This observation is mainly focused on the students, the way they face the
writing process, and their performance on it, however, the turns participants
take in the process and what happened in each turn are also recorded.

TURN

EVENT

CATEGORY

1

Teach.

The teacher starts the class by
greeting the students.
Good Morning Kids. Today we will
continue the writing process we
started
last
class.
Get
your
brainstorming and start writing your
introductions.

2

St.:

May we work in groups?

3

Teach.

No, remember it
work.

is

1. Strategy:
process
2.
Strategy:
work

independent

writing

cooperative

Denies cooperative work

Students take out their notebooks
and locate their brainstorming. They
start working on the introduction for
their persuasive essays.
5

Teach.

Don‘t forget you need a title for this Provides instructions
text and that you need a thesis
statement.

6

St.

Sir, you can give us an example?

7

Teach.

8

St.:

I already gave you many examples, Denies help
remember the one in the example I
showed you and the one we wrote
for the text we did in groups. Do you
remember?
Yes (in chorus)

9

Teach.

Seeks support

I will be available whenever you Methodology:
need help. Use your notes as much support.

Offers
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as possible. I hope all of you
underlined the most important
aspects about your hero or villain. Assumption:
Would you like some music to followed
concentrate?
instructions
10

St.

***

***

students
previous

Yes! No! (some students answered
in chorus)

The teacher puts country music as Affective: lowers tension
background sound for this activity
and sits at his desk. The sound is a Assumption:
students‘
little loud.
learning preferences

Students began to write in their
notebooks. Some students paired up
1. Strategy:
and started to exchange ideas.
cooperative
Three students approached the
learning/seek
teacher to ask questions. The
support
teacher explains to them one by
2. lack of skills
one. Four more students go to the
teacher‘s desk.
Some students exchange ideas at
their places.
O.k., O.k. It was supposed to be a Attitude: control
completely independent work! (loud
tone of voice). Sit down and come
one by one. You have to take turns!
You stay and you guys come after
him one-by-one. (talks to the
students at his desk)
Disregards students

11

Teach.

12

Stu.

Mr. XXX, Can I go then of Santiago?

***

The teacher continues explaining to Affective:
the kid at his place.
student
SSS is not writing; he is looking

1. Lack of skills (lexical
carelessness)
Ignores

1. affective: anxiety
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***

through the window. Only a few
ideas are written in his rain of ideas.
He looks everywhere as if looking
for something, eats his nails
repeatedly.
Two students approach to the
observer

2. skills:
lack
of
vocabulary/structu
res

13

St.

What are you doing?

14

Obs.

I am doing
university.

St.

And what are you studying?

15

Obs.

In doing a master at Universidad del
Norte. You need to go back to work.

16

St.

Miss, can I read this to you an you Strategy: peer check
tell me if it is good?

17

Obs.

Sure.

18

St.

(The student reads her text of six
sentences). Is it good?
The thesis statement is good?

19

Obs.

***

20

Teach.

homework

for

my

1. Strategy:
cooperative
learning
2. skills:
lack
of
grammar structure
It sounds good, but I recommend Skills: lack of spelling
you to check spelling and grammar.
and grammar
A student shows her paper to Strategy: peer checking
another as if asking for feedback.
She reads his paper and returns it to
him giving him recommendations.
The student erases some words and
continues working.
(Continues providing support to
students from his place. Many
students
are
surrounding
him
waiting
for
feedback)
Valerie,

1. Disregards
students
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remember you have to provide your
thesis statement. Don‘t forget that
you have to convince the reader of
your ideas.

2. provides
support

unequal

***

Two kids stopped
writing
started talking amusedly.

21

St.

(SSS goes to the teacher‘s desk). Seeks support.
Mr. XXX, I don‘t understand how to Lack of understanding
do this.

22

Teach.

Write a couple of thesis statements Imprecise discourse
to try out. You can say…this
character
is
this…that…bla-bla- Weak scaffolding
bla…Try. Follow the instructions!

23

St.

And when I finish
statement I‘m done?

24

Teach.

For today, yes.

***

the

and Teacher‘s lack of control

thesis

The teacher approaches to the Disregards students
observer to decide on the scores to
be given to a test questions. GGG Teacher‘s lack of control
goes to NNN‘s place. They start to
talk and play with a correction pen.
SSS doesn‘t advance. He puts his
paper away and leans his head on
the desk.
Sir, can you help me?
Seeks support

25

St.

26

Teach-

Just a second, I‘m busy. (continues Ignores student‘s need
talking to the observer)

***

The student sits again. He turns Strategy:
cooperative
around and asks something to DDD; learning
she reads his text, tells him
something and continues reading. Lack of skills
The kid scratches some words and
keeps writing.
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***

27

St.

28

Obs.

29

St.

30

St.

***

***

MMM looks up in the dictionary and Strategy:
applies
continues writing. He does so dictionary
several times.
Lack of vocabulary
(talks to the observer)
Miss, how do you call the man that
is between 20 and 24 years old?
Lack of vocabulary
What do you mean?
Tennager!
Teenager. O.k. (goes to write the
word in his text, then he turns
around, asks something to a
classmate, turns back, and writes
what the partner told him).
JJJ and PPP stand up and begin to
talk. They leave their notebooks on
their desks and go to SSS‘s place to
talk.
The teacher calls their attention and
they go back.
They look at each other, giggle, and
laugh.
JJJ tries to continue writing. He
doesn‘t write anything. He stands
up, goes to PPP‘s place, asks him
something,
goes
back,
and
continues writing.

31

St.

Sir,
How
interesant?

I

say

32

Teach.

Look it up in your dictionary.

***

DDD goes to VVV‘s place. She
shows her the text. VVV reads
through the paper and tells her
something pointing at the text. DDD

Lack of vocabulary

Affective:
1.
release
anxiety/tiredness
2.
attitude:
attention

lack

Lack of skills

interesante, Lack of vocabulary

1. Strategy:
cooperative
learning
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writes something. She puts the
paper aside and goes to BBB‘s
place. She covers her mouth with a
sheet of paper and whispers to BBB.
They start laughing and giggling.
33

Teach.

DDD, are you working? Go back to
your seat.

34

St.

Sorry, sir. (goes back to her place
and continues writing.)

***

DDD passes notebook pages, goes
back to her rain of ideas. She chews
her pen repeatedly. She doesn‘t
write.
VVV goes to DDD‘s place. She
shows her text to her.
DDD reads VVV‘s paper and tells
her something.
VVV goes back to her place and
starts to write again.
DDD passes her notebook pages
again. She doesn‘t write. She chews
her pen again.

***

2. lack of skills
3. teacher‘s
control

lack

1. Affective: anxiety

2. strategy:
cooperative
learning
3. lack of skills
1. Anxiety
2. lack of skills

SSS continues in the rain of ideas.
He has not advanced much.
More students are at the teacher‘s
desk asking for feedback.
35

Teach.

***

of

1. lack of skills
2. teacher‘s lack of
control
3. disregards struggling
students
GGG, you don‘t prove your thesis Weak feedback.
statement
in
the
introduction.
Remember you do it after. (writes
on GGG‘s paper).
PPP goes to the teacher‘s desk to Weak feedback
show him his text.
The teacher reads through the
paper, writes on it. PPP goes to his
place. The teacher continues writing.
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36

Teach.

MMM, you need to write your thesis Weak feedback
statement (he writes the thesis
statement for her).

***

GGG goes to PPP‘s place. He talks 1. teacher‘s
lack
to
him.
Starts
dancing
the
control
background music. He goes to LLL‘s
place,
continues
dancing
the 2. student‘s
lack
background song. He talks to LLL,
attention
they laugh. He goes back to his
place.
Sr. How do you say ―picar‖ in Lack of vocabulary
English?

37

St.

38

Teach.

Picar?

39

St.

Yes, picar de abeja.

Lack of vocabulary

40

Teach.

Sting.

Provides vocabulary

41

St.

Thank you sir.
(continues writing)

42

St.

Miss, appearance is with one p?

43

Obs.

Double p.

44

St.

o.k.
(writes in his text)

45

Teach.

(loud tone of voice) LLL, would you
please collect the papers? We‘ll
continue next class.

lack of spelling

LLL collects the papers. Class is
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of
of

over.

APPENDIX 5.1: STUDENTS’ INTERVIEWS (S.I)
Entrevista # 1
Nombre del entrevistador: Teresa Benitez
Fecha: Septiembre 15 de 2007

1

Intervención

Desarrollo

Entrev.

¿Cuál es tu Nombre?

Categorías
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2

Est.

3

Entrev.

¿Te gusta escribir textos en inglés?

4

Est.

Bueno… si.

Entrev.

Piensas que escribir en inglés te sirve
para algo?

Est.

Claro, para escribir en el colegio lo que
me mandan a escribir. Aquí casi todo lo
que escribimos está…es en inglés.

Entrev.

Y fuera del colegio, te sirve para algo?

5
6
7
8

Realmente no, yo no escribo en inglés
afuera del colegio…casi nunca.

9

Cuando el profesor te pide que escribas
un texto en inglés, ¿cómo te sientes?

Entrev.

10

Est.

11

Entrev.

12

Est.

13

Entrev.

14

Est.

Preference:
Bueno, normal. Si es un texto de algo Text
appealing
to life
interesante, de algo que haya hecho en
mi vida… porque es muy bacano escribir
sobre mis vacaciones y que todo el
mundo sepa lo que he hecho.
¿Y si es sobre algo que no se relaciona
con tu vida ni algo que hayas hecho?

Bueno, que aburrido. Por ejemplo, por
ejemplo, si yo me quedé en vacaciones
haciendo nada, sino viendo tele. Eh…
Bueno,
pero
olvidémonos
de
las
vacaciones. Supongamos que hoy es
clase de inglés y la profesora te dice:
―Hoy vamos a escribir un texto sobre…tal
cosa‖, ¿te gusta eso?
Affective:
No tanto, porque escribir no me mata.
attitude
writing
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negative
towards

15

Est.

Porque no me concentro bien en eso.

16

Entrev.

¿Y en español te pasa eso?

17

Est.

Algunas veces me ponía a escribir
historias en el computador porque no
tenía nada mejor que hacer.

18

Entrev.

Entonces te gusta escribir historias. ¿por
qué no en inglés?

19

Est.

20

Entrev.

Ah, porque el inglés no es que lo use Belief: not useful
tanto en mi vida, pero si tengo que
escribir en inglés lo hago.
¿Qué tipo de textos te gusta más escribir
en inglés? Historias, cartas, resúmenes,
artículos, ¿qué prefieres?

21

Est.

22

Entrev.

23

Est.

24

Entrev.

25

Est.

26

Entrev.

27

Est.

Como….historias sobre algo fascinante,
como ciencia ficción , volar… algo así que Preference:
creative
sea mágico, historias, etc.
Y ¿cómo te sientes cuando te dicen que
vas a escribir un texto en inglés?

stories/

Bueno, yo me siento como que…ay! Negative attitude
Escribir más! Ya mucho!...pero hay que
hacerlo.
Pero, ¿por qué escribir en inglés te causa
eso?
Porque hay mucha cosa que hacer, leer, Negative attitude
hacer las tareas, investigar, y ¿encima
escribir? No.. que jartera!
Bueno, pero cuando te pones a escribir
en inglés, ¿qué haces normalmente, qué
pasos sigues?
Bueno,
primero
eh…escribo
eh…la Unclear management
primera oración que es lo que indica… of skill
eh… lo que voy a hacer en el texto, eh…
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lo que se va a tratar. Después eh…hago
los eh… los…
Ven te ayudo un poquito, tu sabes que
cuando vas a escribir sobre algo, tienes
producir un texto que desarrolle ese
tema, cómo haces tú para escribir ese
textos, cuéntame qué haces primero,
después…
Primero
tengo
que
buscar
de…la Unclear management
información sobre lo que voy a of skill
escribir…lo que…los detalles…lo que
indican que son cada cosa, o por qué lo
hago así.

28

Entrev.

29

Est.

30

Entrev.

Supón que el profesor te manda a
escribir un texto sobre lo que haces el fin
de semana. Dime que pasos sigues desde
el principio cuando te sientas con tu
papel en blanco hasta que ya terminas el
texto.

31

Est.

Primero pongo como el título y…la
oración de lo que voy a hacer, por
ejemplo, si a mi me gusta montar
of
patineta, entonces pongo mis…mis días Lack
process
de semana montando patineta. Luego
comienzo, ―en una mañana, llamando a
mis amigos, llamé a Juan Felipe…luego
digo…¿Quisieras ir al Country a montar
patineta?
¿Y por qué haces eso así? ¿Por qué
sigues esos pasos?

32

Entrev.

33

Est.

34

Entrev.

Eh…Porque así describo más las cosas.
Las hago que se entiendan más. Para Instrumental
que… lo que ellos lean tenga buena Motivation
writing: grade
calificación.
¿Y tú crees que ese método para escribir
te sirve para hacer un buen texto?
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writing

for

35

Est.

Bueno, a mi me funciona, pero yo el
párrafo lo escribo en un orden especifico
para que la continuidad sea mejor.

36

Entrev.

¿Cómo así en un orden específico?

37

Est.

38

Entrev.

En un orden que no…primero en la 1. Unclear
management
of
noche, llegué…no…no escribo a correr, o
skill
sea, no escribo como que…en la noche,
bueno, hice un truco y ya; lo hago más 2. lack of writing
process
específico. Hice un truco nuevo, me
cambio del lado de la patineta, estoy
aprendiendo otras cosas; me caí…cómo…
hacerlo más especifico.
¿De qué forma te das cuenta que
cometiste un error cuando escribiste un
texto?

39

Est.

Yo me doy cuenta cuando…cuando… los
textos tienen una regla que es la… eh… la
edición, que me ayuda a chequear.

40

Entrev.

Edición, ¿Qué es eso?

41

Est.

Editar para revisar la ortografía, etc.

42

Entrev.

Y ¿En qué momento editas?

43

Est.

Después del primer borrador.

44

Entrev.

¿Y qué es el primer borrador?

45

Est.

Ay, una de las cosas que tenemos que Awareness of writing
hacer cuando escribimos, primero se usa process
la lluvia de ideas, luego el organizador
para organizar mis ideas y hacer el
primer borrador, que son con todas las
cosas eh… malas. Ahí edito y miro mis
verbos,
las
oraciones
si
están

Writing process

Writing process
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46

Entrev.

incompletas, mal establecidas mmm…etc.
O sea que eso es lo que tu haces cuando
escribes.

47

Est.

Ajá.

48

Entrev.

¿Y siempre usas ese método de escribir?

49

Est.

No siempre, solo cuando la miss me dice Infrequent use
writing process
que lo haga.

50

Entrev.

¿Y por qué solo cuando te dicen?

51

Est.

Porque así me demoro mucho. Sale más Belief about writing
process:
time
largo.

of

consuming

52

Entrev.

Y cuando escribes con esos pasos que me
dijiste ahora, ¿te sirve de algo?

53

Est.

Si, porque…para ponerle lógica al cuento, Awareness of writing
para poder revisar bien en la eh… process benefits
edición.

Entrev.

¿Y tu siempre encuentras los errores en
esta etapa de edición?
Si. Pero a veces me salto algunos porque Lack of skills
cuando me revisan lo que escribí me los
tachan malos. O sea, que no los
encuentro bien.

54
55

Est.

56

Entrev.

¿Y qué crees que pasa ahí, por qué no los
encuentras todos?

57

Est.

Ah, porque a veces yo no los veo como Lack of skills
errores, yo los veo bien porque a mi me
suenan bien.

58

Entrev.

¿Y qué haces cuando te das cuenta de un
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error en lo que escribiste?
59

Est.

Lo corrijo de una.

60

Entrev.

¿Siempre corriges solo?

61

Est.

No siempre, a veces le pido a uno de mis Peer correction
amigos que me ayude a revisar también
para estar más seguro.

62

Entrev.

¿Y cómo te va mejor, cuando revisas
solo, o cuando te revisa un amigo?

63

Est.

64

Entrev.

Bueno, cuando el amigo sabe más que Lack of skills
yo, me va bien, pero cuando sabe menos
que yo, yo termino corrigiéndolo a él.
¿Qué te cuesta más trabajo cuando
escribes un texto en inglés, la gramática,
la ortografía, el tema, cual de todas?

65

Est.

of
Poner las oraciones bien compuestas, con Lack
grammar
los verbos, si estás usando el verbo
correcto, pasado, presente, eh…

66

Entrev.

¿Es eso lo que te cuesta más trabajo? ¿y
las otras cosas, vocabulario, spelling?

67

Est.

Si, porque en lo demás me va bien.

68

Entrev.

Ahora hablemos del método de tu
profesor para enseñarte a escribir textos
en inglés. ¿Qué hace normalmente el
profesor para enseñarles a ustedes un
nuevo tema en writing?

69

Est.

Siempre lo mismo, lluvia de ideas, con el Writing process
organizador…

70

Entrev.

¿Eso lo hace el profesor cuando se coloca
ahí en frente a enseñarles como escribir
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skill:

un texto?
71

Est.

El se pone ahí y dice ―bueno, hoy van a Instruction on writing
escribir. Tienen que hacer tal, tal y tal…y process
se le van ocurriendo historias. Después
va el organizador, que es donde ustedes
organizan sus ideas…Le tienen que poner
eh.. primer borrador, dice que… tienen
que …hacer que las oraciones tengan
sentido pero no pueden borrar porque
eso se hace a lo ultimo que se…borra y
se chequea. Después viene la publicación
y nos dice que tenemos que escribirla de
nuevo en un ―xxx paper‖, sin ningún
error como…las correcciones.

72

Entrev.

¿Y cuando es un texto específico, por
ejemplo, un ―persuasive paragraph‖,
cómo te enseña?

73

Est.

Nos enseña los adjetivos, los verbos que Instruction
grammar
lleva ese texto, cómo se escribe…

74

Entrev.

Nos enseña los adjetivos, los verbos que
lleva ese texto, cómo se escribe…

75

Est.

76

Entrev.

Si tu tuvieras el poder de los padrinos
mágicos para cambiar la manera como
los profesores de tu colegio enseñan a
escribir textos en inglés, qué le
cambiarías?

77

Est.

78

Entrev.

Que…nos diga qué vamos a escribir,
sobre lo que vamos a escribir… el tema
¿Y no te dan el tema nunca?

79

Est.

Positive
towards
method

on

attitude
teacher‘s

A veces, pero casi siempre es muy difícil, Instruction
entonces sería mejor que nos dijeran que preferences: different
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escribiéramos…una historia
ficción, por ejemplo.
¿Y qué más?

de

ciencia topics

80

Entrev.

81

Est.

Que me enseñaran las reglas, cómo se Instruction
escriben las oraciones, las reglas…el preferences:
sujeto,
el
predicado…para
no grammar
equivocarnos tanto

82

Entrev.

¿Qué más cambiarías o agregarías a las
clases de writing?

83

Est.

Que los errores que cometemos los…los Instruction
pongan en una lista de palabras para preferences:
verlos y practicarlos y que no se nos vocabulary lists
olviden.

84

Entrev.

O.K.
Mao,
colaboración.

mil

gracias

por

tu

APPENDIX 5.2
Entrevista # 2
Nombre del entrevistador: Teresa Benítez
Fecha: Septiembre 17 de 2007
intervención Desarrollo
1

Entrev.

Cómo te llamas?

2

Est.

Antonio Luis Solano

Categorías
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more

3
4

Entrev.

¿Y a ti te gusta escribir en inglés?

Est.

Positive
attitude
Si, si me gusta. De hecho me gusta towards writing

más que en español.
5

Entrev.

6

Est.

¿Y por qué?
writing
in
Ay, porque en español hay que estar Belief:
English
is
easier
than
pendiente de más cosas, que los
tiempos verbales, las tildes, los in Spanish
verbos… en cambio en inglés no es
así. Por eso es me parece más fácil.

Entrev.

Y para qué te sirve escribir en inglés?

Est.

Ay, miss, para comunicar ideas… para
…aquí tenemos que escribir todo en
inglés.

Entrev.

¿Y fuera del colegio?

Est.

Bueno, también…a veces. A menos
que vaya a Estados Unidos.

11

Entrev.

¿Cómo te sientes tú cuando el
profesor te dice que van a escribir un
texto en inglés?

12

Est.

13

Entrev.

14

Est.

of
Primero que todo, como a mi me Lack
salen
las
ideas
muy
rápido, process
estee…entonces, cuando tengo una
idea la escribo cuando hago el texto.
Pero cuando hago oraciones es
diferente. Pero cuando va el texto, la
idea la pienso, luego…pienso otra
cosa y la uno a la primera y así…se
va armando mi texto.
¿Pero te gusta o no te gusta escribir
en inglés?
Positive
Uhmmm…si me gusta

7
8

9
10

writing

attitude
towards writing
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15

Entrev.

Toño, cuál es tu método para escribir
textos, qué pasos sigues?

16

Est.

Yo pienso en lo que voy a escribir, Free writing
después lo analizo bien y ahí escribo
Lack
of
el análisis que hice.

writing

process

17

Entrev.

¿Pero tú sigues algún tipo de pasos,
algún tipo de proceso?

18

Est.

No, solo
escribo.

19

Entrev.

¿Qué analizas?

20

Est.

La estructura de lo que voy a escribir.

21

Entrev.

22

Est.

¿Entonces tú no haces como otros
compañeros tuyos una lluvia de
ideas, un borrador…?
Infrequent
A veces, no siempre.

23

Entrev.

¿Por qué?

24

Est.

25

Entrev.

26

Est.

Normalmente, lo que pienso lo Belief about writing
time
escribo…normalmente…así
rápido, process:
consuming
porque si se me olvida, eh…entonces
yo me quedo (se coloca el dedo en el
cuello) sin escribir.
¿Y tú crees que así como tu escribes,
con ese método, te sirve para algo?
Si, claro.

27

Entrev.

¿Por qué?

28

Est.

Porque es más fácil.

29
30

Entrev.
Est.

¿Qué es más fácil?
Ay, miss, hacer lo que yo hago, lo

pienso,

analizo

bien,

y

Lack
of
process

writing

use
writing process
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of

pienso bien, analizo bien y después lo
vuelvo a pasar y luego lo escribo.
31

Entrev.

¿Por qué normalmente no sigues el
proceso que siguen los otros para
escribir, lluvia de ideas, organizador,
borrador, etc?

32

Est.

Porque así me demoro más y eso me Belief about writing
process:
time
confunde.
consuming

33

Entrev.

¿Cómo haces para darte cuenta si
cometiste un error cuando escribiste?
Bueno, estee…después de escribirlo?

34

Est.

35

Entrev.

Si, después de que lo escribiste,
cuando ya lo terminaste.

36

Est.

Bueno,,,yo…lo…leo y después…corrijo Self-check
los errores. Los errores los veo. Por
ejemplo, si le falta una tilde…

37

Entrev.

¿Y en inglés hay tildes?

38

Est.

―Ñerda‖, verdad. Bueno, supongamos
si me faltó una puntuación, lo que
veo es…un espacio en blanco. Si veo
un espacio en blanco es que me faltó
algo, o no me cupo.

39

Entrev.

¿O sea que tú siempre revisas tu
trabajo?

40

Est.

Si, al final.

41

Entrev.

¿Y esta revisión, la haces solo, o con
alguien?

42

Est.

A veces…esteee… me explican en mi Peer check
casa, mi mamá.

43

Entrev.

¿Y si estás en el colegio?

Applies editing
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44

Est.

Si estoy en el colegio le pregunto a la Cooperative learning
profesora o algo.

45

Entrev.

Y si la profesora te dice, ― ese es tu
trabajo, tienes que hacer el proceso
de revisión solo‖, cómo lo haces?

46

Est.

47

Entrev.

Primero…veo
si
…tiene
errores Self-check
ortográficos. Eso es lo que veo.
Después esteee…..veo si está bien
escrito, con… como para que sea
legible…para
que
esté
claro.
Ehhh…¿qué más?
¿Y este proceso lo haces solo o con
alguien?

48

Est.

Generalmente lo hago solo.

49

Entrev.

Y por qué no le pides a alguien una
segunda opinión?

50

Est.

51

Entrev.

Porque después me sale mal porque Lack of skills
hay gente en el curso que se
equivoca más que yo.
Que te cuesta más trabajo cuando
escribes en inglés?¿ La gramática, la
ortografía, el tema?

52

Est.

53

Entrev.

54

Est.

A veces, me cuesta trabajo la Lack of spelling skills
ortografía, pero a veces, porque yo
algunas palabras…muchas…me las sé.
Pero…después esteee…para mi es
difícil.
¿Por qué crees tú que eso te cuesta
trabajo? A que crees que se debe que
en 5º grado te cueste trabajo la
ortografía?
Yo creo que esto sucede porque…qué
sería…porque a veces las palabras
que
yo
uso…a
veces
son
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complicadas… a veces, no siempre. Es
que
a
veces
me
falta Lack of vocabulary
como…vocabulario y entonces me
sale mal.
Ahora hablemos sobre la manera
como los profesores enseñan a
escribir textos en inglés en este
colegio. ¿Cómo hacen ellos para
enseñarte a escribir en inglés?
No entiendo la pregunta.

55

Entrev.

56

Est.

57

Entrev.

58

Est.

59
60

Entrev.
Est.

61

Entrev.

¿Les hace escribir
de la explicación?

62

Est.

Bueno, lo pensamos, tenemos la idea
de lo que es persuasivo, y lo Lack of planning
escribimos.

63

Entrev.

64

Est.

¿Qué piensas tú de ese método que
utiliza el profesor? ¿Tú crees que ese
método te ayuda a aprender?
Si, porque, por ejemplo, cuando nos
dijeron
―persuasivo‖,
esteee, Unclear concept
aprendí….ehhh…después
ehh…una
vez nos tocó escribir un…un cuento
miss, en el que la profesora nos dio
unas palabras de vocabulario y era
un…persuasivo, entonces ya yo tenía

Supongamos que el profesor te dice,
―hoy vamos a escribir un texto
persuasivo, ―persuasive text‖. ¿Qué
hace para enseñarles a escribir ese
tipo de texto?
Primero que todo, explica qué es
persuasivo. Primero que todo tiene
que explicar lo que es… persuasivo
para así poder entender, porque si
no, no entendemos.
¿Y qué más hace?
Luego, cuando ya tenemos claras las
ideas, las escribimos.

Methodology:
lecturing/abk
activities

Lack
of
practice

guided

el texto después
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la…idea de lo que era persuasivo y yo
lo hice.
65

Entrev.

¿Y solo con la explicación pudiste
tener ya la idea para escribir el texto?

66

Est.

Si, ¿no te dije miss que a mi me
salen las ideas rápido?

67

Entrev.

Y, ¿les muestran ejemplos de textos
cuando les enseñan a escribir en
inglés?

68

Est.

A veces.

69

Entrev.

¿ Cuando te va mejor, cuando te dan
ejemplos de los textos que tienes que
escribir o cuando no te los dan?

70

Est.

Cuando me dan ejemplos.

71

Entrev.

72

Est.

Si a ti te dieran el poder de los
padrinos mágicos de cambiar la
manera como los profesores en el
colegio XXX enseñan a escribir textos
en inglés, ¿cómo la cambiarías? ¿Qué
le pondrías o qué le quitarías?
Bueno ehh… a mi me gustaría
primero que…nos dieran una guía Methodological
needs:
more
para escribir.

Infrequent
models

use

of

Strategy: learns from
examples

support/examples

73

Entrev.

¿Qué tipo de guía?

74

Est.

Una guia, como por ejemplo, que
tenga un ejemplo de cada tipo, por
ejemplo, ―vamos a escribir un texto Methodological
more
persuasivo‖…entonces,
traiga
un needs:
examples
ejemplo de texto persuasivo…¿qué es
narrativo?, un ejemplo narrativo, y
así.
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75

Entrev.

Y eso, ¿de qué manera te ayudaría a
aprender a escribir?

76

Est.

Esteee…me ayuda a aprender más
sobre eso.

77

Entrev.

Toño,
muchas
colaboración.

gracias

por

tu

APPENDIX 5.3
Entrevista # 3
Nombre del entrevistador: Teresa Benítez
Fecha: Septiembre 19 de 2007
intervención Desarrollo
1

Entrev.

Cómo te llamas?

2

Est.

Valentina Patiño

Categorías
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3

Entrev.

¿Te gusta escribir textos en inglés?
Affective:
attitude
writing

4

Est.

Si.

5

Entrev.

¿Por qué?

6

Est.

Porque me siento gringa (se rie).

7

Entrev.

¿Solamente por eso?

8

Est.

Ay, si, es que es chévere.

9

Entrev.

10

Est.

¿Crees que el inglés te sirve para
algo?
Claro miss. Aquí tenemos que escribir
todo
en
inglés.
Me
sirve
para…expresar
ideas,
para
comunicarme.

11

Entrev.

¿Y fuera del colegio?

12

Est.

También. Cuando voy a
unidos
puedo…escribir
también…comunicarme.

13

Entrev.

14

Est.

¿Qué tipo de texto te gusta escribir
en inglés, historias, resúmenes,
artículos…?
Me gusta…hacer historias

15

Entrev.

¿Por qué?

16

Est.

Porque me gusta ser creativa, me Preferred
writing:
gusta crear.

positive
towards

Positive
attitude
towards language

estados
cosas,

Genre
stories

preferences:

type

of

meaningful/appealing
to her life

17

Entrev.

¿Y tú crees que en las historias tu
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puedes ser creativa?
18

Est.

Si, por ejemplo, las que son de
ficción porque así puedo expresar lo
que yo siento, lo que yo me imagino.

19

Entrev.

¿Cómo te sientes cuando el profesor
te dice, ―Bueno, hoy vamos a escribir
un texto en inglés, hoy toca writing‖,
Cómo te sientes en ese momento?

20

Est.

Me siento…alegre porque a mi me
gusta hacerlo y me divierto cuando lo
hago y no me cuesta mucho trabajo.

21

Entrev.

¿Cuándo escribes un texto en inglés,
normalmente qué pasos sigues, qué
haces? Cuéntame sobre ese proceso.

22

Est.

applies
Primero yo hago una lluvia de ideas y Strategy:
writing
process
me organizo. Cuando ya la tengo
hecha,
hago
la…el….la
primera…‖draft‖

23

Entrev.

¿El primer borrador?

24

Est.

Si, el primer borrador. Y después
reviso de nuevo, y si tengo algún
error, lo vuelvo a hacer.

25

Entrev.

26

Est.

¿Y tú crees que así como tu escribes,
con ese método, te sirve para algo?
Si, claro.

27

Entrev.

¿Por qué te sirve?

28

Est.

Para tener una buena gramática y Belief: writing process
is useful
un…uhmmm…me ayuda en mi nota.

1. Positive
attitude
towards writing
2. belief: writing
is easy and fun
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29

Entrev.

¿Cómo así en tu nota?

30

Est.

Ay, cuando yo hago eso, me saco Instrumental
motivation:
casi siempre una buena nota.
grade

31

Entrev.

higher

¿Para que más te sirven esos pasos
que tu sigues cuando escribes, la
lluvia de ideas, el organizador, etc?

attitude
Para organizar mis ideas, para…por Positive
writing
ejemplo…no
confundirme
cuando towards
process/useful
estoy al final de la historia, etc.

32

Est.

33

Entrev.

34

Est.

35

Entrev.

¿Siempre encuentras los
cuando estas revisando?

36

Est.

Casi siempre, pero algunas veces se Lack of skills
me escapan algunos.

37

Entrev.

¿Y por qué se te escapan algunos?

38

Est.

Porque nos los encuentro, no los veo. Lack of skills
Se me escapan.

39

Entrev.

¿Y siempre revisas sola, o le dices a

Tu me dijiste que te das cuenta si
cometiste un error cuando revisas.
Cuéntame cómo revisas tú.
Lo vuelvo a leer, si tengo algún error Self-checking
lo circulo en rojo, lo vuelvo a escribir.
Ah, cuando circulo en rojo, arriba
pongo la palabra que es y después lo
vuelvo a hacer en otra hoja.
errores
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alguien que te ayude a revisar?
40

Est.

A veces le pido a alguna amiga que Peer checking
me lo revise… para ver si está bien.

41

Entrev.

¿Y cuando te va mejor, cuando lo
revisas sola o cuando te ayuda
alguien a revisar?

42

Est.

A veces cuando me ayudan a mi,
otras veces no.

43

Entrev.

¿Por qué dices que a veces cuando te
ayudan te va bien? ¿Es que no
siempre te va bien cuando alguien te
revisa?

44

Est.

No, porque a veces esa amiga tiene
más errores que yo y me marca mal Unequal management
of skills
los errores.

45

Entrev.

O.K. Vale, qué te cuesta más trabajo
cuando escribes un texto en inglés, la
gramática, el vocabulario, la escritura
de las palabras, el manejo del
tema…qué?

46

Est.

Sacar las ideas, hacer el texto.

47

Entrev.

¿Por qué?

48

Est.

of
Porque ese es el momento en que Lack
coherence
uno apenas está…eh…imaginándose
de qué va a ser la historia, entonces
uno tiene que estar pendiente detodo
lo que tiene…si tiene…sentido.

Lack
of
organize ideas
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skills:

skills:

49

Entrev.

¿Y cuando ya lo estás escribiendo,
después de la lluvia de ideas y el
organizador, qué te cuesta más
trabajo?

50

Est.

¿En qué momento?

51

Entrev.

¿En el primer borrador?

52

Est.

No, ahí ya no me cuesta tanto
trabajo porque ahí estoy copiando
del organizador, así me van llegando
las palabras.

53

Entrev.

Y además de esto, ¿Qué más te
cuesta trabajo cuando te escribes?

54

Est.

Nada, ya eso es lo único.

55

Entrev.

56

Est.

Ahora conversemos un poquito sobre
la manera como los profesores
enseñan a escribir textos en este
colegio. ¿Qué hace normalmente el
profesor o profesora cuando te va a
enseñar a escribir un texto en inglés?
Bueno, ehhh…el pone primero los Methodology: writing
―steps‖ para hacer un proceso de process
escritura y luego escribimos.

57

Entrev.

Y cuando les va a enseñar a escribir,
por
ejemplo,
un
―persuasive
paragraph‖, ¿qué hace el o ella para
enseñarte cómo se escribe ese texto?

58

Est.

Para practicar, ehh…hace actividades
ehh…ay, no se!

59

Entrev.

Imaginate que este es el momento
en el que el profesor está empezando
la clase. Te dice, ―buenos días, hoy
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vamos a aprender cómo se escribe
un ―persuasive text‖. ¿Qué hace para
enseñarte a escribir ese texto? ¿Qué
pasos sigue?
un Methodology:

60

Est.

Primero
explica
cómo
es
―persuasive paragraph‖, ehhh…

61

Entrev.

¿Cómo explica? Cuéntame eso.

62

Est.

Ehmmm, nos pregunta a nosotros
qué creemos que es un ―persuasive
paragraph‖ y mucha gente levanta la
mano y da…sus ideas.

63

Entrev.

¿Luego qué pasa?

64

Est.

Nos pone
ehhmm…

65

Entrev.

¿Qué tipo de actividades?

66

Est.

Nos pone como…en hojas y… nos
apply
pone para que escribamos en el Methodology:
instructive
handout
cuaderno. Y si tenemos alguna duda,
preguntamos.

67

Entrev.

¿Qué contienen
trabajo?

68

Est.

Ehhh… sobre persuasive paragraphs,
cómo se hacen.

69
70

Entrev.
Est.

¿Y qué más?
Luego, los demás días seguimos
practicando y después viene el
examen.

71

Entrev.

¿Y esa práctica cómo la hacen?

72

Est.

Escribimos sobre lo que…nos mandan

a

hacer

actividades

esas

hojas

lecturing/ABK
activities

y

de
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of
y cuando terminamos todos los Lack
practice
―steps‖, hacemos el ―publishing‖
¿Qué piensas del método que tiene el
o la profesora para enseñarte a
escribir; piensas que es adecuado?

guided

73

Entrev.

74

Est.

attitude
Si, porque nos está dando una forma Positive
towards
methodology
más fácil y organizada para escribir.

75

Entrev.

76

Est.

Si a ti te dieran el poder de los
padrinos mágicos para cambiar la
manera como se enseña a escribir
textos en este colegio, ¿qué le
cambiarías a las clases de ―writing‖?
Bueno, a mi me gusta cómo me lo
enseñan,
pero…de
pronto
me Methodological need:
gustaría
que…hagamos
mas more guided practice
actividades.

77

Entrev.

¿Como cuales?

78

Est.

79

Entrev.

Como…hacer
más
párrafos.
En
grupos…hacer
un
―persuasive
paragraph‖ en grupo y después
ehh…leerlo oralmente, hacer más
práctica antes de que me toque a mi
sola.
¿Y qué más? ¿Cambiarías algo más?

80

Est.

No, ya. Creo que eso es lo que falta.

81

Entrev.

Valentina,
mil
colaboración.

82

Est.

De nada, Miss.

gracias

por

Methodological work:
more
cooperative
work/more
guided
practice

tu
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APPENDIX 5.4
Entrevista # 4
Nombre del entrevistador: Teresa Benítez
Fecha: Octubre3 de 2007
Intervención Desarrollo
1

Entrev.

Categorías

Cómo te llamas?
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2

Est.

Maria Alicia Movilla

3

Entrev.

¿Te gusta escribir en inglés?

4

Est.

Si, me gusta, aunque a veces no Affective:
attitude
tanto

unstable
towards

writing:
positive/negative

5

Entrev.

6

Est.

¿Y por qué a veces no tanto?
attitude
Porque me mandan a escribir cosa 1.Negative
towards
tasks
que no me gustan. Muy difíciles.

7

Entrev.

¿Cómo que cosas?

8

Est.

Cosas como… temas que a veces no
Writing tasks: beyond
se.

2.
writing
tasks:
difficult for students

students‘ background
knowledge

9

Entrev.

Cuando escribes un texto en inglés,
¿qué pasos sigues normalmente?

10

Est.

Primero pienso en qué voy a escribir,
después lo escribo, después regreso
y…veo los errores que tengo, los
chequeo y…ehh…

11

Entrev.

¿Y luego qué haces?

12

Est.

Cuando encuentro los errores los Proofreading/editing
corrijo.

13

Entrev.

¿Cómo haces esas correcciones?

14

Est.

Bueno, yo marco los errores con rojo Proofreading
en el texto y…eh…

15

Entrev.

Y ¿qué haces con esos errores?

1. Strategy: free
writing/
2. lack of writing
process
3. selfcheck/proofrea
ding
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16

Est.

Los paso a otro papel con los errores Editing
bien hechos.

17

Entrev.

Y luego, ¿qué pasa?

18

Est.

Vuelvo a escribir el texto.

19

Entrev.

¿Tú crees que eso te sirve para algo?

20

Est.

Si, me ayuda a memorizarme todo lo
Rote learning
que estoy escribiendo.

21

Entrev.

¿Cómo así memorizarte, necesitas
memorizarte algo cuando estás
escribiendo?

22

Est.

No, de memorizarme todo no, las
palabras nuevas, las que corregí Lack of vocabulary
en los errores. Así me siento
mejor.

23

Entrev.

Ahorita me dijiste que te devuelves
para encontrar errores en tu texto.
¿Eso para que te sirve?

24

Est.

Para revisar lo que hice y para que
Positive
me salga mejor.

25

Entrev.

¿Siempre
errores?

26

Est.

27

Entrev.

No exactamente siempre. A veces
necesito volver dos veces para estar
más segura y encontrar más errores.
¿Ese proceso de revisión lo haces
siempre sola, o alguien te ayuda?

28

Est.

Second draft

attitude
towards editing

encuentras

todos

los

Primero sola, y luego le pido a un
compañero que me lo chequee para Peer-check
estar más segura.
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29

Entrev.

Y ¿Cómo te va después de esas
revisiones?

30

Est.

Me va bien, cuando le entrego el
texto a la profesora siempre me
pone buena nota.

31

Entrev.

32

Est.

Cuando escribes un texto en inglés,
¿qué te cuesta más trabajo, qué te
parece más difícil, la gramática, el
vocabulario, el manejo del tema…?
La
gramática,
los
errores Weak grammar skills
de…..gramática.

33

Entrev.

¿Por qué crees tú que eso es lo que
más te cuesta trabajo?

34

Est.

Porque a veces escribo
palabra sin darme cuenta.

35

Entrev.

Y cómo te va en la construcción de
frases, manejo de verbos…?

36

Est.

Bien, me va bien.

37

Entrev.

¿No te
varada
algunas
algo del

38

Est.

Bueno, a veces no se como escribir Weak management of
algunas palabras, no se decir skills
algunas cosas, pero yo busco en el
diccionario o pregunto. Hmmm. A
veces como te dije ahorita, no se el
tema...

39

Entrev.

Cómo te sientes cuando el profesor
te dice, ―hoy vamos a escribir

mal

la

Weak spelling skills

ha pasado que te quedas
a veces porque no sabes
palabras o porque no sabes
tema?
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40

Est.

41

Entrev.

42

Est.

sobre…tal cosa‖?
Me gusta, porque así puedo practicar
Positive
mejor el idioma.

attitude
towards the language

Ahora hablemos sobre la manera
como el profesor o la profesora te
enseña a escribir textos en inglés,
cómo es ese método?
Lo
copiamos
en
el
cuaderno
y…después empezamos a trabajar Methodology:
1. Lecturing
haciendo un…‖paragraph‖.

2. lack of guided
practice

43

Entrev.

¿La profesora explica algo?

44

Est.

Si.

45

Entrev.

Cuéntame cómo explica.

46

Est.

Nos…empieza a hablar sobre el Methodology:
tema, qué significa, nos da ejemplos lecturing
y…después…

47

Entrev.

Cómo son esos ejemplos?

48

Est.

Ehh…nos
trae
oraciones
dicen…cómo ejemplos de eso.

49
50

Entrev.
Est.

¿Y qué hacen con esos ejemplos?
Bueno, a veces hacemos oraciones y
luego un párrafo.

51

Entrev.

¿Qué piensas tú de ese método de la
profesora? ¿Piensas que te ha
ayudado a aprender?

52

Est.

Me ha ayudado, pero siempre podía Need for
Methodological
ser mejor.

que Models:

decontextualized

improvement

53

Entrev.

Si los padrinos mágicos te dieran ese
poder de mejorar la manera como
los profesores te enseñan a escribir
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textos en inglés, ¿qué le cambiarías
a las clases de ―writing‖ en este
colegio?
Bueno, que primero explique bien
qué es lo que vamos a hacer, qué es
un…no se un persuasive paragraph,
por ejemplo. Qué me dé ejemplos
porque me siento cómoda cuando
me dan ejemplos.
¿Y es que los profesores no te dan
ejemplos?

Methodological
preferences:
instructions/
examples

54

Est.

55

Entrev.

56

Est.

No siempre, depende del profesor.

57

Entrev.

¿Qué tipo de ejemplos quisieras que
te dieran?

58

Est.

Varios ejemplos de cómo se escribe
Need varied models
ese texto para tener varias ideas.

59

Entrev.

¿Y luego qué?

60

Est.

Luego…tratar de hacer el párrafo.

61

Entrev.

¿Cómo te gustaría esto, sola, en
grupos, con la profesora?

62

Est.

Primero en grupo.

63

Entrev.

¿Por qué?

64

Est.

for
Porque así me va guiando mejor Need
practice
antes de hacerlo yo sola.

65

Entrev.

Bueno, ¿y luego?

66

Est.

Lo escribimos solo cada uno para ver
si lo podemos hacer bien.

clear
more

Unequal
methodological
practices

Need for cooperative
writing
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guided

67

Entrev.

¿Qué pasaría después de eso?

68

Est.

Bueno, después si el examen.

69

Entrev.

¿O sea que a ti te gustaría más
práctica antes de hacer el examen?

70

Est.

Si, así creo que me iría mejor.

71

Entrev.

Maria Alicia, muchas gracias por tu
colaboración.

72

Est.

O.K.

APPENDIX 5.5
Entrevista # 5
Nombre del entrevistador: Teresa Benítez
Fecha: Octubre 12 de 2007
intervención Desarrollo
1

Entrev.

Categorías

Cómo te llamas?
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2

Est.

Me llamo Sebastián Támara.

3

Entrev.

¿Te gusta escribir en ingles?
Me gusta más que en español,
porque en español tu necesitas
tildes, la b, la v pequeña, muchas,
muchas reglas. En inglés no hay
eso.
¿Qué tipo de textos te gusta más
escribir,
historias,
resúmenes,
biografías, artículos…cuál prefieres?
Me gusta escribir obras de teatro y
canciones.

Positive attitude
Belief:
writing
in
English is easier than
in Spanish.

4

Est.

5

Entrev.

6

Est.

7

Entrev.

¿Qué chévere! ¿Y por qué te gusta
eso?

8

Est.

Porque los escribo de una forma
diferente, no solo el párrafo y ya
sino
que…ehh…diferente,
con
rimas, como que…el narrador y Purposeful writing
escribo lo que dice el narrador,
personajes, y escribo lo que dicen
los personajes. Es como…más
organizado y más fácil. En los otros
no hay eso, este es como más
creativo.

9

Entrev.

10

Est.

¿Cómo te sientes cuando el profesor o
profesora de inglés te dice, ― hoy
vamos a escribir un texto‖, qué
sientes tú en ese momento?
Me siento como…Uhmmm…porque
digo como que…los textos yo los
escribo, pero no me gusta tanto Need for purposeful
porque solo un pàrrafo, un writing
párrafo, un párrafo…nada nuevo,
¿ya?

11

Entrev.

Háblame ahora de tu método para
escribir textos en inglés. Cuando el
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profesor te dice que escribas algo,
¿normalmente cómo lo haces? Qué
pasos sigues?
12

Est.

Bueno,
si
el
papel
es…uhmmm…empiezo con el nombre,
la fecha, mi número, etc. Luego
escribo
el
título,
el
“Topic
sentence”, luego escribo como
Organization
que…el..ehh…el
detalle
para
different from writing
el…la…la
“topic
sentence”; process
después
pongo
como…el…lo
principal que…viene en la…en la
mitad pongo sus tres detalles –
tienen que ser tres o mas- y
después
concluyo
con
una
solución ehh…si es un problema y
ehhh… una…conclusión y ya.

13

Entrev.

¿Y tú por qué haces eso así?

14

Est.

Para que me quede mejor el párrafo.

15

Entrev.

¿Pero tú escribes todo eso enseguida
o lo planeas primero?

16

Est.

Planeo primero en un organizador
con estos…estee… los que te dije, Organizes writing
“ title “ “topic sentence”, y luego
los junto todos en el draft.

17

Entrev.

¿Y esto te sirve para algo ?

18

Est.

Si, mucho.

19

Entrev.

¿Para qué ?

20

Est.

Para que me suba…me den « extra
points », me den má puntos por la Instrumental
motivation
organización, por eso.
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21

Entrev.

¿O sea que te dan puntos extra por
hacer eso ?

22

Est.

Si, la profesora nos da puntos extra
por organizar primero.

23

Entrev.

¿Y qué pasa si el profesor no ofrece
puntos extras?

24

Est.

Ah, entonces no lo tengo que hacer y
escribo enseguida sin tanta cosa.

25

Entrev.

Sebas, y además de organizar con
―topic sentence‖ ―supporting details‖,
etc, qué más haces?

26

Est.

Bueno, depende del párrafo. Si el
párrafo es que tiene que explicar
como… tus vacaciones… cómo te fue,
entonces ehh… ah, si! Me faltó, a
veces hago el… “brainstroming”,
primero pongo las ideas más
importantes, después pongo en
un
“organizar”,
le…
pongo
detalles, los… ehh… pongo en un
párrafo, después.. publico… hago
el “writing process”.

27

Entrev.

28

Est.

29

Entrev.

Infrequent
application
complete
process

of
writing

¿Y eso lo haces siempre?
Bueno, yo primero pregunto que si
eso tiene que ver con el ―writing
process‖ o si es diferentes…diferentes Lack of clarity about
writing process
párrafos
O sea que tu no siempre sigues el
―writing process‖, solo lo haces
cuando te dicen.
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30

Est.

No siempre porque cuando me dicen,
por ejemplo, escribe un párrafo de
tus…vacaciones, lo qué paso, primero
pones como que… número 1, lo que infrequent
más te gustó, número dos… y así, ahí application of writing
process.
no se necesita porque eso es nada
más sobre lo que más te gustó.

31

Entrev.

Entonces en esos casos escribes
enseguida, como te salga, sin el
―writing process‖.

32

Est.

Ajá, ahí no lo tengo que seguir.

33

Entrev.

¿Cómo haces para saber si cometiste
errores cuando escribes?

34

Est.

Ehh… a veces le voy a entregar a
la miss, pero me dice que tengo
que revisar primero y luego lo Infrequent
proofreading habits
reviso una o dos veces.

35

Entrev.

¿Y qué pasa cuando la profesora no te
dice que revises?

36

Est.

A veces reviso.

37

Entrev.

¿Cómo revisas?

38

Est.

Con lápiz rojo o plumero marco los…
ehh… ¿como es que se dice?... hago
los ―signs‖ para marcar los errores,
por ejemplo… las mayúsculas con tres
of
lineas abajo, los ―spelling mistakes‖ Awareness
proofreading markers
en un círculo rojo…y luego vuelvo a
hacer el párrafo sin errores.

39

Entrev.

¿Esa revisión la haces tú solo o le
pides a alguien que te ayude a

Infrequent
proofreading habits
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revisar?
40

Est.

Si, yo le digo que me lean el
párrafo para ver los que descubrí Peer check.
que tenía…mal.

41

Entrev.

¿Y cómo te va mejor, cuando revisas
solo, o cuando alguien te ayuda?

42

Est.

43

Entrev.

Bueno, cuando me ayuda alguien Preference for peerme va mejor, lo que pasa es que a check
veces
ninguno
de
los
dos
encontramos los errores… no los Lack of skills
vemos y por eso saco ―A‖
¿Qué es lo que más te cuesta trabajo
cuando escribes?

44

Est.

La letra. Cuando voy a escribir, me
equivoco mucho.

45

Entrev.

¿Y en qué te equivocas ?

46

Est.

En las palabras, qué son, como que…
of
nunca las sé bien…que no sé el Lack
vocabulary
significado porque nunca las he
escrito, entonces me toca por primera
vez escribirlas y no me salen bien.

47

Entrev.

¿Y cómo te va con la gramática,
vocabulario, manejo del tema?

48

Est.

Cuando me ponen a escribir esas
palabras difíciles…. Que… si es como
… un dictado lo… me equivoco.

49

Entrev.

Y cuando estás escribiendo un texto
sobre algo, por ejemplo, cuando
escribiste
qué
hiciste
en
las
vacaciones, ¿qué te costó más trabajo
para escribir ese texto?
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skills:

50

Est.

Los detalles. Nunca pongo detalles,
siempre pongo lo más… lo que más
me gustó y nunca pongo más de eso. Text structure
Los detalles! Siempre pongo como
que… ―estaba en mi casa jugando, se Expansion of ideas
me cayó un jarrón y mi mamá me
regañó‖, eso es lo único que yo
escribo.

51

Entrev.

Y ¿por qué crees que eso te pasa?

52

Est.

A que… a veces cuando estoy
escribiendo, ehh… se me ocurre
escribir sobre esto y esto, y no me
doy cuenta de lo otro.

53

Entrev.

Ahora háblame sobre la manera como
el profesor o la profesora te enseña a
escribir
textos
en
inglés.
Normalmente, ¿qué pasos aplica el
profesor para enseñarte a escribir un
texto en inglés?

56

Est.

Primero nos muestran…bueno, este
año no lo hacen tanto, nos traen un
ejemplo en…
¿las máquinas que tú pones el papel y
sale en el tablero?

57

Entrev.

Retroproyector.

58

Est.

Eso ! que…esto lo escribí yo, esta es
una historia que saqué de una
revista…de
alguien
que
estaba Methodology:
models
escribiendo…así.

59

Entrev.

O sea, que les dan muchos ejemplos.

60

Est.

Si, y nos muestran… ―eso que está
aquí es la main idea‖, después, ―esto Lecturing
que está aquí en la mitad son los
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text

detalles‖, etc.
61

Entrev.

¿Tú crees que ese
profesor es adecuado?

método

del

62

Est.

Si.

63

Entrev.

¿Por qué?

64

Est.

Porque si nos dan fotocopias, puedo ir
como que… copiando y viendo y
revisando si tengo idea principal y Positive
secundarias y…detalles. Eso me towards
ayuda a escribir y a hacer la escritura models
más fácil.

attitude
use
of

65

Entrev.

¿Si tu tuvieras el poder de los
padrinos mágicos para cambiar la
manera como los profesores enseñan
a escribir textos en este colegio, qué
le cambiarías a las clases de writing?

66

Est.

No me gustan los exámenes escritos,
me gustan los orales.

67

Entrev.

¿Y por qué no te gustan?

68

Est.

Porque siempre son muy largos y
High expectations
difíciles.

69

Entrev.

Pero tienes que aprender a escribir en
inglés, por eso, ¿qué le cambiarías a
las clases de writing para que
aprendieras mejor?

70

Est.

Bueno, que además de que las
profesoras expliquen, también los
estudiantes pudieran participar, que
los pasen al frente y le hacen… los
de… los que… estudiantes le hacen
preguntas, los e acá, después van

Methodology
preferences:
More
interactive
classes/
students‘
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participation
llamando…
¿Y eso de qué manera te ayudaría a
aprender a escribir mejor?
Porque estamos…de pronto tomando
notas y así aprendemos más sobre
students‘
lo…las otras personas. No siempre, More
participation
que…entonces que… los profesores
también aprenden de los estudiantes.

71

Entrev.

72

Est.

73

Entrev.

Ajá, y ¿qué le cambiarías a las clases
de writing?

74

Est.

Ah, que no haya tanta escritura de
párrafos, como ya te dije… que hayan
más escritura que tienes que…
more
escribir tu propia obra de teatro, o Preference:
purposeful writing
una canción o algo así, poemas, ehh…
que tienes que…en la clase…que sea
más libre.

75

Entrev.

Muchas gracias, Sebas.

76

Est.

De nada, Miss.

APPENDIX 5.6
Entrevista # 6
Nombre del entrevistador: Teresa Benítez
Fecha: Octubre 22 de 2007
intervención Desarrollo
1

Entrev.

Categorías

¿Cómo te llamas?
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2

Est.

Adriana Acosta.

3

Entrev.

Adriana, ¿A ti te gusta escribir en
inglés?

4

Est.

Si me gusta.

5

Entrev.

6

Est.

7

Entrev.

8

Est.

¿Por qué te gusta?
Porque aprendo palabras que ya sé
attitude
en español, y ahora las aprendo en Positive
towards language
inglés.
¿Cuándo el profesor o profesora de
inglés te dice, ―hoy vamos a
escribir…algo‖, ¿cómo te sientes tú?
A veces me gusta, pero a veces no.

9

Entrev.

¿Por qué no te gusta
¿Cuándo no te gusta?

10

Est.

Cuando es algo full difícil como…como
escribir un párrafo full grande Belief:
difficult
sobre…sobre algo.

11

Entrev.

Pero, ¿qué lo hace difícil?

12

Est.

Sobre lo que tengo que escribir,
topics/
cuando el tema es difícil, cuando no Unknown
beyond
knowledge
conozco mucho el tema.

13

Entrev.

¿Te ha pasado muchas veces que
tienes que escribir un texto y no
conoces el tema?

14

Est.

Si.

15

Entrev.

¿Y cómo te ha ido?

16

Est.

Si no estoy segura me va medio
medio, pero si sí estoy segura, me va Difficult

Positive
attitude
towards writing

Negative
attitude
towards writing

a

veces?

Writing
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is

bien.

topics/beyond
knowledge

17

Entrev.

¿Cómo haces normalmente para
escribir un texto en inglés? ¿Qué
pasos aplicas?

18

Est.

Primero, busco la idea; después,
Lack
explico como… lo que hablé.

of

writing

process

19

Entrev.

¿Y antes de empezar a escribir el
texto tú haces algún tipo de
organización?

20

Est.

¿Cómo así?

21

Entrev.

A algunas personas les dan el tema y
comienzan a escribir inmediatamente
sin planear lo que van a escribir. ¿Tú
qué haces, cuál es tu estilo?

22

Est.

Bueno, yo a veces planeo cuando el
tema es muy difícil. Cuando el tema
es fácil yo escribo de una. Cuando el Infrequent application
tema es difícil me quedo ahí of writing process
pensando como que…ay!

23

Entrev.

¿Qué haces para planear lo que vas a
escribir?

24

Est.

Bueno, yo escribo las ideas en un Organization different
papel
separado,
para
escribir from writing process
enseguida
y
a
la
publicación
enseguida.

25

Entrev.

¿Cuándo sientes que te va mejor,
cuando planeas lo que vas a escribir
o cuando escribes de inmediato sin
planear.

26

Est.

Cuando hago la preparación.

Awareness of benefits
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of writing process

27

28

Entrev.

Est.

¿Y entonces por qué no planeas a
veces?
Porque me
entregar.

demoro

más

y

toca Belief:

process
is
consuming

writing
time

Time pressure

29

Entrev.

¿Cuándo escribes un texto en inglés,
cómo te das cuenta si cometiste
errores?
Bueno, yo vuelvo a leer y miro con
Proofreading process
calma a ver si hay errores.

30

Est.

31

Entrev.

¿Cómo más revisas?

32

Est.

Reviso la gramática, la ortografía…
las frases.

33

Entrev.

¿Y cómo haces esta revisión, sola o
con alguien?

34

Est.

Primero sola, y luego le digo a
alguien que me revise para ver si Self/peer checking
está bien.

35

Entrev.

36

Est.

Ahora hablemos del método de los
profesores para enseñar a escribir
textos en inglés. ¿Cómo hacen los
profesores para enseñar a escribir?
Miss Carmen explicaba qué era, Method: Lecturing
Provide examples
después daba ejemplos.

37

Entrev.

Háblame de esos ejemplos.

38

Est.

Ella los escribía en el tablero.

39

Entrev.

¿Escribía textos largos?

Teacher-made
examples/models
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40

Est.

Como…como
dice…eh…

en

oraciones

y

41

Entrev.

¿Y cómo utilizaba esas oraciones para
enseñarte a escribir textos?

42

Est.

No, ella explicaba.

43

Entrev.

¿Qué piensas de ese método, crees
que te ayuda a aprender a escribir
textos?

44

Est.

De vez en cuando, porque yo a veces
Unclear models
no entendía mucho, me confundía.

45

Entrev.

¿Tú crees que eso de usar oraciones
como ejemplos es adecuado para
enseñar
a
escribir
textos
es
adecuado?

46

Est.

A veces, porque uno a veces necesita
todo el párrafo para poder entender
Need
mejor.

clearer/more
meaningful models

47

Entrev.

48

Est.

¿Si tu tuvieras el poder de los
padrinos mágicos para cambiar la
manera como los profesores enseñan
a escribir textos en este colegio, ¿qué
cambiarías?, cómo te gustaría que
fueran esas clases?
Bueno, que hicieran ejemplos de
la vida real, que hubieran más Need for
ejemplos
para
uno
poder models
entender más.
Need
models

49

Entrev.

for

¿Y qué más?
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for

authentic
more

50

Est.

También
deberían
hacer
más
for
preguntas a los estudiantes para ver Need
support/more
si entendieron; preguntarles a los
guidance
que se vean así como confundidos.
¿Qué te gustaría que hicieran los
profesores después de la explicación?

51

Entrev.

52

Est.

Bueno, que nos pusieran a practicar
More guided practice
antes del examen.

53

Entrev.

¿Y esa práctica, cómo te gustaría que
fuera?

56

Est.

Primero
grupo.

57

Entrev.

Luego de esa práctica, ¿cómo haría el
profesor para saber que ya ustedes
aprendieron?

58

Est.

Bueno, después de tres o cuatro días Need for
de práctica, que nos haga el examen. assessment

59

Entrev.

¿Qué te cuesta más trabajo cuando
estás escribiendo un texto en inglés?

60

Est.

61

Entrev.

Escribir sobre el tema. Si no me sé el Management of topic:
unknown topic
tema, estoy….ehh…me sale mal
¿Y qué más te cuesta trabajo?

62

Est.

individual

y

después

en

Escribir como…detalles, o sea, yo se
que…nos dicen qué cantidad quieren
o cuanto hay que escribir. A mime
cuesta… terminar esa cantidad,
porque a veces escribo más o…menos
de eso. Así… a veces también me…el
sentido, que tenga sentido lo que
escribo…me cuesta. Porque a veces,
ni idea de lo que estoy escribiendo.

more

Need
for
More
cooperative reading

ongoing

Lack
of
skills:
management
of
content/making
sense
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63

Entrev.

¿Y qué sientes cuando te toca
presentar una actividad de ―writing‖
al profesor?

64

Est.

Bueno, a veces nervios porque puede Affective:
fear/nervousness
salir…no tan bien.

65

Entrev.

¿Y porque no te saldría bien?

66

Est.

Bueno, mira, es que nadie
es
perfecto, entonces uno escribe mal
algunas
veces,
entonces
los Affective:
profesores si tenemos full errores de failure
ortografía nos bajan puntos.

fear

of

67

Entrev.

Y según tú, ¿a qué deberían los
profesores prestarle más atención en
los escritos de ustedes cuando los
están corrigiendo?

68

Est.

69

Entrev.

70

Est.

71
72

Entrev.
Est.

focus
of
Al tema, si escribimos sobre lo que Desired
topic
nos mandaron a escribir eso debería evaluation:
rather
than
structure
ser más importante.
¿Y esta manera de evaluar de los
profesores te ha afectado en algo en
tus exámenes de ―writing‖?
A veces si porque los errores de
ortografía y de gramática me han
bajado la nota bastante.
Adri, muchas gracias.
O.K.
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APPENDIX 6: INTERVIEW WITH TEACHERS
(T.I)
Interview # 1
Interviewee: third grade teacher
Interviewer: Teresa Benitez
Date: October 15, 2007
intervention Development
1

Interviewer

Do you think your students like to
write in English?

2

Interviewee

Not really

3

Interviewer

Why?

4

5

Interviewee

Interviewer

6

Interviewee

7

Interviewer

8

Interviewee

Because of the lack of vocabulary.
It‘s hard for them to express
themselves the way that they would
like, so they find it difficult to be able
to write their ideas down, and
because of that they are afraid to do
so.

Categories

Affective: dislike
writing

Lack of kills:
vocabulary.
Affective: fear.

What makes you think that they don‘t
like to write?
When I say that they are going to Affective: negative
write something, they groan, they attitude/boredom.
go… ―oh‖…‖do we?‖, and these kind
of expressions.
Do you motivate them to write?
I try to. With using the L.O.Ps, trying Methodology: writing
to make L.O.P.s the base of it, the process
writng process, so at the end they Meaningful/interesting
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have to give me…It is something fun tasks.
where they are going to show off
their writing.
9

Interviewer

Does it work?

10

Interviewee

Most of the time

11

Interviewer

Why do you say that it works?

12

interviewee

13

Interviewer

14

Interviewee

Because they show off their work in a Effect of methodology
positive way. Because they are Positive attitude/
showing off, because they are trying Willingness to write
to
make
their
projects
so
extravagant,
so
nice,
so
exciting…They really like showing
doing it; showing it to their friends;
showing it to other people.
What type of tasks do you normally
ask your students to perform in
writing? What type of activities?
I give them a topic. Usually I try that
the topic relates to them in a way
that it‘s something they like to write
about. Then, they first have to
brainstorm all their ideas. From that,
they have to organize them in any of
the kind of organizational ways. From
there, they begin with the topic
sentence and they start to construct
their paragraphs.

15

Interviewer

Do you guide them in that process?

16

Interviewee

I usually do first, when I introduce a
new type of writing. I show them one
that has been done by another
student from previous years. Then, I
try to do one by myself, I mean, I

Methodology:
meaningful/engaging
topics
Methodology; writing
process (organize
writing)

Methodology: guided
writing in first stages
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writing it with them in front of me. I
write it from the beginning. After
that, then we write one together as a
class. Finally, they would do one on
their own. While they are writing,
they have many cards of instructional
cards that give them hints and help
them… lists of what to do… And I
walk around and help them. They get
lists of what to do and I walk around
and help the lower…kids with their
writing. When I get them started,
then I begin to work with the others.
17

Interviewer

After all that what happens? How do
they show you their understanding?

18

Interviewee

Well, first, I ask them they have to
check themselves. They evaluate
their writing with a certain kind of
checklist. Then I have them peer
check. They correct each other, and
then I do a 1 to 1 teacher-student
conference where they explain what
they have written to me. Where there
is a mistake I say… ―hold on,
something is wrong…please, think
where the mistake is and try to show
me‖. If they are not able to show me,
Then I will show them and I will
explain why it is a mistake.

19

Interviewer

Do you do that with every student?

20

Interviewee

With every single one, but it takes
toooo long!

21

Interviewer

Then, how do you control the time to

Methodology: support
to struggling
students/
fostering independent
writing

Methodology: selfcheck and peer check.
Student/teacher
conference

View of writing
process: time
consuming
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deal with the curriculum?
22

Interviewee

While I am working with those
students, I have the other ones
working independently with other
activities like centers, stations,
or…grammar, spelling, or something
that is related to our writing.

23

Interviewer

What happens after that feedback
that you give them in the 1 to 1
conference?

24

Interviewee

They have to go back with the
corrections and they have to rewrite
already like a second draft.

25

Interviewer

When does the process finish?

26

Interviewee

After they have published it and give
it to me, but before they give it to
me, they do a special kind of activity,
for example, usually in my L.O.P.
they have to publish a book, or they
create a poster, or something that is
meaningful for them.

27

Interviewer

Do you think this methodology is
appropriate for your students?

Interviewee

I believe it is because those kids are
still broad in their writing, and they
need a lot of guidance. They need
someone there like… pushing them
and telling them what to do so later
on, in the following years, they start
doing it on their own.

Interviewer

Do you think your former students
are showing this independence in

28

29

Methodology: support
to struggling students

Methodology:
meaningful activities

Belief about teaching
writing: writing
should be guided in
the first stages.
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writing this school year?
30

Interviewee

I hope so. I believe that at least the
majority of them are.

31

Interviewer

Do you think you are reaching the
writing goals for this school year?

32

Interviewee

I think I am with the writing because High expectations
I am supposed to write a paragraph
with compound sentences and all the
grammar implied, and the kids are
most of them actually trying to do so.

33

Interviewer

What do you think about the school‘s
expectations in writing for your grade
level?

34

Interviewee

I do believe they are a little bit high
for certain students because they are
still not ready to cope with the goals
proposed for the year.

35

Interviewer

Which are the most common
difficulties your students show in
writing?

36

Interviewee

Lack of vocabulary to express what
they are thinking. Most of them,
while they are writing, they have a
wonderful idea in Spanish, but they
don‘t know how to express
themselves in English. They don‘t
find the appropriate ideas,
structures…they lack basic skills.

39

Interviewer

How do you deal with these
difficulties?

40

Interviewee

They usually ask me, ―how do you
say this in English?‖ and I have to

High expectations
Lower proficiency
level

Students‘ difficulties:
lack of vocabulary/
lack of structure

Methodology: no
training on
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help them, either by giving them
clues, or just by giving them the
word because they don‘t know how to
say it and don‘t understand it.
Spelling is another problem. When it
is a spelling mistake or something
like that, they look it up in the
dictionary. Then I try to give them all
the utensils that they need to work,
use thesaurauses. I like them use
this while they are writing, but the
lack of vocabulary is hard for them to
overcome.
41

42

Interviewer

Interviewee

management of
skills/learning to learn
Students‘ Difficulties:
lack of spelling skills

Where do you think these difficulties
in the students come from?
Well, I believe that in the previous
levels they don‘t receive the
necessary amount of vocabulary and
enough vocabulary learning
strategies to acquire new vocabulary
from stories. Besides, we never get
to finish the programs or stories that
our books bring. So, there is a lot of
vocabulary that the students don‘t
learn and since they are not native
speakers, there is no way they learn
these basic words if we don‘t teach
them. Besides, they come lacking
basic structures like management of
verb tenses that make it hard for
them to express appropriately.

43

Interviewer

How do you normally evaluate your
students in writing?

44

Interviewee

I usually use rubrics which my
students are very aware of while they
are writing so they know what to
focus on or what to look for. When I
evaluate them I talk to them one to

Cause of difficulties:
gap from previous
years (amount of
vocabulary, learning
strategies)/
unfinished reading
programs (lack of
basic words)
poor training on
management of basic
structures
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one and I show them where they
have gone wrong, so when they are
doing their second draft before the
publishing they know where to
correct it. Also in the next writing
process, they are aware of that area
where they messed up on the one
before, and they try to look on that.
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APPENDIX 6.2
Interview # 2
Interviewee: fourth grade teacher
Interviewer: Teresa Benitez
Date: October 15, 2007
intervention Development
1
2

3
4

5

Interviewer
Interviewee

Interviewer
Interviewee

Interviewer

6

Interviewee

7

Interviewer

Categories

Do you think your students like to
write in English?
I don‘t think so. They don‘t like to
write in English; it‘s a problem for
them; it takes an effort, and they
don‘t like it. It doesn‘t come naturally
to them.

Negative attitude
towards writing:
Belief about writing:
writing is difficult

Why do you think they don‘t like to
write?
Because it is an effort. They have to
make an effort; they are lacking the
vocabulary in order to communicate
easily, so besides children are very
impulsive, they tend to speak in their
native language. That also easily
comes to them. So, that‘s why.

Students‘ difficulties:
lack of vocabulary
Rely on mother
tongue

How do you motivate them to write in
English?
O.K. the way to motivate them is to
try to make the topic that we are
going to talk about interesting to
them, so it relates to their
background knowledge or to their
experiences.

Methodology:
appealing topics

What type of tasks do you usually
give your students to write about?
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8

Interviewee

We usually write paragraphs. We
have either how to paragraphs,
description paragraphs, etc. but it is
something that we don‘t normally do
everyday. We first have to plan a
personal reading that relates to it,
and then get them into the grammar,
and then apply the grammar into the
writing. So, it is something we don‘t
normally do as a normal day. It takes
planning and takes a lot of time.

Infrequent exposure
to writing tasks.
View of teaching
writing: time/effort
consuming/
demanding

You told me that your students write
paragraphs that you teach them after
planning. Do you ask them to write
any other thing different from the
planned types of paragraphs?

9

Interviewer

10

Interviewee

11

Interviewer

12

interviewee

13

Interviewer

Do you let them work in groups?

14

Interviewee

For the fun activities, yes because it
is rather informal, but for the writing

When we are practicing vocabulary
we do. Then I ask them to make a
song with the vocabulary words to
create a poem, a riddle, a play, etc.
In those cases they would, but it is
something as an application of the
vocabulary. That isn‘t formal writing,
And it isn‘t an everyday thing.

Infrequent exposure
to formal writing
tasks.

What type of activities do you think
they prefer?
They prefer the fun activities. The
ones in which they work in groups to
help each other. They love to work in
groups.

Students‘ writing
preferences: fun
activities
Cooperative learning

Teacher‘s belief:
writing is an
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process it has to be independent
because they easily get distracted.
15

Interviewer

What do you think about school‘s
expectations for writing at your grade
level?

16

Interviewee

I think school‘s expectations are too
high for the reality students can
perform.

17

Interviewer

Why do you think so? What do you
observe?

18

Interviewee

Because our fourth grade children
don‘t arrive with the basic skills that
are necessary to achieve the goals
proposed for 4th grade. They don‘t
have clear how to write main ideas,
supporting details, closing sentences.
They are barely writing a single
paragraph. They have too many runon sentences. They need structure,
still, so I can‘t ask for two
paragraphs, which is the goal in 4th
grade, when they are hardly making
one.

19

Interviewer

How do you deal with this problem?

20

Interviewee

What I do is going back into more
vocabulary because many of the
times the kids want and have the
idea, because they know what they
want to say, but they can‘t express it
in writing because of lack of
vocabulary. So what I am trying to do
is providing more vocabulary
activities in the classroom to have
them use them, and maybe make it
easier for them to communicate.

independent activity/
neglects cooperative
work.

School‘s high
expectations

Gaps from previous
years:
text structure/
command of
language/
management of topic
lack of vocabulary

teacher‘s belief:
writing requires
learning a lot of
vocabulary
students‘ difficulties:
lack of vocabulary
methodology:
provides a lot of
vocabulary
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21

Interviewer

Do you think your students‘ English
proficiency level is good enough to
cope with the school‘s expectations?

22

Interviewee

Orally they are coming to 4th grade
with the language they can
communicate fine. Oral skills are not
the problem. But when it comes to
writing and to express their inner
thoughts or experiences; that is what
they are lacking. They lack the basic
vocabulary skills to express
themselves. That‘s what is making it
hard for them.

23

Interviewer

Describe the methodology you apply
with your students when you teach
them a new type of text.

24

Interviewee

First of all, before I start, I go back; I
go back to background knowledge,
what they have written; if they know
how to write a paragraph, a basic
paragraph; what the basic parts of a
paragraph are, what do they think I
expect from them to write. But
before, prior that, I ask them for
background knowledge. I ask them
what is a paragraph, which are the
parts of a paragraph; who‘s going to
be my audience; all those basic
things.

25

Interviewer

After that, what happens?

26

Interviewee

After that, when I have activated
their background knowledge, I give
them a sample of what I expect.
Something very similar to what I
expect, with the heading. It‘s a

Students lack
vocabulary skills

Methodology:
departing from
students‘ background
knowledge

Provides writing
samples
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paragraph that contains on the side
the parts that I expect them to have.
Then we start with the brainstorming.
I give them an idea, or I can give
them the topic, and they can choose
their own idea; it depends on what
we are going to do. After that, they
get the idea of what they want, they
start brainstorming, and we head out
from that.
27

28

Interviewer

Do they do this alone or in groups?

Interviewee

It should be guided. If it isn‘t guided,
many would get lost –in translationmany would get lost into giving me
something completely different. I
have to guide them first with
examples. Then, I let them go as,
O.K. give me a draft, and then, with
the draft, I touch down all the ideas
of recommendations that I would do
because with all the different levels
that are in the classrooms, some are
very slow, and I want to reach all of
them. So, in order to do this, I just
ask them to write it down and I take
the time at home to grade one by one
and to jot down all the ideas; all
suggestions that I have for each one.
Then, I‘ll give them back.

29

Interviewer

30

Interviewee

Lack of guided
practice
Methodology: writing
process

Provides models
Lack of guided
practice

Provides written
feedback

Do you ask them to self-check before
you check?
Of course, and according to them,
they do it. But you know, children are
not… if you ask them right there to
reflect, they know it is not perfect,
they know they should do more, but
they don‘t want to do more. That‘s

Negative attitude
towards improving
writing/
lack of motivation
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the problem. It‘s hard to motivate
them into ―you can do it‖. It‘s not
enough.
31

Interviewer

Do you think your methodology is
appropriate for your students?

32

Interviewee

Maybe not, maybe not. I have to be
realistic. Maybe it can reach some
students, but it is going to be difficult
because… you can reach some,
because those who I am reaching
have the basics, but then…it becomes
a cycle. I have to go back, and it
becomes boring to the ones that can
handle it, so it is a cycle. It
becomes…it‘s very difficult because
writing is application, and in order for
you to apply, you have to know what
you are going to do. Some of them
know it and do it right away, while
some, the majority, don‘t know, so
you are constantly like… struggling
with the ones that tell you ―I
finished‖, and the ones that haven‘t
even started, besides there are some
with concentration problems…

33

Interviewer

How do you deal with all these
situations?

34

Interviewee

How do I deal with this… well, there is
the constant ―touching the shoulder‖,
―let‘s go‖, ―very good‖, ―that‘s a good
title‖…but still, it wears you down,
and you can still not get enough.
From many of the students that…
attention problems…in which if you
are not standing by their sides they
would not focus on what they have to
do, and you can‘t! You can‘t stay…
when you have 22 students whom

Inconsistent
methodology: not
suitable for all.

Unequal writing
proficiency

Unequal writing pace
Teacher‘s frustration

Negative attitude:
gets frustrated

Unequal attention
span
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you have to share yourself with and
these activities require
constant...‖you right there‖ for these
students, and you don‘t have
assistants in fourth grade, I have to
divide myself, so I try to do the best I
can, with whatever I have.
35

Interviewer

Do you think your students like your
methodology?

36

Interviewee

They tell me they do. The feedback
they give me is that they like it. I do
like to implement a lot of songs into
the language program; a lot of games
because language itself is boring.
Reading a long story, if you don‘t
make it interesting, is boring. So, I do
like to constantly change. When it
comes to writing we have many
different ways of showing. Maybe
they do writing by creating a story
book… that‘s exciting for them, and
place them in the classroom library
for them to share with their friends,
that‘s very exciting for them. Those
things will make it exciting, but the…
simply writing is boring for them.

39

Interviewer

You told me your students say they
like your methodology. What do you
observe?

40

Interviewee

Of course they do. Sometimes I have
to get them to cool down because
they get too over-excited, and they
become a discipline problem because
of the sharing around ideas and…yes,
I think they like it.

41

Interviewer

Do you think you are reaching the
goals proposed for this school year?

Teacher‘s low
motivation/frustrated

Belief: language is
boring.

Meaningful writing
tasks

Belief: writing is
boring.
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42

Interviewee

I know I am enriching the kids‘
knowledge with what they are
bringing, but… is it going to be
fulfilled? To what the school expects?
They bring a big…gap with them and
that‘s very difficult to be overcome in
one school year, with so many
activities going around and
now…Christmas preparation is coming
and novenas are shortening our
periods, and then… the ―festival of the
light‖ for Christmas and then the
rehearsals, and then…we are
shortening our ―teaching time‖. We
are taking time for shows and social
acts than for the real teaching time.

43

Interviewer

Which are the most common
difficulties that you observe in your
students‘ writing?

44

Interviewee

One of them… not the most, but it is
there… handwriting. If the
handwriting is difficult to be read, it is
difficult for the teachers and it is
difficult for the students to study from
it. Handwriting is a problem because
it‘s difficult to read it. Many of the
spelling mistakes are not checked, so
you start building spelling errors.

45

Interviewer

Besides handwriting and spelling, is
there any other difficulty that you
observe as frequent in your students?

46

Interviewee

Oh, yeah! One thing that I always
notice is that many kids have the idea
that they have good sentences, but
they can‘t manage the… they have
the idea, but, for example, they

Gap from previous
levels

Short teaching time.

too many social
activities.

Students‘ difficulties:
Poor handwriting
Spelling

Students‘ difficulties:
Text structure
Management of
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describe what to do with the fruit at
the beginning, then, they begin
describing the plant, then, in the
middle again describing the fruit, so
they don‘t organize, there is no
sequence. Yes, they have very good
ideas, but they don‘t have any
organization for writing those ideas.
47

Interviewer

How do you deal with that?

48

Interviewee

Well, for that I have to go to get it,
because by writing down on paper, I
would end up drawing a big web of
lines going up and down and the kids
won‘t understand what I did. I have
been thinking of photocopying in a
transparency, and showing it to the
class to have input from the kids. I
think it is a good idea because…more
than one kid share the same mistake
in the classroom. Some people say it
might not be ethical because the kids
are there; they might get
embarrassed, but it is a paper that we
do learn from that, and it‘s not a
ridicule, and how can we make it
better? How can we get the kids to
improve? And not only him, there are
many, many random errors that show
up in all the different papers.

49

Interviewer

Is that the way you normally help
your students to overcome difficulties
of this type?

50

Interviewee

No, because every time we do a
writing process different problems
arrive and it is not always the same
one. So, when I notice a spelling
error, then I ―attack‖ spelling.

content
Text organization
sequencing

Plan for peer/
collective correction

belief: collective
correction helps kids
improve writing.

Focus on specific
writing problems.
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51

Interviewer

How?

52

Interviewee

Well, I give them spelling activities. I
give them spelling activities. I give
them dictations, puzzles, word
counts, word value to each level.
Something that for them is like
games or fun activities, and if they
insist with the same mistake, I would
have them make lines. I mean, go to
the old-fashion way has also
something good on it. Write it 10
times, maybe it would stay. We have
got to that this year, but I would say
that‘s like… the limit.

53

Interviewer

How is a writing evaluation in your
class?

54

Interviewee

Writing well, writing in class, we are
also using it in science, what I do is…
tell them what I want, what I expect.
We learn the vocabulary; we use the
vocabulary during the science lesson.
We have talked about plants, different
kinds of plants…now we are going to
write about a plant that they have
chosen. They have ―supposedly‖
researched, and then they…describe
this plant for me, what part of the
plant is that they are describing that
they are going to use, and during
that, they should implement all what
they should have learned in class
during grammar class. So, even
though it is graded for science, it is
also taken for English grade. In this
kind of things we integrate science
and English. It has been easier this
year because the new book brings, I
don‘t know if it is a coincidence or
what, but it is bringing the…theme

Rote learning
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that it brings go along with science,
so it has been easier to integrate both
subjects.
55

Interviewer

What do you normally grade or focus
on in a language class?

56

Interviewee

First thing that stands out is
neatness; how neatly it is presented,
indenting, margins, skipping lines so
there could be space for me to do the
corrections. That‘s the first thing.
Then, I start reading. Does it have
the main idea? Then the topic
sentence, then the supporting details.
Many of them start with the
supporting sentences; they don‘t
introduce; they don‘t have a topic
sentence. They have good ideas, but
they don‘t have the…‖what am I
talking about?‖ the topic…and that‘s
something that has to be stressed.
―Where is my main idea, then my
supporting sentences?‖ thank God
this year they haven‘t asked me ―how
many sentences do I write?‖ it is
something that they know already;
and then the closing. They have to
have a closing or a…something that
wraps the…idea.

57

Interviewer

For you, what is teaching writing?
What doe teaching writing involve?

58

Interviewee

It involves teaching rich vocabulary in

Expectations:
Neatness
Organization
Text structure

Students‘ difficulties:
text organization/
coherence/
focus

Belief: teaching
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order to be able to communicate
feelings, likes, wants, etc. and many
of them are lacking this. You tell
them… ―That‘s a lack of respect‖, and
they think they understand it. You put
that word… ―Lack‖ in a sentence or
question, and they have no idea of
what it is.
59

Interviewer

So, for you teaching writing is
teaching vocabulary.

60

Interviewee

Yes, that‘s the most important. Then
structure, but if you don‘t have
vocabulary, structure doesn‘t matter
because you can put a lot of things,
structurally beautiful, but it doesn‘t
make any sense to me.

61

Interviewer

Evelyn, thank you.

62

Interviewee

It was a pleasure helping you.

writing is teaching
vocabulary

Belief: teaching
writing is teaching
structures
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APPENDIX 7: INTERVIEW WITH THE
ACADEMIC COORDINATOR (C.I)
Interviewee: elementary school coordinator.
Interviewer: Teresa Benitez
Date: November 17 2007
intervention Development
1
2

3

Interviewer
Interviewee

Interviewer

Categories

Do you think 5th grade students like
to write in English?
I believe they do like writing. What
probably they don‘t like is to write
about something that is given to
them. I believe they would love to be
able do free writing, and probably
that would get them into writing a
better paragraph. But we have to
teach them how to do the reading and
writing processes, and we believe that
this is the way to go. Students are
used to do free writing, without
control. That is usually what they are
used to do in any other activity. So,
they are passing this into the writing
in the different subjects. Sometimes,
they don‘t like to write because
sometimes the themes that come
with the stories they read are
unknown to them or they know very
little about them because those
readings are from different contexts
form theirs. They might know some
things, but they are not part of it, so
they don‘t know what to write about.

Positive attitude
towards writing
Preference for free
writing

Unknown/unfamiliar
topics

How does the school or the teacher
deal with that?
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4

Interviewee

5

Interviewer

At the beginning it was very difficult
because our main purpose is that
they write, so we gave them the tools
and gave them what they wanted. School‘s
But we have seen big growth since we methodology: writing
process
started implementing the reading and
writing process. We believe that
comprehension has increased. We
have seen changes…improvement in
the way they organize ideas. Now
they have an order to follow.
Do students always have to apply the
writing process whenever they are
going to write?
I believe…we believe that for second Belief: writing
language writing, and for students process help students
that are beginning to write, or in the organize ideas.
process of getting appropriate writing
skills, it is easier when there are steps
that they have to follow. So, the
writing
process
makes
a
big
difference.

6

Interviewee

7

Interviewer

Does the school require the writing
process in all the grade levels?

8

Interviewee

Yes, it does. Even in the upper
elementary school levels because in
the 5th grade, for example, students
have to write essays, which is 2 or 3
paragraphs and the writing process
gives them an organization to follow.

9

Interviewer

10

Interviewee

School requirement:
writing process
School‘s expectation:
3 paragraphs essays.

Do students like to follow the writing
process?
Nothing has been better for our
children‘s writing that the writing
process. There hasn‘t been a better
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tool to get good results in this issue.
But I think that we have to get the
students to love the writing process.
Some of them are reluctant to use it
or say they don‘t like it. We feel that
once they get to know why this is
important, that they are doing a
better job in writing because of that;
that it is a tool to help them, they will
begin liking it. Now, we know that to
follow the writing process demands a
lot of work from the teachers. We
know that some teachers do the
complete writing process in one or
two
occasions
a
year.
The
others…they don‘t follow all the steps,
especially the conference. I know it
takes a lot of time, but in that one-toone conference students get to know
what they have done wrong and it
would be the way to know their
learning style in writing, what they
are not doing correctly, etc.
11

12

Interviewer

interviewee

Students‘ negative
attitude towards the
writing process.
Needed awareness
raising
Belief: writing
process is time &
effort consuming.
Teachers‘
Infrequent/unequal
application of writing
process
Lack of 1-to-1
conference/feedback

Did you mean that not all the
teachers follow the writing process in
elementary school as the school
requires?
Yes, I believe so. They have their
own arguments, and they are all valid
too, and they have their own way of
doing it. We have teachers that have
been with us for many years and
have received all the trainings that
our staff developer has given to them.
But I think writing has been left
behind because of the many new
things that have come in education
like
methodological
aspects…
differentiation, etc. so, we have
teachers coming with their own

Teachers‘
unequal/diverse
methodology for
teaching writing

neglected/uncared
skill
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methodology, which is very valid too,
but I believe we need to go back to
workshops about how to teach
writing, and make a consensus with
all the English teachers to decide
which should be the way to go in
teaching writing in our elementary
school. But I do believe we have to do
a revision in this aspect.

Need for a unified
teaching criteria.
Methodology revision
needed

13

Interviewer

So,
you
believe
there
is
an
inconsistency in the way the teaching
of writing is being held. Is it so?

14

Interviewee

Yes, especially in the conference. I Inconsistency
believe that the steps are taken care between what is said
of, but I don find all teachers doing and what is done
the conference.

15

Interviewer

What are the school expectations for
writing in 5th grade? What does the
school expect students in 5th grade
are able to write?

16

Interviewee

At least an essay of 3 paragraphs that
is coherent, with good spelling, good
grammar, clear thoughts expressed,
good handwriting; critical thinking. I
mean, in 5th grade, after they have
got…because this begins in transition
grade, where, even though they are
not really writing, but they are
beginning to do sentences there, so in
5th grade, they have passed through 4
years
and
so
doing
everyday
writing…in many cases…not in all the
cases because I have to accept that
not all the teachers do so everyday,
but having most of the teachers doing
so, writing should be in place by 5th
grade, at least that‘s what the school
expects. And the thing is that oral

High expectations:
application of highlevel skills
Assumptions:
- skills taught
since the lower
levels.
- Daily exposure
to writing tasks.
Reality:
- infrequent
exposure to
writing tasks in
lower levels
causes of poor
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skills, speaking, is not what we expect
either, so, the students tend to write
the way they speak and sometimes
also because the students are
lazy…because I don‘t accept that it is
because they don‘t know. I believe
they are taking the easiest way out,
and that‘s the way they speak too.
Students are not supposed to say or
write a Spanish word in the middle of
a sentence, and probably they have
to learn that they have to take their
time to construct their sentences
completely in English, with good
English, and they don‘t want to do
that, they want to speed up and finish
quickly.
17

Interviewer

But you just said that this process of
writing starts since students are in
preschool levels. Don‘t they acquire
these writing skills before they get to
5th grade?

18

Interviewee

They should. They should acquire as
many writing skills as they need to
write appropriately in the lower
levels, however, as I just said, not all
the teachers do this…they have their
own way and emphasize on what they
think is appropriate and necessary.

performance:
-laziness,
carelessness.

Expectations: fluent
writing in L2

Inconsistency
between what is said
to do and what is
actually done.
Unequal emphasis on
writing,

19

Interviewer

So, do you think the writing goals are
achieved in all the grade levels in
elementary?

20

Interviewee

According to the teachers, yes, they Inconsistency
believe that they do accomplish all
their goals in writing. The thing is that
it is a fight with the children and I
think that teachers have to be
consistent.
We
cannot
continue
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allowing spanglish in the classes. This
is what is happening in writing. You
see misspelled words because that‘s
the way they pronounce. So we need
to be constantly correcting. Our
language teachers need to be aware
of that. Probably we need to add
more
oral
activities
into
our
curriculum…into our day.

21

Interviewer

22

Interviewee

And how
writing?

would

that

reflect

into

When you speak correctly, you will
write correctly. I believe they go hand
to hand. If you misuse the verb
tenses, for example, if you speak with
all the verbs in the past or all the
verbs in the present, that‘s the way
they are going to write.

23

Interviewer

So, which are the most common
difficulties that you identify in the 5th
grade students‘ writing?

24

Interviewee

Well, our books bring a lot of
vocabulary words that are not
common words, everyday use words.
So, they learn them with the stories
and they don‘t use them again. So,
they don‘t build up new vocabulary
because they don‘t practice. We also
have the Dolch list which I believe
every teacher has to have like a Bible,
and test those words almost on a
daily basis because they would make
good writers.

25

Interviewer

School expectations:
teachers‘ more
consistent
teachers/more action

Belief: speakingwriting relationship
Poor oral skills= poor
writing skills

Students‘ difficulties:
Lack of vocabulary
Lack of vocabulary
practice
Belief: more
vocabulary will make
better writers

So, vocabulary is the problem.
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Lack of vocabulary

26

Interviewee

I believe so, yes.

27

Interviewer

What
about
coherence?

Interviewee

Well, right now we have gone beyond
those spelling tests we used to have,
which were good because if they did
not understand why it was written
that way at least they memorized the
writing so when they went to write
they
would
write
it
correctly.
Nowadays we don‘t have those types
of tests. We immediately apply the
word…our goal is to immediately
apply the word that we just learned
into a sentence to see if it is
understood; And then, if they learn
how to write it fine, you don‘t usually
go back to all the words. When you
have a grammar or a spelling test you
use the new words and you add two
or three of the old ones, but if you
went, or if you had a bad grade in the
present spelling test there‘s no time
to go back to review those words
because you have a new story to start
with a whole new list again. So, we
feel there‘s a gap there where those
words that probably… you are not
going to use, but to be able to write a
paragraph in 5th grade, you need to
be able to use those words.

28

29

Interviewer

grammar,

spelling,
Vocabulary in context

Lack of vocabulary
practice/application

lack of time to review

Now, talking about methodology for
teaching
writing
in
the
upper
elementary levels is appropriate for
helping the students to acquire this
skill?
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30

Interviewee

Yes, they follow the writing process.
They do…well… they don‘t do much…
for students that are learning English
as a second language and who need
to speak and write almost as a native,
which probably is our goal, they have
to write on a daily basis. And when a
teacher has 70 or 80 students it‘s…my
heart goes for them if they need to
correct that, and I don‘t see any
purpose in having them write if they
are not going to be corrected. I don‘t
have the answer insofar because I
know more writing is required to be
able to have good writers, not that
weekly writing that they do and… but,
then what is happening is that we
have a lot of notebooks not corrected
and a lot of papers that are not
corrected, and teachers do have a lot
of work to do. So, that‘s the dilemma,
do we cover the whole curriculum or
do we…you know… this is something
we have to speak about.

31

Interviewer

Finally, do all content areas such as
science or social studies teach
writing?

32

Interviewee

This is something that we have to
speak about by departments. They
are asking for writing, but they are
not correcting it neither grading it.
When the students write a paragraph,
they don‘t accept the paragraph with
all the…spelling mistakes, no, it is
corrected, but no points are taken
away. I believe most of these
mistakes are silly mistakes, that is
carelessness, if you make the student
read it again and point at the

Infrequent writing
practice

More writing is
required

Overwhelmed
teachers/too much
work

Dilemma: coverage
or quality?

Infrequent writing
exposure in content
areas

Carelessness
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mistake, they laugh, because they
know it‘s…even though teachers are
constantly saying ―look at this,
correct this‖ they just insist on ―I
finished, I finished‖ and they want to
go ahead with something else. For
them it is very difficult to stay at one
task. When they feel they finished
writing then they want to go on with
something else, but to do a good
writing means that you have to
dedicate time.
33

Interviewer

So, going back to the school
requirements, does the school require
that the content areas teach writing?

34

Interviewee

Yes, yes, in fact, there cannot be a
science or social studies test that School requirement:
doesn‘t bring an open-ended question teach writing in
where writing has to be there. We content areas
don‘t accept only true or false, or
―word bank‖ test, because we believe
that‘s the first level of learning. So,
everything students learn has to be
applied into a new situation, that‘s
why we have at the end of each test,
most of our tests have open-ended
questions where no-one-answer is the
answer.

35

Interviewer

O.k. thank you very much.

36

Interviewee

O.k. it was a pleasure.
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APPENDIX 8.1
Date: November 8, 2007
Class: 5th blue
Number of students: 20
Topic: persuasive texts (introduction)
Class time: 2 periods (50 minutes each)
Today I introduced the concept of persuasive texts. Since it is a
very disruptive group, I decided to change the class‘ s setting, so I took
them to the ―intelligent room‖ for a video beam presentation.

First, I gave them the rules for being at and using that room.
Then, I started the class with an ABK activity: I wrote on the board
―Saturdays are better than Sundays‖, and below that sentence, I placed
two columns; in one column I wrote: ―agree‖, and in the other one I
wrote ―disagree‖. Students reacted immediately to the chart and began
to talk among each other expressing whether they agreed or disagreed
with the statement. Then, I passed stick notes for each student and told
them to write their names on it and stick them under the ―agree‖ or
―disagree‖ column to show their viewpoint. This activity seemed
engaging for the students because they were actively participating;
however, students were very noisy and it was necessary to stop the
activity from time to time to remind them the rules of the class. After
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students placed their names, I told them one by one to provide strong
reasons to support their choice. I organized the sticky notes to write the
arguments next to the corresponding names, making sure it took a
paragraph-like form. Five students argued that their ideas had already
been taken and didn‘t provide any new one although I prompted them
to do it, so I placed their names next to those ideas (it is important to
note down that three of these students are the ones that have a low
academic performance because they have difficulties to express both
orally and written). I think this was positive because those are students
that are always shy or not confident to provide ideas, however I made
them add a little bit to the statements that they had chosen.

Next, I made them read silently the texts that had been formed
with the title provided by the teacher and the statements provided by
them to as support. Then I asked them to think of a sentence that could
introduce the ideas presented in each column, according to what their
choice had been (agree or disagree). Immediately most of them began
to share ideas with their partners; some of them began to shout ideas
right away. Since some ideas did not match the topic that was
presented on the board, I told them to think of the topic and rethink
their ideas. More students began to shout sentences, so I pointed at
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some of them to tell their idea. I asked the other students whether they
agreed or disagreed with the idea and wrote them on the board if they
did (I observed a lot of participation from most of the students,
however, there were some that didn‘t take part in the discussion). After
this, I told the students to observe the texts that had been formed on
the board and choose one of the two. The majority chose the ―agree‖
one because, according to them, ―It had more ideas‖. I told them to
read the text carefully and from the sentences that they had provided
last, choose the one that expressed the main idea being managed on
the text. Again most of them gathered to share their ideas. They got too
loud sometimes, so it was necessary to stop the activity several times to
make them lower their tone of voice. Valerie called me to tell me that
she didn‘t understand what she had to do, so I made her read the title
of the text and think of what the topic of the text was. She read, but
kept saying that she didn‘t understand, so I read the title for her. I
asked her: ―What is the title talking about?‖ ―Christmas‖, she said.
―What about Christmas‖, I said; ―Christmas vacation‖, she said. ―So,
what is the idea that the writer is presenting about Christmas vacation?‖
I asked her. ―That Christmas vacation is better‖, she said. ―Better than
what?‖ I asked her. ―Than summer vacation‖, she said. ―So, what is the
main idea presented by the writer?‖ I asked her. ―That from all the
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vacations, Christmas vacation is the better‖, she said. ―O.K.! from all
vacation times, Christmas vacation is the best of all! That‘s your thesis
statement; that‘s your main idea‖.

I think this moment was positive because I could guide the girl,
however, while I was coaching this student, some students were getting
louder or calling me for support, so the situation was getting out of
control. I stopped the sharing of ideas and asked one of the students to
tell me what the sentence that he had chosen as main idea was. He read
one of the details. I asked the students whether they agreed or
disagreed. Some answered in chorus ―yes‖ or ―no‖. I asked Valerie (the
girl that had asked for help) if she thought that this sentence expressed
the main idea of the text. She answered shyly ―I don‘t know‖. I told her
―do you remember what we talked about the main idea?‖ she said in a
louder tone of voice and very enthusiastically ―Ahh! No, no, miss. The
main idea is that December vacations are the best vacations of all! I
asked the other students if they agreed; most of them answered in
chorus ―yes‖. I asked one of them ―why do you agree?‖ he answered
―because it says what we are saying in the other sentences‖. I observe
that this type of inquiry takes students to reflect more and helps them
to make sense.
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Next, I told students to read all the sentences accompanying the
thesis statement. I asked them if they knew what the function of these
sentences was in the text. I noticed that the question was confusing or
misleading because none of the students answered, so I pointed again
to the thesis statement and told them that it was the idea I wanted to
convince them about. Then I pointed to two arguments and told them
that these were the reasons that I was giving to support my idea. I
asked them again what these reasons were called in a persuasive text
and they began to shout ideas such as ―sentences‖, ―statements‖,
―facts‖, ―opinions‖, etc. Finally Sebastian, a native speaker told me:
―arguments‖. I stopped the discussion and asked Sebastian again what
these sentences were called in a persuasive text so the other students
heard his answer. He answered again ―arguments‖. I asked him, ―What
is the role of arguments in a persuasive text?‖ He answered, ―To
convince someone to do what I want‖. Juan David added ―not only of
what you want, also to believe what you say‖. ―Or to buy something that
you are selling, no miss?‖ said Lina. More students started to shout
ideas expressing agreement or disagreement. I observed that in this
discussion many students that are usually shy to speak began to
participate spontaneously showing good comprehension of the topic. I
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wrapped up their discussion confirming that these sentences in the body
of the persuasive text are called ―arguments‖ and that they are the ones
that are meant to convince or persuade about any idea, desire, or
product that I want others to accept or believe. I gave them a copy
about what a persuasive text is and the different parts that make up a
persuasive text.

Afterwards, I asked the students to analyze the arguments
provided by them in the model text on the board and decide whether
they could convince them or not to accept that idea. During the
discussion, some students managed to make jokes, giggle, and try to
distract others, but it was a minority compared to the amount of them
that were ―on task‖. Toño said ―Miss, some of these ideas are like…
dèbiles miss, they are like… they are missing more….‖ Sebastian said
―yes, they are weak, they need more details‖. I said that Sebastian and
Toño were right because arguments in persuasive text had to be strong
enough to convince and that they combined facts and opinions in order
to make them more effective. At this point, I took advantage of the
discussion and projected the different strategies that writers use to
persuade; I also gave them a copy to paste in their notebooks. I asked
them to read them and discuss them with their partners. I observed that
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there were words that caused trouble for the students to understand the
idea, and not even with context clues they could get them, so I had to
clarify them in order for them to help them go on.

I gave time to the students to copy the text that we had made on
the board. As homework, I told them to identify the type of strategies
we had used to persuade applying the copy they had received. Nicolás,
one of the weak students, said ―Miss, I don‘t understand‖. I asked him,
―What don‘t you understand?‖ Miss, this, pointing at the photocopy‖. I
tried to explain to him, but he kept saying he didn‘t understand, so I
told him to please wait until recess time to receive a more detailed
explanation (which I did) because the class was almost over and they
had to be taken back to the classroom. I wrapped up the class asking
what the topic of the class had been and what they had understood.
Many students raised hands to answer, some even shouted the answers.
From that I observed that most of the students had understood the
topic. Next class I will confirm their understanding with the homework
that they bring done. The class finished, and I took them back to their
classroom.
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APPENDIX 8.2: PROTOCOL # 2
Date: November 10, 2007
Class: 5th blue
Number of students: 20
Topic: persuasive texts (2º class)
Class time: 2 periods (50 minutes each)
The class started by revising the previous class‘s homework. I
asked a student to go to the board and read what she had brought as
homework. Since I observed that she had some mistakes in the
persuasive strategies that she had identified, I asked the other students
if they agreed with the classification that their classmate had read.
Some of them said ―yes‖ in chorus, and some said ―no‖. I asked one of
the students that had said ―no‖ to go to the board and clarify what he
had found incorrect in the girl‘s homework. The boy had done a good
job, so I took advantage and clarified the strategies for persuading in
texts. I told the students to read their homework and correct the
mistakes they had in their homework. Some students immediately
began to share ideas with their partners as they corrected. I observed
that most of them were speaking in Spanish, so I urged them to speak
in English and work independently. I approached some students that
were having difficulties and clarified the concepts for them. Most of the
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difficulty lied on vocabulary because they didn‘t understand some of the
expressions. Once clarified the words, they could go on their own.

Next, I told the students to set up groups of three. Making the
groups took a while because the students became noisy and didn‘t
choose their partners fast, so I had to take part in the decision. Again
some students were speaking in Spanish, so I reminded them to speak
in English. Once the groups were formed, I told them to choose a
secretary who was responsible to write the ideas that the group
members agreed on. Choosing the secretary was another thing that took
a while to the students because none of them wanted the responsibility
to write. While they were in the discussion I approached one of them
and asked him why he didn‘t want to be the secretary, and he told me
that he was afraid of making mistakes. I went to another group and
asked the same question to one of the students that was rejecting the
responsibility; she told me that she made too many mistakes when she
wrote and that she was afraid that the group failed because of her. I
decided to time the decision making process in order to speed it up.

Once the secretaries were chosen, I told the students that I had a
prize hidden in my desk‘s drawer. I asked them who wanted the prize,
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and obviously all of them raised their hands and began to shout ―me!‖ I
told them that if they wanted to win the prize, they had to write a
persuasive text to convince a group of judges that they should be the
winners of the prize. To do so, they had to write a thesis statement
expressing their main idea, and provide as many strong arguments as
they could to persuade the judges to give them the prize. They got the
idea very enthusiastically and began to work busily on their papers. As
they worked I walked around the room to observe what they were
doing. I observed that some students provided more ideas than others,
some students‘ ideas were given in Spanish and the group members
managed to turn them into English either by asking or using the
dictionary. Some of them called me to ask me for words in English. I
think this was a positive activity because students that normally don‘t
contribute with ideas because of their lack of English skills found the
way to compensate their weaknesses and become more confident to
express their ideas.

Once they finished, I asked three language teachers and the
librarian to serve as judges for this activity. The students were very
eager to read their texts. It was nice to see that two of the students that
dared to read the text they had produced with their groups, are
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considered low academic wise, which confirms the success of this
activity in fostering self-confidence and encouraging affective factors.

The judges of the activity made the unanimous decision that all of
them deserved the prize because of the effort that they had just made
and the quality of their texts. They congratulated them and told them
how proud they were to see their improvement as a group (all of them
had been their teachers in the previous years). I was positively
surprised with the texts these students produced because normally, in
general terms, their written production is very poor and their willingness
to write is very low. I conclude that this type of motivating activities is
the way to go to get this group of students to write more.

After giving the prizes to the students, I told them to sit down and
reflect on what just had happened in the class. It was interesting to hear
students such as Mafe, Nico, and Maria Camila saying how surprised
they were to see how much they had contributed to their groups‘ texts,
that they felt confident to present their writing because they felt it was
good. When asked about what they thought was positive about the
activity that we had performed, Juliana said (half in English and half in
Spanish) that the most positive thing was that it had been a fun activity
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in which they had felt confident and motivated to participate. Some
other students said ―yes‖ and others made a ―yes‖ sign with their heads.
Next, I asked them to rank from 1 to 5 their contribution to the success
of the activity. Most of them ranked their contribution very high (4, 5);
only a few ranked themselves 3; none of them ranked them 2 or 1,
which means that they contributed a lot. Time was over and I finished
the class thanking the students and saying good bye. It was nice to hear
some students pitying because the class was over. Next time, I will do
the reflection written instead of oral as I did at the end of this class, in
this way, I will have a tool for further discussion with the students about
their performance. Next class, I will make the students try a persuasive
text independently to see how well they understood this topic.
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APPENDIX 10.1: PORTFOLIO: POST-TEST
REFLECTIONS
NAME: ____________________________ DATE: ____________
SUBJECT: ____________________TEST TAKEN ON __________
Based on the answers to the following questions, write a
paragraph that shows your reflection about your performance on
the test.
1. Compared to the previous tests‘ results, how did I perform in this
test? Did I improve?
2. What did I improve on?
3. What do I still need to improve on?
4. Did I make more or less mistakes in this test? What type of
mistakes did I make this time (grammar, spelling, mechanics,
management of content, concepts, application of concepts,
reading test carefully, critical thinking…)?
5. Why did it happen?
6. Did I consider last test‘s corrections to perform better in this test?
7. What do I still need to work on to improve my performance in this
subject?
8. How am I planning to do this improvement? (Make a list showing
your plan).
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APPENDIX 10.2 STUDENTS’ REFLECTIONS BASED ON QUESTIONS
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APPENDIX 11.1: SCHOOL’S DEPARTMENT
PLAN
XXX SCHOOL
LANGUAGE ARTS SUBJECT PLAN
5TH GRADE 2007
Introduction
5TH grade Language Arts program at XXX School includes instruction in English as an immersion program.
Its goal is to develop students’ understanding of language as a learning tool and vehicle of communication,
through which to access knowledge, interpret the world and express beliefs, views, and attitudes toward it.
Communication skills in reading, writing, listening, and speaking are developed via interpretive,
argumentative, and propositional competencies that consider text structures and the analysis of oral and
written discourse within a cultural context. Through the literature-driven, integrated Language Arts program,
language is used as a tool to develop students’ cognitive, critical, and creative skills, and the ability to solve
problems in order to facilitate the development of spiritual leadership and skills to transform themselves and
the world around them, with socially responsible and ethical actions.
Essential questions
1. How can the critical reading of narrative and expository texts be used as a tool for both life-long
learning and spiritual development?
2. How can the expert understanding of writing skills empower individuals to communicate beliefs,
views, and attitudes toward the world as a means to improve it in the future?
3. How can language and technological innovations be used to communicate effectively in the
information age?
4. How can the application of language rules help develop individuals with the ability to communicate
effectively?
5. How does the analysis of narrative and expository texts help understand the historical and cultural
development of mankind and to make projections to improve the future of the world?
6. How does the confident use of communication skills influence students’ academic performance
and help them develop skills to contribute to peaceful and creative solutions to the problems of
humanity?
7. How does the analysis of oral and written discourse within a cultural context be used to further
enhance effective oral and written communications?
General understanding goals
1. Learning Language Arts involves the critical reading of narrative and expository texts that may be
used as a tool for both life-long learning and spiritual development.
2. Expert understanding of writing skills in the Language Arts classroom prepares individuals to
communicate in ways that may help improve the future of the world.
3. To understand how language and technological advances can be used to communicate effectively
in the information age.
4. To recognize how the use of rules is necessary for the development of communication skills.
5. Learning Language Arts involves the ability to link the analysis of narrative and expository texts
with the historical and cultural development of humankind.
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6. To become aware of how the confident use of communication impacts upon one personally as well
as upon our positive as well as upon our positive contributions to society.
7. The analysis of discourse in context contributes to effective oral and written communication.
General structure of the subject
Reading: Through the implementation of the reading process, comprehension of texts is enhanced in 5th
grade. Reading involves literal, inferential, and critical comprehension of different types of written texts
(narrative: short stories, folktales, myths, legends, etc. and expository: newspaper/magazine articles) and of
media communications. Students apply a wide range of strategies to comprehend, interpret, evaluate, and
appreciate texts: main idea and details, summarizing/paraphrasing, context clues, identifying writer’s
purpose and viewpoint, making judgments, making inferences, and comparing/contrasting. These strategies
integrated with students’ prior knowledge and critical, creative, and metacognitive skills are used to plan,
monitor, and evaluate their understanding.
Writing: Text structures are used in writing instruction that focuses on the analysis and use of the text’s
microstructure (word, sentence), macrostructure (paragraph), and suprastructure (genre, types of
composition) to enhance writing. Students develop the ability to create and critique texts that address the
needs and requirements of the four modes of non-fiction: narrative, expository, persuasive, and
descriptive, including a variety of paragraphs and essays, such as, how-to, compare-and-contrast, causeand-effect, problem solving, definition, descriptive, opinion, and persuasive, and research papers. Also,
students develop the ability to create and critique fictional texts such as short stories, myths, legends, talltales, and poems. Writing instruction also emphasizes the implementation of the Writing Process,
involving: Brainstorming, organization of ideas, first draft, peer conference, revising, editing, proofreading,
and final draft or publishing. 5th grade students, following the writing process, will gain the necessary skills to
write persuasive, instructions, and descriptive essays; research and science reports; responses to reading.
They will also acquire skills for writing introductions and conclusions for different types of essays, , suitable
main ideas and details for specific paragraphs.
Grammar: The study of grammar in context includes the understanding, analysis, and proper use of
syntax, mechanics, and spelling. Grammar rules are enforced to further students´ understanding of
language including word order, parts of speech, parts of a sentence, phrases, and clauses, using verbs,
subject-verb agreement, using pronouns, using modifiers, choosing the right word, punctuation, and
capitalization. Error analysis is continuously used as a tool to facilitate critique. Overall understanding of
language will be acquired and furthered by 5th graders by using and applying nouns, adjectives, comparative
adjectives, adverbs, comparative adverbs, pronouns, pronoun-antecedent agreement in simple, compound,
and complex sentences. In doing so, they will monitor the appropriate use of punctuation and mechanics.
Listening and Speaking: The analysis and production of oral discourse for a variety of purposes, involves
its segmentation as a series of speech events and speech acts within a cultural context, including the setting
and scene ( time, place) , the participants (speaker and audience), the ends ( purposes, goals, and
outcomes) , the form and order of the event, the cues that establish the tone, manner or spirit of the speech
(serious, playful), the forms and styles of speech (casual, dialect, form. grammatical standard forms), the
norms or social rules governing the event and the participants’ actions and reaction, and the genre. 5 th
grade students will gain the skills for making oral presentations with appropriate management of content,
response to reading, command of language, quality of presentation, management of audience, and
preparation and management of visual aids (posters, charts, transparencies, and power point
presentations). In doing so, they will make various types of presentations (research reports, newspaper
articles, news report, a personal anecdote, memorable moments, fact and opinions reports) to different
types of audience (classmates, teachers, school director and subject coordinator, guests, etc).
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Thinking Skills:
Critical, creative, metacognitive, and problem solving skills, are facilitated within the communication
competencies as these are taught integrated to the literature, including interpretative, argumentative, and
propositional skills, within reading, writing, listening, and speaking. In 5th grade, the students will learn and
apply the following thinking skills: General learning skills: Note-taking, summarization, advance organizer,
ABK activities, making predictions, vocabulary recognition strategies (context clues, Latin roots, and
synonyms/antonyms). Creative thinking strategies: Researching, independent study, problem –based
strategies. Critical thinking strategies: Using questions, analyzing, categorizing, classifying, comparingcontrasting, making arguments, justifying, draw conclusions, identifying errors in reasoning, evaluating
arguments. Metacognitive strategies: Reflection, self-evaluation, planning, checking (monitoring),
evaluating. Problem solving strategies: Exploration, Comprehension, analyzing, planning, implementing,
evaluating.
The Classroom Methodology:
Considering understanding goals, essential questions, and generative topics essential for the teacher for
understanding framework that we follow in our school, we work with LOP’s (learning opportunity plans),
which provide scenarios that enable connections to real life contexts and motivate learning, in studentcentered risk-free environments that nurture positive self-esteems and love for learning. Teacher’s
mentoring relationships with students focus on the development of socially responsible, ethical behaviors
that ensure positive citizens of the world. Within the framework of differentiated classrooms, teachers
understand, appreciate, and build upon differences by adjusting content, process, and product in response
to students´ readiness, interests, learning styles, and talents. Following a constructivist approach, the aim of
instruction is beyond rote memorization, emphasizing the transfer of knowledge and skills to new situations,
as opportunities for active, independent learning are fostered, via research, independent study, the use of
open-ended questions, and cooperative learning, among others. 5th grade English teachers understand the
importance of learner-centered environments in which students are valued as individuals and whose
backgrounds and ideas are respected and valued. Therefore, the methodology applied in fifth grade is
differentiated instruction, with its different types: by process, by content, by product, by affect, by
readiness, by learning styles, interests, and multiple intelligences. The teacher is a facilitator of
students’ learning and guides students to construct their own knowledge always fostering self-evaluation
and independent learning. The methodological strategies applied by teachers in helping students in the
process are: stations and tiered activities, through which students are helped to reach goals at different
levels of understanding, respecting their own pace; complex instruction through which students are
constantly challenged to go beyond the basic levels, respecting their learning needs, styles, and pace;
cooperative learning, which help students learn from one another, share knowledge, and gain skills to
work as a positive member of a community. Teachers will model for students the different skills. Constant
feedback will be given in a positive and specific way, verbally and through the use of rubrics. Through the
use of provocative organizational questions, students will be motivated to think critically and become
problem solvers. Transferring of knowledge into new situations will be constantly fostered in order to pass
the limits of traditional rote learning. For 5th grade teachers, students’ ideas and proposals are very valuable,
so the topics, objectives and final products of every unit will be shared with them in advance giving them the
chance to contribute with ideas for improving the unit or make positive changes to it. They are also given
choices to present their work, according to their multiple intelligences and readiness levels.
System of Evaluation of the Discipline:
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In the Language Arts Department, assessment is viewed as an ongoing process which provides a constant
overview of students’ performance and progress. Both formative and summative types of evaluation are
applied in this evaluation process. Following the teaching for understanding framework, performances of
understanding are used for both learning and evaluation; These include the assessment of the products of
Learning Opportunity Plans (L.O.P.), in which transfer of knowledge to new situations is expected. The
types of formative and summative assessment applied to evaluate 5th grade students’ performance are:
self-evaluation for both academic and effort performance along with teacher’s feedback; oral participation
records; teachers’ questions; portfolios; anecdotal records; different types of weekly tests to keep an
ongoing record of the process in the four main strands of the language (multiple-choice, true/false, essay,
pop quizzes, etc.); interviews/conferences, oral presentations, writing samples, exhibits, etc Open-ended
evaluations involve the use of teacher/student designed rubrics as objective criteria for grading. These are
integrated to written tests and quizzes that assess interpretive, argumentative, and propositional
competencies within the context of critical, creative, problem solving activities, presented within short
essays, multiple-choice, true and false, and matching questions.
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APPENDIX 11.2: LANGUAGE ARTS – 5TH GRADE
SUBJECT PLAN SUMMARY
The program includes instruction in English as an immersion program. Its goal is to
develop students’ understanding of language as a learning tool and vehicle of
communication, through which to access knowledge, interpret the world and
express beliefs, views, and attitudes toward it. Communication skills in reading,
writing, listening, and speaking are developed via interpretive, argumentative, and
propositional competencies that consider text structures and the analysis of oral
and written discourse within a cultural context. Through the literature-driven,
integrated Language Arts program, language is used as a tool to develop students’
cognitive, critical, and creative skills, and the ability to solve problems in order to
facilitate the development of spiritual leadership and skills to transform themselves
and the world around them, with socially responsible and ethical actions. L.O.P.s
are applied to enhance students’ enjoyment and involvement in the learning
process.
Through differentiated instruction and a number of strategies, teachers act as
mediators and coaches of students’ learning fostering self-evaluation and
independent learning, aiming at the transfer of knowledge and skills to new
situations. Evaluation is viewed as an ongoing process in which both formative and
summative types of evaluation are applied.
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APPENDIX 11.3: L.A. WRITING CURRICULUM
WRITING

Creative Writing
- Draws pictures and tells
about them
- Participates in shared
writing activities
- Dictates captions or stories
about pictures
- Awareness of word order
in sentences
- Uses Word order in
sentences
- Creates simple sentences
- Correct use of parts of
speech in sentences
- Creates simple sentences
using grade-level
vocabulary, spelling words,
and high frequency words.
- Creates stories using
grade-level vocabulary,
spelling, and high-frequency
words
- Coherence of ideas in the
paragraph
- Describes pictures in
writing
- Copies from board
- Creates a brochure
COMPOSITION
Writing process
(prewriting, drafting,
revising, proofreading,
publishing)
Writer’s Craft:
- Capturing reader’s interest
- Identifying audience and
purpose

Nursery

preK

kinder

tran

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1.gra

2º g

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

3

rd

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

th

5

th

X
X

X

X

4

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
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X

X

X

X

X

Tra
ns.

1st.G.

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

- Using appropriate
language
Nursery

PreK

Kinder

Expository Writing:
- Friendly letter and
envelope
- How-to/ Directions
paragraph
- Paragraph that compares
- Organizes and uses parts
of an essay (intro, body,
conclusion)
- Research report
- Expository writing
(Summary and explanatory)
- Business letter and
envelope
- Paragraph of information
- Information Article

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

Research/ Essays:
Research question, primary
and secondary sources,,
bibliography, documentation
conventions
- Biographical Essay
- Autobiographical Essay
- Analytical Essay
- Organizational patterns in
essays
- Problem / solution
- Cause/ Effect
- Compare/ Contrast
- Definitional/ Concept
- Chronological Order
- Spatial Order
- Order of Importance
- Examples and illustrations

X
X
X
X

Nursery

Narrative Writing:
- Personal narrative

X

PreK

Kinder

Tra
ns.

1st.G.

2nd

3rd

X

X

X

X

4th

5th
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X

- Story
- Play
- Personal Journal
- Adventure Story
- Biography
Persuasive Writing:
- Persuasive essay
- Persuasive Paragraph
Descriptive Writing:
- Descriptive paragraph
- Descriptive essay
* Creative Writing
- Brochure
Length of Writing
- Sentences (complete)
- One complete paragraph
(main idea, AT LEAST 2
supporting details, closing)
- One complete paragraph
(main idea, 3 supporting
details, closing)
- One complete paragraph
(main idea, AT LEAST 4
supporting details, closing)
- One complete paragraph
(main idea, AT LEAST 5
supporting details, closing)
- Once complete paragraph
(main idea, AT LEAST 6
supporting details, closing)

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

Nursery

- Two complete paragraphs
– ADEQUATE
TRANSITIONS
- Three complete
paragraphs ADEQUATE
TRANSITIONS
- Essays (more than 3
paragraphs) ADEQUATE
TRANSITIONS
- Essays 500-700 words
HANDWRITING

X

PreK

Kinder

Tra
ns.

1st.G.

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

X

X
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- Writes with left to right topto bottom directionality
- Holds pencil with
appropriate grip
- Uses appropriate spacing
between words, sentences
- Shows a correct posture
- Tilts the notebook and
uses opposite hand to hold
it.
- Follows letter strokes
correctly
- Writes correctly lower case
letters (consonants and
vowels)
- Writes correctly upper
case letters (consonants
and vowels)
- Follows correct strokes
when writing letters and
sight words
- Keeps trace within
determined space in the
notebook
- Copies from board in
cursive
- Takes dictation of
sentences
- Uses end punctuation at
the end of……..

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

Nursery

GRAMMAR
- Mechanics
Punctuation
- Uses periods and end
marks at the end of
sentences and paragraphs
- Uses commas to separate
items within a sentence
- Uses semicolon to
separate clauses within a
paragraph
- Uses quotation marks

X

PreK

Kinder

Tra
ns.

1st.G.

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

X
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Capitalization
- Capitalizing names
- Capitalizing proper nouns ,
including I
- Capitalizing the first letter
of the sentence
- Capitalizing the quotations
- Capitalizing proper
adjectives
- Capitalizing
salutations/greetings
- Proper nouns, words at
the beginning of sentences
and greetings, months and
days of the week, and titles
and initials of people
- Geographical names,
holidays, historical periods,
and special events.
- Names of magazines,
newspapers, works of art,
musical compositions,
organizations, and the first
word in quotations when
appropriate
Punctuation
- Period at the end of
sentence
- Period at the end of
paragraph

COMMAS
Proper Use of Commas
- In a series
- After introductory words or
phrases
- Time order words

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

PreK

Kinder

Tra
ns.
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

Nursery

- Question Marks
- Exclamation Mark
- Colon
- Semi-colon
- Quotations

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

1st.G.

2nd

3rd

4th

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

5th

X

X
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X
X

- After the date
- After the greeting and
closing on a letter
- After words or phrases that
interrupt sentences
(however, in fact, for
example)
- After appositives (Mr.
Cruz, the English teacher, is
absent today.)
- Before conjunctions (and,
or, but)
- To separate clauses (If
you come early, I will drive
you home.)
- Commas with clauses
Sentences
- Simple Sentences
- Word order
- Compound
sentences/conjunction (and)
- Compound sentences with
other connectives (but, or)
- Complex sentences

X

X

X

X
X
X

Nursery

- Transitional words: and,
also, because, first, next,
last, finally
- Use of subordinating
conjunctions and adverbs
- Transitional words:
although, among, beside,
later, similarly, like, but,
unlike, however, again, in
fact, another, for example,
in conclusion.
- Transitional words:
meanwhile, as well as,
throughout, in fact, as a
result of, likewise, on the
other hand, in the same
way, otherwise, along with,
for this reason

X

PreK

Kinder

Tra
ns.

X

X

X

X

X

IX

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

1st.G.

2nd

X
4th

X

X

3rd

X
5th

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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* Transitional words: also,
because, although, while,
since, therefore, however,
even though, if, then,
before, after, that, so.
- Sentence combining
- Appositives
- Adverb clauses
- Participial phrases
- Prepositional phrases

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

SENTENCES AND MAIN
CLAUSES
- Complex Sentences and
Subordinate Clauses
- Essential and
Nonessential Clauses
- Adjective Clauses
- Adverb Clauses
- Noun Clauses

X

X
X

Nursery

SENTENCE ERRORS
- Sentence errors: run on
sentences
- Sentence errors: rambling
sentences (too many ands
in the sentences)
- Sentence errors: stringy
sentences (incorrect use of
conjunctions)
- Sentence errors: verbnoun agreement
- Sentence errors: comma
splice (instead of periods,
too many commas)
- Fragments

PreK

Kinder

Tra
ns.

1st.G.

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

SENTENCE STRUCTURE
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Types: Sentence
- Statements and questions:
Declarative, interrogative
- Exclamations and
commands:
- Exclamatory –
Imperative
Sentence Parts:
- Naming part/ subject of a
sentence
- Telling part/ predicate of a
sentence
- Subject and predicate
- Complete and simple
subjects and predicates
- Compound subject/
compound predicate
- Sentence combining for
compound sentences with
conjunction AND
- Simple and compound
subjects
Nursery

Clauses and Phrases
- Main and subordinate
clauses
- Adjective Clauses:
Essential and Non-essential
- Phrases
- Participial Phrases
- Gerund phrases
- Direct and indirect object
- Sentence combining for
compound sentences
- Sentence combining for
complex sentences
- Sentence combining for
prepositional phrases
Verbals
- Participles and participial
phrases
- Gerunds and Infinitives

PreK

Kinder

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Tra
ns.

1st.G.

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
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- Gerunds and Gerund
phrases
- Infinitives and Infinitive
Phrases
Nouns
- Common and proper
nouns
Proper Nouns:
- Name of special people,
animals, places, and things
- Names and days, months,
holidays
- Singular nouns
- Regular Plural nouns with
“s” and “es,” “ies”
- Singular nouns written in
plural/pairs (scissors,
glasses, plants)

X

X

PreK

Kinder

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

1st.G.

2nd

X

X

X

X
X

3rd

4th

5th

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Nursery

- Irregular plural nouns
- Collective nouns
Possessive Nouns
- Singular possessive nouns
- Plural possessive nouns
- Contractions
Pronouns
- Pronouns (*VERB
INSTRUCTION)
- Pronouns: Subject
pronouns (singular and
plural)
- Pronouns: Object
pronouns
- Pronouns: Reflexive
pronouns
- Structural analysis: Plural
nouns
- Singular and plural
pronouns
- Pronoun – antecedent
agreement
- Possessive pronouns
(mine, yours, his, hers, ours,

X

X

Tra
ns.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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yours, theirs)
- Interrogative and
Demonstrative
- Antecedent and referent

X

Adjectives
- Describing word/adjectives
(enriched vocabulary-avoid
(i feel good, i feel bad)
- Describing words /
adjectives that compare
(comparatives/ superlatives)
- Correct form in
comparative
- Proper use of adjectives in
a sentence

X

Nursery

- Descriptive adjective: size,
shape, length, color, etc.
- Proper adjectives:
nationalities, etc
- Numeral adjectives: how
many
- Possessive adjectives: my,
your, his, her, etc
Articles
- Deninite: the
- Proper use of “the” in a
sentence
- Indefinite: a
- Indefinite: an
- Demonstrative: this, that
- Demonstrative: these,
those
Verbs
- Action verbs
- Main and helping verbs
- Linking verbs (EXAMPLE:
TO BE, FEEL, SMELL)
- Transitive and intransitive
verbs (followed by direct
objects – I kicked the ball)
- Irregular verbs

PreK
X

X

X

Kinder

X

X

X

Tra
ns.
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1st.G.

2nd

3rd

4th

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

5th

X

X

X

X

X
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- Verbs with direct object
- Active and Passive Voices
VERB TENSES
Simple Tenses
- Present tense verbs
(regular)
- Past tense verbs (regular)
- Future tense verbs
Nursery

PreK

Kinder

X
X
Tra
ns.

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
1st.G.

X
X
2nd

X
X
3rd

X
X
4th

X
X
5th

X

X

X

Perfect Tenses
- Perfect tenses (present
perfect/regular and irregular
verbs) Ex. Mary has used
her pencil (regular verb)
I have gone to Miami several
times (irregular verb)

- Introduce conjugation of
3rd group verbs
- Perfect tenses (past
perfect/ regular and
irregular verbs)
- Conditional simple tenses
(would/could/ should+ verb)
Ex. You could do the test
if….
- Conditional perfect tenses
(would/should/ could
have+verb) ( Ex. I would
have gone if…
Progressive Tenses
- Present Progressive
tenses-ing form (I am
writing, she is walking)
- Past progressive tensesing (I was writing, she was
walking)
- Passive voice (the chair
was moved)
ADVERBS
- Adverbs
- Correct use in comparative
and superlative

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
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X

- Proper use of adverbs in a
sentences
- Adjective and adverb
phrase
Negatives
- Negatives FOR SIMPLE
SENTENCES
- Double negatives FOR
SIMPLE SENTENCES

X

X
X

Nursery

PreK

Kinder

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Tra
ns.

1st.G.

2nd

3rd

4th

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

5th

Prepositions/prepositional
phrases
VERB CONJUGATION
(Present, past, future)
Affirmative, Negative, and
interrogative form.
- Verb to be: Is, Am, Are,
was, Were
- Verb conjugation To have:
Has, had, go, went.
- Verb conjugation To see,
To give, See, Saw, and
Give, gave
- Verb conjugation: Come,
came, run, ran
- Verb conjugation: do and
did
- Appropriate use of verb
conjugations
Verb Conjugation: Past,
Present, Future
(Affirmative, Negative, and
Interrogative Forms)
- To be
- To go
-To come
- To see
- To run
- To make
- To have
- To think
- To drink

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
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X

- To buy
- To leave
- To pay
- To bring
Nursery

PreK

Kinder

Tra
ns.

2nd

3rd

5th

X
X
X
X
X
X

- To begin
- To spend
- To teach
- To draw
- To catch
- To break
- To cry
- To drive
- To do
- To say
- To give
- To eat
- To sleep
- To live
- To tell
- Any regular verb
- Any irregular verb
- Appropriate use of verb
conjugation
PROBLEM AREAS FOR
BILINGUAL LEARNERS
- Negative Sentences
- Past tense
- Asking questions
- Third Person Singular
Present Tense
- Subject verb agreement
- Say and Tell

1st.G.

X
X
X
4th

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
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APPENDIX 11.4 LANGUAGE ARTS 5TH GRADE
REPORT CARD’S COMPETENCIES
1. Siguiendo los pasos del proceso de lectura y una variedad de
estrategias, lee e interpreta con fluidez, ritmo y precisión
afirmaciones, inferencias, argumentos y conclusiones sobre:
textos narrativos del género ficción realista (cuentos e historias) y
expositivos-persuasivos (artículos de internet y revistas) (Bim.1);
textos narrativos del género ficción histórica (cuentos y novelas
breves) y expositivos-informativos (artículos de revistas,
periódico, internet, enciclopedias y libros) (Bim.2); textos
narrativos (cuentos, biografias y novelas breves) y descriptivos
(articulos de revistas, internet, enciclopedias y libros) (Bim.3);
textos narrativos, expositivos y descriptivos (Bim4), como
fundamento para proponer alternativas para resolver retos
personales y responder a los de sus semejantes.
2. Interpreta, produce y evalúa textos orales (habla y escucha) de
tipo narrativo (historias y biografías) (Bim.1); expositivosdescriptivos
(Bim.2);
expositivos-informativos
(Bim.3);
expositivos-persuasivos ( Bim.4), teniendo en cuenta el contexto
social y siguiendo las normas de comunicación y etiqueta.
3. Produce y evalúa textos narrativos y expositivos que muestran su
comprensión de los mismos con énfasis en la elaboración de
ensayos de tres párrafos con introducción, cuerpo y conclusión de
tipo
expositivo-persuasivo
(ensayo
persuasivo)
narrativo
(reacciones a textos leídos) (Bim.1); expositivo-descriptivo
(reportes de investigaciones) y narrativos (reacciones a textos
leídos) (Bim.2); narrativo (narraciones personales y reacciones a
textos leídos) (Bim.3); Exposistivo-descriptivo (descripción de
lugares y/o personas) y narrativos (reacciones a textos leídos)
(Bim.4), que incluyen la aplicación y evaluación de estructuras
gramaticales, signos de puntuación y reglas ortográficas como
fundamento para lograr una mejor expresión que le permita crear
alternativas para la resolución de retos personales y de sus
semejantes.
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